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Dear Colleagues, Partners and Friends,
We are pleased to submit to your attention the latest publication within the
long-term project of the Economic Policy Institute (EPI) – our traditional Summer
Seminar for Young Public Servants. The current issue consists of the written and
revised versions of the presentations delivered during the one-week-long event
which EPI organized for a twelfth consecutive year in Riviera Holiday Club, Varna
in June 20-25, 2011.
This year’s seminar was held under the auspices of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Bulgaria and marked another important step in the history of the project. After celebrating its tenth anniversary in 2009 and launching
its present format and title – “Efficient Membership and Successful Preparation
for EU Accession”, it was in 2011 when the Summer Seminar series broadened its
scope by covering five new countries from the Black Sea Region – Ukraine, Russia,
Armenia, Georgia and Azerbaijan. Thus, the project expanded its scope beyond its
target group so far: young public servants from ten SEE countries (Albania, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania,
Serbia and Turkey). After a rigorous selection procedure 32 young professionals
representing state administrations from 15 countries were selected to participate
in the seminar where they could meet and interact with prominent lecturers from
all over Europe, honorary guests, ambassadors as well as members of the academia
and the business circles.
The seminar’s agenda was extremely dynamic, incorporating both presentations
during panel sessions and discussions in working groups, thus allowing participants
to work together on particular tasks, to actively debate on various topics as well
as to exchange ideas, experience and know-how.
In order to ensure the sustainability of EPI’s long-term project, the present volume
seeks to further deepen the focus of the Seminar by providing food for thought and
presenting at your attention lecturers’ contributions, following some of the main
thematic fields embedded in the seminar’s program:
• The EU Membership - Lessons and Conclusions from Bulgaria and Romania;
• The Processes of EU Integration – Lessons Learnt and Challenges Ahead;
• The European Union - Economic Expectations and Tasks;
• Good Governance Policies in Southeastern Europe;
• The European Union and Its Neighbours;
• The European Union on the Global Scene;
• The Future of the EU.
10
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Last but not least, we would like to express our appreciation to the Hanns Seidel
Foundation, the Representation of the European Commission in Bulgaria and the
Black Sea Trust for Regional Cooperation for the kind support they rendered to EPI
within this issue of our initiative. We would like also to thank all the colleagues,
partners and friends who have inspired, trusted and supported the project through
the years and who have made this unique initiative possible and rewarding for its
more than 300 participants so far.
We are convinced that by publishing and disseminating this issue in a limited
number of copies and freely disseminating it electronically to all participants,
lecturers and other stakeholders in the 15 targeted SEE and Black Sea countries,
we do actively contribute to the widening of beneficiaries’ circles and thus, we
support the efforts of all those believing in and working for the future of the
European ideas.
Ivanka Petkova
Chairperson
Economic Policy Institute

Yasen Georgiev
Executive Director
Economic Policy Institute
Kalin Marinov
Executive Director
Economic Policy Institute
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Angel Cholakov
Foreign Policy Advisor to the Prime Minister,
Council of Ministers, Bulgaria

Ladies and gentlemen,
Dear colleagues and friends,
Please allow me to start by congratulating the organisers of this event and
particularly the Chairperson of the Economic Policy Institure, Dr. Ivanka Petkova,
for the pertinent choice of the topics of the program. At the end of a successful
Hungarian EU Presidency and at the threshold of the Polish one, it is an honour
for me to take part in a dialogue that is aimed not only at exchanging views and
experiences but also at looking in the future. At a time when history is moving very
fast in Southeastern Europe the inputs of a seminar such as this one are invaluable
to set our course of action right.
We all have experiences from our transition and accession process. Bulgaria
and Romania were the first countries from the region that walked in the EU door
following a long and difficult journey. This was a major step for the 30 million new
EU citizens, step that completed the Fifth enlargement round. Now, exactly 10 days
after the completion of the negotiations with Croatia that paves the way for this
country to join the EU as the 28th member state on 1 July, 2013 the sixth round is
open. As President Baroso stated this important step forward should serve both as
an inspiration for the other candidates and as a signal to the rest of SEE that the
enlargement process does work.
The Bulgarian government has always been strong supporter of the EU’s enlargement policy and a great advocate of the European perspective for Southeastern
Europe. Our support and commitment for the EU keeping its doors open for the
region is resolute and permanent. Because we do believe that a successful and
credible enlargement policy together with an efficient membership is the vital and
most important tool for strengthening the stability and prosperity in our region.
May I wish all the participants fruitful discussions, useful acquaintances and,
last but not least, pleasant “launch” of summer 2011 at the Bulgarian Black Sea
Riviera.
Thank you for your attention!
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Jörg Schenk
Councellor at the Embassy
of the German Federal Republic in Bulgaria, Sofia

For over fifty years, since the establishment of the European Coal and Steel
Community under the Schuman Plan in 1950, the European Communities and
subsequently, the European Union (EU) have brought their member states peace
and stability.
The six founding members were: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands.
The EU now has 27 member states following the end of the last round of enlargement on 1 January, 2007. The enlargement process is not yet complete, however:
•
Accession negotiations with Turkey and Croatia began on 3 October,
2005.
•
Accession negotiations with Iceland began on 27 July, 2010.
•
The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia has been an official candidate
country since the European Council of 15/16 December, 2005, but the Council has
yet not taken any decision on opening accession negotiations.
•
On 17 December, 2010 the European Council granted Montenegro, too,
candidate country status.
•
The remaining countries of the Western Balkans (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Kosovo) have the status of potential candidate countries.
Under the Treaty of Lisbon that entered into force on 1 December, 2009, any
European country which respects the values on which the Union is founded and is
committed to promoting them can apply to become a member of the EU.
Following the fifth round of enlargement, the pros and cons of EU enlargement
have – as after previous rounds – been the subject of hot debate, in which also
eurosceptical opinions have played a prominent part. Against this background it
is crucial that the EU’s policy on enlargement should be carefully managed with a
view to linking enlargement with the process of internal consolidation. The key here
is greater emphasis on conditionality.
The pace of enlargement depends in particular on what progress individual candidate countries have made in meeting the set criteria as well as the EU’s capacity
for enlargement. The basis for the German Government’s approach to enlargement
is set out in the current coalition agreement.
The basis for the so-called “renewed consensus on enlargement” are the con16

clusions of the European Council and the General Affairs and External Relations
Council (GAERC) of December 2006. These reaffirm that the EU’s enlargement
policy is based, on one hand, on an enlargement strategy combining consolidation,
conditionality and communication and, on the other, the EU’s capacity to integrate
new members.
The term “enlargement” describes the process which culminates in a candidate
country’s accession to the EU with the consent of its member states. With their help
and support, the new member state can share in the success of the EU model and
benefit from the values it embodies – democracy, the rule of law and protection of
human rights and minorities.
With regard to the countries of the Western Balkans, the Commission believes
that it is vital for the reforms they have introduced as they move closer to the EU
to be consolidated and made irreversible. It generally recommends that financial
assistance in this connection be linked more systematically to progress on good
government, including notably administrative and judicial reform and the fight
against corruption. The priorities here are spelled out in what are called accession
partnerships in the case of candidate countries and European partnerships in the
case of potential candidate countries.
Since its founding, the European Union’s goal has been to make Europe a bastion
of peace, freedom, security, political stability and prosperity. An enlarged EU can act
as a stabilizing force throughout Europe, for adopting the acquis – the entire body
of EU law – enables new member states to contribute to European integration and
share its benefits. Enlargement also allows all EU nationals to live, work and do business outside their own national borders, in a larger area with no internal borders.
One of the main reasons for founding the EU, however, was also to overcome
dangerous nationalism. Here, there is obviously room for improvement, especially
with regard to the countries of the Western Balkans, where ethnic tensions are still
rife and where, after all the wars the region has seen, reconciliation is only just
beginning to make progress.
Following the accession of Bulgaria and Romania, the EU has become one of
the world’s largest economic areas with a population of some 480 million. All EU
nationals stand to gain from strong growth in the accession countries, new markets
and increased competition. In times of financial and economic crisis such as now,
corrective action can be taken more effectively and quickly by a community than
by countries acting on their own.
Free movement of goods and capital is something that benefits the German
economy as well and helps create and protect jobs in Germany. German companies
in particular are seizing the opportunity to invest in the new member states. Thanks
to enlargement, the EU is able to keep within its own borders the relocation processes
triggered by globalization. This generates jobs and investment in the new member
17

states, which in turn protect jobs in the old member states – which might otherwise
be lost to countries outside the EU. Since in the new member states EU law is fully in
force, conditions are in place to protect investment and employees and ensure high
safety, production and environmental standards.
A well-managed enlargement policy will make for a strong European Union
capable of playing an active role in the world of the twenty-first century. Both
the current economic crisis and climate change have highlighted the need for
global governance. But in today’s globalized world only an integrated Europe is
well equipped to advance its interests. And only a united Europe can live up to its
international responsibilities in the economic and political domain and overcome
its preoccupation with itself and its painful past.
© Federal Foreign Office
I wish you a successful and interesting time during this seminar, inspiring discussions and, of course, some relaxing sunny hours at the beach of the Black Sea as
well.
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Zinaida Zlatanova
Head of the EC Representation in Bulgaria

Dear colleagues,
Dear guests,
On behalf of the European Commission Representation in Bulgaria, it is an honour
and a pleasure for me to address you all at this important forum.
I would like to thank the Economic Policy Institute for organising this seminar for
the 12th consecutive year and for inviting us again to participate.
History has shown that constructive dialogue has been a crucial element in
the European integration. In that respect gathering young public servants from
Southeastern Europe and the Black Sea region in order to discuss issues of key
importance for the EU integration of their countries is crucial. I can therefore only
hail once again this initiative.
This year, the organisation of the seminar is again particularly timely. It comes
just a couple of weeks’ time after the European Commission proposed to the Council
of the EU to close the last four chapters in the accession negotiations with Croatia.
And I am extremely happy that just today, the European Council agreed to conclude
these negotiations by the end of June, with a view of signing the Accession Treaty
by the end of this year.
As Commission President Barroso said, this important step forward by Croatia
is also a signal to the rest to of Southeastern Europe that enlargement works, that
the EU is serious about its commitment, and that structural European reforms in
the countries do pay off.
Croatia was not alone to make progress in the last months. Indeed, Montenegro
became an official EU candidate in December 2010, while most recently Serbia made
an important step forward regarding respect of the rule of law and international
justice by arresting General Ratko Mladic.
The European Union stands by its general commitment to a European future of
the Western Balkans and is every day trying to make their European perspective
more tangible.
In Bulgaria we are perfectly aware that enlargement is more than a policy of
the European Union. It transforms countries, lives and I am convinced, Europe as a
whole. The EU’s enlargement policy has reunified a divided continent and helped
consolidate democracy and stability across Europe.
19

It is therefore natural that the Commission aspires to the progressive integration
of the Western Balkans into the European Union.
Ladies and gentlemen,
I am happy that the outreach of this yearly seminar has grown progressively and
that this year we have participants from the Black Sea region as well!
This too is an extremely important and strategic region for the European
Union and you know that we aim to increase cooperation among the countries
surrounding the Black Sea through the Black Sea Synergy. The Synergy proposed
by the European Commission in 2007 is part of the European Neighbourhood
Policy and complements the Eastern Partnership established between the EU
and six Eastern European and South Caucasus partner countries.
The Synergy offers a forum for tackling common problems, while encouraging
political and economic reform in the region, as it is based as much as possible on
initiatives taken by the Black Sea countries themselves.
Dear friends,
To conclude, I would like to emphasize once again on your role as public servants
and on your crucial contribution. Working in your countries’ administrations, your
engagement and commitment is key to prepare them for future EU membership or
for closer relations with the EU, respectively.
On the one hand, you can support needed reforms from the inside by bringing
in your know-how, energy and motivation.
On the other hand, you can raise awareness about the EU and its achievements
among your citizens, you can contribute to building confidence both in the EU
member states and in your respective countries.
As in the end, it is the leaders and peoples of your respective regions who will
decide on their European future.
I wish you a lot of energy and success in your future work and I thank you very
much for participating in this seminar!
Thank you for your attention!
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PRIORITIES IN THE SECTOR OF JUSTICE
AND HOME AFFAIRS IN REFERENCE
TO THE SCHENGEN MATTER AND ACCORDING
TO THE EUROPEAN DANUBE REGION STRATEGY
Case Study of Hanns Seidel Foundation’s projectcooperation in Central and Southeastern Europe
Dr. Klaus Fiesinger
Study of Political Science, Modern History and Public Law in
Munich and Vienna. Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy at
Ludwig Maximilians University of Munich. Since 1992 Head of
Department of Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, since
2009 additionally according to Caucasus and Central Asia at the
Institute for International Cooperation of Hanns Seidel Foundation in Munich. Since 2001 Member of the Austrian Institute for the Danubian
Region and Central Europe in Vienna. Since 2004 Visiting Professor at the Faculty
of International Relations of Andrassy Gyula University in Budapest, Hungary.
Democracy, rule of law, economic development and internal security of states
are mutually dependant and need some comprehensive strategic approach of
transitional aid in Central Europe (CE) and Southeastern Europe (SEE). Project
work, conducted by state institutions as well as on NGO level, must therefore
conjunctively be focused on the sectors of administration, police and judiciary
in order to reach common sustainability. Reforms in these three sectors should
function as the basic pillar to endeavour some long-term efficiency and transparency of democratic reorganization in CE and especially in SEE. Education and
advanced training activities for senior experts, stakeholders and multipliers in
these three sectors are designed to contribute to a service- and citizens-oriented
public administration.
Hanns Seidel Foundation (HSF) is a German non-governmental, non-profit
organization (NGO), aiming at implementing the above-mentioned strategic
approach as contribution to the common efforts of democratic stabilization and
conflict prevention in Central and Southeastern Europe. For the development
and transitional aid activities and for project work abroad, HSF is subsidized by
public financial means from the federal state budget of Germany. The headquarters of the foundation are located in Munich. Two years ago the Department of
22
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Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, expanded its scope to the Caucasus
and Central Asia, and now consists of the Munich central office and branch offices in 12 countries from the regions in question. The local and cross-border
interregional project activities, focused on state institutions as well as on civil
society network, were originally launched in the year 1992.
The conceptual basis and approach of the foundation`s development and
transitional project activities can be defined by 2 criteria:
Firstly, the following fact must be mentioned and emphasized: Democracy
can’t be built up only by governmental efforts of development aid. Democracy must be implemented and consolidated by a common socio-political
development approach. Democracy promotion in all different facets must be
elaborated and conducted by joint efforts of state institutions and NGOs. Basic
argumentation for this approach can be found in the principle of subsidiarity.
That means to delegate tasks to these institutions and organizations which
have the best ability for accomplishing.
The second fact can be summarized as following: Experience of the last 20
years after the tear down of the Iron Curtain showed that without any minimum
level of security, rule of law, maintenance of order, guaranteed by law enforcement agencies, and without any constitutionalized balance of state power (the
Montesquieu model of division of state power) there is no basis, no fundament
for all efforts on economic transformation and development.
And this is the basic reason why the project work of HSF is focused on
three sectors of support.
First sector:
- Streamlining of Administration. That means dealing with all reform
efforts in the administrative sector – from state centralized level to level
of local self-government.
Second sector:
- Reform of Judiciary. That refers to advisory assistance to constitutional
courts or other high courts.
Third sector:
-
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Reform of Internal security according to police forces and border
units on the strategic basis of the Hague Program, elaborated
by the European Commission (2004), to create some area of
freedom, justice and security in Europe.

What HSF is precisely doing in the respective project countries, especially
according to the last mentioned sector Justice and Home Affairs, can be summarized by two functions: training and education by symposia, conferences,
seminars, workshops and vocational training as well as mediation and coordination by employing of foreign or local experts to improve professional
competencies.
There are two reasons why HSF still regards the project sector of justice
and home affairs as priority issue in Bulgaria and in the neighbour country
Romania (both already EU members since 2007) but also in the whole region
of SEE: One reason is related to Bulgaria and Romania but of course not only
to them. It is the still ongoing process of monitoring by the EU Commission
dealing with progress or stagnation in the monitored sectors of administration, justice and police. Advisory assistance in the whole matter is still required: This is in the new member countries, in the candidate and potential
candidate countries and also in the Eastern neighbour countries which are on
the other side of the Schengen zone. The other reason of our foundation`s
engagement is somewhat new and is based on the so called Danube Region Strategy. Germany, represented by the federal Ministry of Interior and
the Bavarian Ministry of Interior together with Bulgaria have got within this
Danube strategy the coordinating competency of the so called „priority area
11“. That means, both countries have got the steering competency in justice
and home affairs to tackle organized crime and security.
Europe and the European Union are communities of creative and strategic
power and enforcement capacity. The new member states of the EU, but also
the candidate countries and potential candidates from the Western Balkans, are
no longer in the position of only beneficiaries of grants and financial subsidies
from the old and rich EU members. Why must this be emphasized? Because
all of them have meanwhile the function as active partners in the processes of
European Integration, Enlargement and Neighbourhood Policy. All of them,
also the EU candidates and potential candidates, have to not only accomplish
the so called Copenhagen criteria which are a precondition, but also to stay
committed to some development approach which is known as “Regional
Ownership”. This means that the countries in SEE are required to act in interregional cooperation not only under the umbrella (coordination and financial
support) of the EU but also:
- by own efforts and endeavour;
- by own initiatives;
- by own responsibility.
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Some examples for evidence of the so called “regional ownership“:
- Possibilities of interregional cooperation are given in the framework of
the Southeastern European Cooperation Process, SEECP, since 2008 institutionalized by the successor organization of the Balkan Stability Pact,
the Regional Cooperation Council, RCC, located in Sarajevo.
- New possibilities and challenges are given beside this in the Danube
Regional Strategy, launched by the EU Commission in December 2010
and going to be implemented during 2011.
- And within this Danube strategy but also in general and according to the
Schengen matter regional ownership is practised by: special cross-border
cooperation in SEE in the sector of justice and home affairs.
Schengen matter: Safeguarding and surveillance of external border lines
of the Schengen zone - the case of Bulgaria and Romania
What is the present constellation? Since the EU accession of Bulgaria and
Romania in 2007 both countries have been subject to a monitoring procedure.
It is euphemistically called „Cooperation and Verification Mechanism“ and deals
with all matters concerning the sectors of (state and local) administration, the
sector of justice and the sector of police/internal security.
Twice per year progress or stagnation in the transformation and reform
process on the matters at hand is monitored and evaluated by special reports
of the European Commission.
The last Commission report appeared in July 2011. There have already been 8
monitoring reports submitted to Bulgaria and Romania, but substancial progress
has not been conceded up until now. The monitoring procedure is the result of the
experience of the 2007 second Eastern EU Enlargement and it is the result of the
fact that despite the accession procedure (despite the fullfillment of all negotiation
chapters in order to adopt the Aquis Communautaire) both Black Sea countries still
do not correspond to the Standard of justice and police on EU level.
As precondition for the Schengen membership Bulgaria and Romania
need a unanimous decision of the already existing 25 Schengen countries
(22 of 27 EU members without Great Britain, Ireland, Bulgaria, Romania and
Cyprus, but incl. Norway, Iceland, Switzerland). Presently there is no such
unanimous decision. According to the resolution of the joint meeting of
the European Ministers of Interior as of June, 9th in Luxembourg France,
Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Sweden and Finland are not in
favour of Bulgaria and Romania acceding to the Schengen zone although both
countries are meanwhile conceded of having got the technical ability. Last technical evaluation report published by EvalCom on 21st and 22nd of March about
the Bulgarian-Turkish border came to the conclusion that Bulgaria now fulfils
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the Schengen requirements with reference to border control at the external
land border. Technical ability in this sense means full adoption and adjustment
of and connection with the so called „Schengen Information System“. In this
context it must be added that at present the „SIS-I-four-all“ is still in function
because the implementation of the improved and more specialized SIS II will
be delayed till approximately 2013.
Besides being prepared on the external Schengen border line, Bulgaria and
Romania also made some progress with the forthcoming internal Schengen
border lines: so, for instance at the Bulgarian-Greek border has already been
implemented the “one-stop-control” (“hand in hand“ control: 2 border police
officers at one control station, no more 2 separate control stations). Additionally, the so called “in-depth control“ or cross-border crime pursuit, which means
mobile control missions in some areas near the border line, is also going to be
implemented.
The approved technical ability of the Schengen standard is a new situation for Bulgaria which was until the spring of 2011 accused of not being ready
to guarantee the technical and personal standard to manage the illegal traffic
on the Bulgarian-Turkish border line. Illegal migration is supposedly coming
primarily from Greece but deriving from travel via Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania
to the Western European countries.
So, the following question remains: If there are no more deficiencies of the
technical standard, what is then the reason for Bulgaria and Romania being
blocked from participating in the Schengen zone?
The answer is evident: There is still some ongoing reproach of not enough
progress in both countries to combat organized crime and corruption.
Misappropriation in office, bribery, blackmailing and embezzlement are still
detected resulting in the Commission Reports’ observations of structural deficits
in the sectors of justice and police.
The opponents of Schengen’s enlargement to Bulgaria and Romania simply
believe it is too dangerous, for instance the SIS data could get into the hands of
people involved in terrorism, organized crime or gang/band criminality. They
see danger of information abuse to conduct criminal actions:
- which are refering to traffic of human being, drugs, weapons, cars or
- which are refering to money-laundering, cyber crime, economic betrayal
and much more.
The Schengen matter of Bulgaria and Romania will be debated by the European
Ministers of Interior in the autumn of 2011 when they will decide whether accession will take place in 2012 or a compromise will be reached by permitting
the opening of the airports in Sofia and Bucharest to the Schengen zone.
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In any case, it is a challenge and a task for both countries to correct the deficiencies and to amend the capacities in the sector of justice and home affairs.
And in any case HSF, as it will be shown in the last chapter of this presentation, is willing and able to contribute to these efforts in cooperation with the
project partners to promote the reform process, especially in this sector of
justice and home affairs.
The European Danube Region Strategy and Bulgaria`s implication within
this strategy with reference to the matter of justice and home affairs/
internal security:
The regional Danube Strategy was officially proclaimed on December 8th,
2010 by the European Commission. The EU’s Foreign Affairs Ministers meeting in
Luxembourg on April 13th approved in principle the Commission’s Strategy for
the Danube Region. The Commissioner for Regional Policy stated that it would
be now the responsibility of the Danube countries, regions and stakeholders
on the ground to work on its implementation, which should start as soon as
possible. It is expected that this implementation will occur during 2011 after
meanwhile receiving green light from the Council.
The strategy, as drafted by the Commission for developing the Danube region, focuses on the period till 2020. The overall aim is to improve the framework
conditions for the residents of the Danube region. These objectives must be
achieved via cross-border policy management.
In reference to these objectives, the principle of the 3 „no“ must be emphasized on: There will be no new EU legislation for this strategy, no additional
structures and no additional financial funding, at least during the present
budget period till the end of 2013.
And in the sector of justice and home affairs, which is also part of the
strategy, even in the new budget period from 2014 all activities have to be financed via national funding from the respective participants. This is remarkable
because this obligation fully corresponds to the just mentioned development
policy and transformation policy principle of „Regional Ownership“.
The concrete objective of the Danube strategy is to implement existing
rules in practise using existing funds for long-term sustainable joint intensified
cross-border activities.
Not an easy task in considaration of the fact that this macro-region encircles
115Million people living in 14 European states: 8 EU-member states (Austra,
Bulgaria, Czech Republik, Germany, Hungary, Romania, Slovak Republik., Slovenia) and 6 non-EU states (Bosna & Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, Moldova,
Serbia, Ukraine), which on their own can be divided into EU-candidates, potential candidates and neighbours.
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Unity in diversity is the headline of this approach and it is supposed to be
very difficult to realize the targets considering the many conflicts in history
along the Danube river.
The strategy describes 4 pillars:
- Infrastructure and transport;
- Environment protection;
- Social, economic and scientific development;
- Internal security/justice and home affairs.
And this last pillar is of special interest to HSF in its project work in SEE:
Germany (Bavarian Ministry of Interior and Berlin Federal Ministry of Interior)
as well as Bulgarian Ministry of Interior are coordinators for Priority Area 11.(PA
11). For better understanding let us clarify that each pillar is divided into priority
areas. There are 4 pillars with 11 PA altogether.
The fourth pillar is Strengthening the Danube region by:
- Improving institutional capacity and cooperation (PA 10);
- Working together to promote security and tackle organized and
serious crime (PA 11).
That means:
- rule of law is to be strenghtened in all fields of combatting Organized
Crime and Corruption;
- information-sharing, coordination and cooperation between all stakeholders with local responsibility must be enhanced and enlarged;
- (very important)all targets and projects must be tailored to specific problems of the Danube region.
All targets and projects which have to be implemented in this priority Area
11 surve as an instruction plan for HSF project activities in SEE. However, these
targets are also some confirmation of many already realized project activities
of HSF in the sector of Internal Security. They are in other words confirmation
of what HSF together with the project partners is doing at present time and
what HSF has done in the past.
The PA 11 action plan of the steering committee, quoted in the following
chapter from a Strategy Paper, elaborated in Berlin on 20th May 2011, implements 4 sectoral inputs which will be tailored to specific problems of the
Danube Region:
First, „security offensive“ based on the strategic objectives and measures
of combatting cross-border crime in particular, as well as tackling organised
and serious crime more effectively.
Second, building up of a network from existing customs and border protection bodies in order to create a “Centre for cooperation and information“ to
improve the coordination of border checks, to facilitate cross-border traffic, to
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supervise customs formalities, to amend law enforcement measures by police
and customs authorities and, last but not least, to provide cross-border aid in
case of disaster.
Third, creating uniform standards for detecting forged and falsified documents in the framework of the border protection systems by „document
inspection management“, facilitating border crossings for persons, improving and speeding up the flow of goods as well as preventing illegal entry via
Black Sea.
Fourth, the “standardizing of border regime“ by ensuring the compatibility
between border police processing systems, including technical components for
conducting security, identity and document checks, furhtermore, by drafting
uniform standards on the basis of different conditions. Relevant measures, as
indicated in the stragegy paper, are for instance improving overall security in
the region of Danube by objectifying and specifying the needs of states along
the Danube , better coordination of inspection regimes by comparing the security standards of travel documents in circulation and compiling a summary
of country-specific regulations and phenomena.
The quotation of some parts of the contents of the above mentioned Danube Strategy paper leads directly to the last part of this presentation – short
survey of project activities of HSF in the sector of justice and home affairs
in Bulgaria:
As already mentioned, since opening of its project office in Sofia 1993, HSF has
been in close reliable cooperation with Bulgarian Ministry of Interior and with the
subsequent subordinated police institutions and law enforcement authorities,
for instance uniformed police, criminal police or border police units.
All advisory cooperation by foreign (that means from Germany, Bavaria) or local
experts (Bulgaria) is directed on : modernisation of police education and training corresponding to the criteria of the so-called Bologna Process and the Lisbon
Strategy and integration of police forces into the democratic society. Both issues
can be summarized as transformation of police forces to rule-of-law- and serviceoriented instrument of assistance for people to protect them against crime and
corruption (only possible if police isn’t undermined by corruption itself).
Some examples:
- HSF has been supporting education and training in the Police Schools of
Varna, Sofia, Kazanlak and Pazardjik. The tutor program is divided into different moduls and sections and is oriented on the structural guidelines of the
Bavarian police education system.
- HSF has been offering special seminars for detecting police officers and for border
guards who, since the 2010 enacting of police reform by Bulgarian Government,
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have gotten more investigative and detecting competencies.
- After coming into force of the new Bulgarian code of criminal procedure HSF
promoted special seminars for police officers to get aquainted and familiar
with the new rules which also guarantee enhanced detecting competencies
for them.
- HSF has been supporting joint cooperation seminars of Bulgarian Ministry of
Interior and Bulgarian Ministry of Justice for judges, prosecutors and police
officers to certain topics of interrest: such as corruption and misappropriation
in office, economic crime, tax fraud, money laundering, cyber crime, trafficing
of human being, drugs, cars, and else.
- HSF enabled some enforcement of bilateral or trilateral cross-border cooperation of border guards with their respective neighbours: Cross-border
management between Bulgaria, Macedonia and Serbia.
- Last but not least, HSF in cooperation with the Bulgarian and Bavarian Ministries
of Interior contributed to the Bulgarian national security strategy of migration,
asylum and intergration by enabling special consultancy service.

The variety of HSF seminars, workshops, conferences and additional internships in the sector of Justice and Home Affairs is focused on possibilities of
detecting, preventing and combatting organised and serious crime. All activities are organised and conducted with the respective Ministries of Interior in
CE and SEE or in cooperation with the ministries subordinated police entitites
and police schools/academies.
Special focus in CE and SEE, enhanced by the Schengen matter and the
Danube Strategy, is put on the so-called „Integrated Border Management“.
This comprehensive approach consists of two strategic components:
First, diversity management, dealing with different matters at the same
time and at the same place, for instance border control, detection, investigation, detention/arrest.
Second, community policing via network of safeguarding and surveillance
coordination and cooperation between border guards and other authorities
dealing with border issues.
The Integrated Border Management is therefore focused on border control
mechanism (checks and surveillance) of traffic passengers as well as on detection and investigation of cross border crime.
In summary, all HSF-project-activities are directed on two paramount
intentions:
First, integration of police forces in democratic societies on the basis of
transparency, efficiency and service-orientation;
Second, improvement and strenghtening of domestic and international
security by reduction the instability of states and regions and by promoting
and supporting all efforts of crime-containment and crime-prevention.
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FUTURE CHALLENGES
TO THE EU INTEGRATION PROCESS
Prof. Dr. Eckart D. Stratenschulte has been the Director of
the European Academy Berlin since 1993; as such he is also the
managing member of the executive board of the Academy’s
directing body, the Verein (association) known as “Europäische
Akademie Berlin e.V.” In addition, he is the Berlin representative
of the European Academies’ umbrella organisation in Germany,
GEA. Furthermore, he is a guest lecturer for questions of European
Integration at the Free University of Berlin’s Institute for Political
and Social Sciences.
Prof. Dr. Eckart D. Stratenschulte graduated from university after reading Political
Sciences, German Studies and Sociology.
“Europe is like a bicycle. If you stop it, it falls over.”This statement is attributed
to Jacques Delors; if he did in fact say it, then he must have had a bad hair day.
In the first place, a bicycle does not fall over if you stop, providing your feet are
firmly on terra firma. In the second place, the European Union, like any other
institution or society, is on the move anyway. The European question is therefore not to ask: is there standstill or movement, but on the contrary: where is
the motion heading to? However, this destination is not pre-determined by a
higher being. No, in this case the image of the bicycle can really be applied.
Where exactly this vehicle is moving to, is actually decided by the cyclist. And
with no input it can only go downhill.
What direction the EU is moving is therefore equally the question as to where
we want to go, what we want it to develop towards. We – that means 502 million
inhabitants and citizens of the EU in the present 27 member states.
Motion implies a point of departure. As applied to the European Union, this
point was the Second World War. The horrendous magnitude of annihilation of
human lives, cities and moral standards were inconceivable before that time,
and it is thus no surprise that many people in the aftermath of the war came
to reflect on how it might be possible to prevent a future bloodbath amongst
the nations in Europe, launched by inhuman dictatorships.
The European Union, emerging as it did from its nucleus in the European Coal
and Steel Community (ECSC), established in 1951, had a very straightforward
agenda. The first agenda item was to ensure peace between the member states,
in particular to resolve Franco-German differences. Item two was to rebuild
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Europe and item three – to create the prosperity which would underpin this
previous task. Item four – to be victorious in the Cold War. Finally – item five –
to overcome the division into two in Europe which had come about as a result
of the war and of rivalry between two systems.
All the preceding is not new and thus does not need to be depicted in
detail at this point.1 However, it is important to establish that the European
Community/ EU has succeeded in working its way through the agenda. This
then poses the question as to the future of the EU. If an association or club
has achieved its goals, why should it not wind itself up? The most defensive
argument in this context would be to reply: to prevent any backsliding taking
place which would mean once more calling into question the goals which have
been achieved. In fact, this argument in the context of the EU is what is being
used when evoking – understandable in older people – the fact that peace
has been maintained between member states. Jean-Claude Juncker, without
doubt one of the most important and prominent European political figures, has
formulated this view thus: “Anyone who has doubts about Europe should visit
a few war grave cemeteries.”2 But is it really sufficient to have a European Union
on stand-by mode, faced as we are with new problems and challenges? Do we
only need the EU in order to preserve the status quo – or do we need it in order
to design the future and to intervene, to gain a hearing for a European voice in
the major international debates on war and peace, on poverty and migration,
on climate and environmental changes, on globalisation and commodification?
In so doing one should not forget this: the greatest European Union which
has ever existed represents with over 500 million citizens just precisely 7.8 per
cent of the world population – with a downward trend. No single European
country, not even a comparatively strong Germany, is currently able to exert
real influence, although political figures taking positions do very much like to
give the impression to the contrary.
If this is correct and the European Union has in the main achieved those
goals it set itself in the 1950s, and if it is also true that the European Union
will continue to be needed in the future as well, then of course the question
arises: what for?
The answer to this question, i.e. about future development in the European
cp. for example: Gerhard Brunn: Die Europäische Einigung – Von 1945 bis heute, Stuttgart, 3rd rev. and updated
ed. 2009 (in German only).
2
„And this is why I am repeating now a sentence which I pronounced on that day to the people gathered at the war
graves cemetery in Luxemburg: “If you doubt, or even despair of Europe, go and visit war graves.” In no other place
can one sense better, more forcefully, more movingly, the dreadful things which can happen as a result of European
conflicts”, Jean-Claude Juncker, speech before the German Parliament on the occasion of the German National
Day of Mourning, 16 November 2008, http://www.gouvernement.lu/salle_presse/discours/premier_ministre/2008/11novembre/16-juncker/index.html, visited: 22.08.2011 (in German only).
1
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Union, cannot be identified in a three-hour long summit meeting of heads
of state or government. Indeed, an attempt to hand over the question to be
answered by an expert committee also ended in failure. The outcomes of this
reflection group, set up by the Council of the EU at the instigation of President
Sarkozy of France, have not registered in European public opinion. In not one
of the 27 member states has a wide-ranging discussion been triggered.3 Yet
it is precisely this sort of extensive debate which will be needed in order to
reach agreement with one another on how to shape the European Union of
the future, whether as a solidary community sharing the same fate or as a free
trade zone with some domestic market aspects.
Admittedly, there is at the present time no framework in public opinion within
which questions of this kind might be intensively discussed. This situation stems
in principle from the case that economic, financial and currency policy questions are currently claiming completely public attention.
For a decade the opinion was true that the European Union had succeeded
in squaring the circle, achieving the impossible. When in 1999 the Euro was
launched as a common currency in Europe, all the experts realised fully that in
the original group of eleven member states this was by no means an ‘optimum
currency area’.4 The concept was intended nevertheless to succeed, by committing member states by means of the stability and growth pact to encourage
competition and stringent budget management.5 However, the member states
– incidentally, first and foremost Germany, which had been insisting on this pact
– did not perceive any reason actually to comply with the guidelines dealing
with reducing debt balances and encouraging growth.6 Since May 2010, when
Greece was obliged to reveal that the country was on the brink of bankruptcy
and had been lying to its EU partners for years, the results of this policy have
determined everything which happens in the European Union, which was just
then about to recover from the economic and financial crisis of 2008 and 2009.
Since then all sorts of things have happened: rescue packages have been put
together and bail-out as lifelines have been incorporated, EFSF and EFSM have
been initiated and are scheduled to be replaced in 2013 by the ESM, for which
purpose the Treaty of Lisbon needs to be supplemented. The European Central
cp. Project Europe 2030: Challenges and Opportunities, A report to the European Council by the Reflection Group
on the Future of the EU 2030, Brussels May 2010, http://www.reflectiongroup.eu/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/projecteurope-2030-en.pdf, visited: 22.08.2011.
4
on the theoretical concept of the optimum currency and on a cautious estimation of the European Currency
Union EMU, cp. : Francesco Paolo Mongelli: ‘New’ views on the Optimum Currency Area Theory: What is EMU telling
us?, Working Paper No. 138, European Central Bank, Frankfurt/M. 2002.
5
cp. on this point in detail: http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/economic_and_monetary_affairs/stability_
and_growth_pact/index_en.htm, visited: 22.08.2011.
6
cp. on this point in detail: David Marsh: The Euro: rev. version in English 2010: Der Euro: Die geheime Geschichte
der neuen Währung, Hamburg 2009 (in German only).
3
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Bank ECB is buying – contrary to its mandate - government bonds which are
not fully collateralised, summits, extraordinary summit meetings and private
conversations are being conducted, confidential and open letters go to and
fro – but there is no tranquillity to be found. In point of fact, this condition of
upheaval will prevail, until the deed has been done, that member states carry
out what they had committed themselves to do as long ago as 1997, that is,
they will enliven their economies and start reducing their debts.
As far as further development of the European Union is concerned, this
means that in the next few years we will be concentrating on economic and
currency policy questions. Everyone can see that if the currency union were
to fail, this would have far-reaching repercussions for the future of the EU.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel, in her eulogy for Polish Prime Minister
Donald Tusk who was receiving the Charlemagne prize awarded by the City
of Aachen, summed up the crux of the matter in these words:
“If the Euro fails, then it is not only money which is involved. This would
mean greater matters. Then Europe fails, then the idea of European integration is failing.”7
At the cost of its continued existence the European Union absolutely must
surmount this crisis, and in doing so will change both the main focus of attention in the EU and also the forms of governance.
When in 2000 the heads of state or government in the European Union
agreed to the Lisbon strategy8 it was business as usual. A decision was made,
a glittering goal was invoked (to whit, that by 2010 the EU would “become
the most dynamic, knowledge-based economic area in the world”), the plan
was given a convenient name and the great and good went home contented.
Nobody really felt it incumbent on them actually to implement in their own
country what had just been agreed. Thus, the interim report compiled five years
later under the authorship of former Netherlands Prime Minister Wim Kok was
hardly full of surprises: the EU, he stated, would not achieve this objective.9 In
2010 the EU started out afresh, once again a Ten-Year-Plan was agreed, this time
with less originality however called “Europe 2020”. The goals to be achieved in
this decade were also formulated in a more modest tone:
• employment rate of 75 per cent;
• investment of three per cent of GDP in research and development (R&D);
speech by German Chancellor Angela Merkel on the award of the international Charlemagne Prize to Polish Prime
Minister Donald Tusk, Aachen 13 May 2010, http://www.bundesregierung.de/Content/DE/Rede/2010/05/2010-05-13karlspreis.html, visited: 22.08.2011 (in German only), If the euro fails, it is not only the currency that fails but much
more,” she said. “It is Europe that fails, and with it, the idea of the European Union.
8
Lisbon European Council, Presidency Conclusions, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/summits/lis1_en.htm, visited:
22.08.2011.
9
Facing the Challenge, the Lisbon strategy for growth and employment, http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/2010/
doc/kok_en.pdf, visited: 22.08.2011.
7
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• meeting climate target figures already agreed in 2007;
• reducing the proportion of early school leavers to less than ten per cent
and increasing the proportion of graduates in the younger generation to
40 per cent;
• reducing by 20 million the number of persons at risk of poverty.10
What is really new in this plan is that this time it absolutely must be put
into effect. For now Europe 2020 actually depends on the EU being restored
in the economic and currency crisis. It is no longer a question of “How can
we improve?”, what is at issue is to secure our existence. It is not necessary to
be a clairvoyant to be able to predict that all other activities in the EU will be
subordinated to this prime task.
In this way one document will also become increasingly important which
from the legal point of view is not binding: the Euro Plus pact. This is in fact
‘only’ an agreement between heads of state or government, but nonetheless an
agreement under which the ‘sacred cows’ were led in droves to the slaughter. Of
course, the pact does not rule on specific details, but it sets out specifications
which will take radical action in the social standard of living in the affected
countries: on the agenda are items such as labour market reforms ensuring
that increases in labour costs keep pace with increases in productivity, salaries
in the public sector are capped, tax reforms which relieve the factor of labour,
but which maintain overall tax revenues, improving education and training
systems, improving framework conditions for businesses, reforming social security systems, including prolonging working lives and limiting arrangements
enabling employees to take early retirement. 11
“In order to demonstrate a real commitment for change and ensure the
necessary political impetus to reach our common objectives, each year participating Member States will agree at the highest level on a set of concrete actions
to be achieved within 12 months. The selection of the specific policy measures
to be implemented will remain the responsibility of each country, but the
choice will be guided by considering in particular the issues mentioned above.
These commitments will also be reflected in the National Reform Programmes
and Stability Programmes submitted each year which will be assessed by the
Commission, the Council, and the Eurogroup in the context of the European
Semester”. 12
With this pact heads of state or government have entered into commitments
which on their return they will need to manoeuvre laboriously through their
Communication from the Commission: Europe 2020 – A strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, COM
(2010) 2020 final, p. 5.
11
The Euro Plus Pact: Stronger Economic Policy Coordination for Competitiveness and Convergence, European
Council 24/25 March 2011, Conclusions, EUCO 10/1/11 REV 1, Annex 1, p. 13 20.
12
ibid, p. 20.
10
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parliaments and through the web of interest groups. In point of fact, this process
has already begun and has brought not only unalloyed pleasure to countries
such as Spain, France, Italy or Portugal.13
Through this process, however, power balances in the European Union will
also shift. The European Parliament, the ‘winner’ in the Lisbon Treaty, will decline
in importance, because the measures are not the object of European legislative
procedures, but on the contrary are subject to national regulation. The Council
is anyway dominated by the European Council, in which after all the directing
heads of the Council members sit and which, in the aftermath of the Treaty
of Lisbon, is now an independent institution. The European Commission will
become a support body for the European Council, as can be clearly perceived
in the conclusions of the European Council dated March 2011. Naturally, this
description is painted with a broad brush, which might well, and really ought
to be, differentiated in each individual area of applicability. Notwithstanding,
the direction in which the European Union will be heading in the next few
years has already been traced out for us: decision-making will be shifting across
from the community or joint level over to the inter-governmental and in this
context to the most senior level.
The Euro Plus pact, which as it is has not been ratified by any of the parliaments, will remain for the next few years a central element of European politics.
As for opportunities to influence European decision-making, the European Union
will develop into a system of concentric circles: the Euro member states will
comprise an inner circle, within which again the strongest Euro countries, those
which in the final analysis will need to assume liability for the others, is a solid
core. The ‘walk along the beach at Deauville’, when in October 2010 German
Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Nicolas Sarkozy agreed on new
rules for the European Currency Union, which they then telephoned through
to the waiting European finance ministers in Brussels, makes quite clear how
decisions in the EU are taken. Around the circle of the Euro member states there
is a second circle of the ‘Plus’ nations, i.e. those EU member states which do not
use the Euro as their currency but which do not want to be excluded from the
decision-making processes. In a third circle, that is, the kiddies’ play area as far
as decision-making policy is concerned, there are the eternal sceptics from the
west of Europe, i.e. the UK and Sweden, and the ‘clever clogs’ from the east, the
Czech Republic and Hungary, who think they can arrive more quickly at their
goals from outside the existing structures. (“Overtaking without catching up”
was once upon a time a slogan pronounced by GDR President Walter Ulbricht.
True enough, the strategy did not work then either.)
cp. Interview with John Monks, http://www.touteleurope.eu/index.php?id=2778&cmd=FICHE&uid=5209&no_cache
=1&display%5Bfiche%5D=5209; The euro plus pact – a plus but not a solution
http://www.social-europe.eu/2011/03/the-euro-plus-pact-a-plus-but-not-a-solution, visited: 22.08.2011.
13
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However, the European Union is struggling with its economic and currency
reforms not only to gain the trust of international financial markets, but also to
gain trust of each of its own citizens. In considerable numbers they are turning away from the EU. According to the most recent Euro-Barometer survey,
only one in every two EU citizens states that his or her country has, all in all,
profited from the EU. This figure has steadily declined in the last number of
years. However, it is more significant to note that at the same time the number
of people answering to this statement with a definite ‘no’ has risen steeply and
has now reached 39 per cent. The remaining eleven per cent do not wish to
express any opinion on this subject.
Furthermore, it is precisely in these strong Euro states, which in the next few
years will acquire particular importance, where feelings are deteriorating. In
the Netherlands and in Finland this can be seen in election successes for rightwing populist and Euro-sceptic (or hostile) parties, in Germany in the loss of
public confidence which Chancellor Merkel and her party have had to accept,
and which has led to a number of election defeats in various federal states and
to heated discussions within Merkel’s party.
For the general public in Europe, EU governance structures are presumably
relatively unimportant, they are interested in results and expect in the first
instance of European and national politics that their high standard of living
is secured or even increased, and that a social security net is available which
then enables them to plan their personal futures.
As for other EU policy fields, this concentration on economic and currency
questions and the increasing transfer of decision-making capacity towards
the European Council means that these will be less in the focus of attention.
This applies quite definitely in the case of the enlargement process, which
once Croatia and Iceland have become member states will surely come to a
halt for some considerable time. In EU public opinion it is only Switzerland
and Norway that enjoy a majority of support for membership, both of which
are however not currently applying for membership.14 As far as candidate
countries are concerned, this means: the door into the EU is not locked, but it
is closed – and it is sticking. For this reason greater efforts will be required in
order to push the door open. The ‘price’ to be paid by candidates will rise, the
EU will expect much greater concessions in advance of entry from them, so
that there will be fewer problems in integrating them than, for example, those
that have occurred and still are arising with Bulgaria and Romania. It is scarcely
conceivable that the EU would as before give a candidate a helping hand to
climb the fence and then for years to come use monitoring to try and bring the

member state to the level of the acquis communautaire. In this way it would
be possible to separate the wheat from the chaff as early as in the application
selection process. Then those left as candidates will be countries which believe
it is in their own interest to carry out the reforms which the EU requires (and
not only so that they can comply with irritating entry requirements) and will
also really implement them.
Similar reflections apply to the European Neighbourhood Policy ENP, which is
anyway not the apple of European politicians’ eyes. In the states practising ‘actually
existing socialism’, in which sufficient goods were not produced for the people’s
purchasing power, people told the following joke: “The government is shamming
and pretending to pay us, and we are pretending to work.” Up to the present time,
this is more or less the model according to which the EU Neighbourhood Policy
did (not) work: most of the neighbourhood partner countries claimed they were
carrying out reforms, without actually changing very much, and the EU behaved as
if it was supporting this process with might and main, without in actual fact giving
partnership states any real concessions in the fields which matter to them (such as,
for example, giving access to markets or allowing freedom of movement).
As for these countries in the Eastern Partnership there is in addition the fact
that EU interests in the next few years will shift towards EU southern peripheries.
Changes in Tunisia and Egypt, struggles in Libya and Syria, the possibly equally
endangered stability in Saudi Arabia are from the EU own interest point of view
more important than twists and turns in what are at most semi-democratic
governments in the Eastern Partnership area. The EU is trying, by means of a
Commission communication on the subject of the ‘new neighbourhood policy’15
after all to rescue this approach once more. Incidentally, the document offers –
although wrapped in a corset of diplomatic phrases – ruthless criticism of the
present lack of success of ENP. But there is one point which is patently obvious
in the overall context of the EU situation: the sort of European Neighbourhood
Policy and Eastern Partnership, in which the mouse is being laid in the cat’s
mouth, will not be practised any more. Either the partnership countries show
real interest and act accordingly, or else this policy approach is over and done
with. The former strategy employed by some partner states, in particular by
Ukraine, which read: “We’ll do absolutely nothing first of all and wait to see
whether the EU comes up with a better offer”, only leaves us up the creek.
Five conclusions may be derived from this brief analysis:
1. The EU needs to re-invent itself, i.e. it must define its goals for the next
stage of the journey and to agree on them in the context of EU institutions, member states and European civil society.

Eurobarometer 74, http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/eb/eb74/eb74_publ_en.pdf, visited:
22.08.2011.

15
A review of European Neigbourhood Policy, http://ec.europa.eu/world/enp/pdf/com_11_303_en.pdf, visited:
22.08.2011.
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2. The point of main emphasis in European politics in the coming years will lie
in economic and currency questions. This means that the Euro Plus Pact and
Europe 2020 really must succeed – if not, the penalty is the end of the EU.
Priorities mean inevitably that there are posteriorities as well, these include
institutional questions as well as foreign and enlargement policies.
3. Concentration on the economy and the currency and relegating these
questions in the vessel of the European Council, the Euro group and
exclusive fireside chats will lead to a situation in which community integration methods will lose ground vis-à-vis the inter-governmental form
of governing. In this context there is a danger for the European Union
to fritter away its integration policy heirlooms. The European Parliament
will only be able to maintain itself as counterweight and corrective body,
if it acquires increased support from the general public which the EP is
supposed to represent in Strasbourg and Brussels.
4. The EU is in danger of losing the backing of its own people. Increasing
strength of Euro-sceptic or even anti-EU parties in member states and at
the same time increasing strength of inter-governmentalism might well
ring in the slow fall of the EU, which one should picture in the mind‘s eye
not so much as a bang but rather as a sort of petrifaction. This paralysis
would be at the same time more grist to the mills of EU opponents. It is
only by means of augmented European civic education, which differs very
much from public relations work, together with new forms of participation integrating ordinary citizens into preparing decision-making as well
as into decision-making itself that it will be possible to increase public
interest. As for national political discourse, this means that the EU is not a
sacred cow immune and remote from all criticism, but neither should the
EU be misused or abused as the scapegoat for all the sins of the world.
5. EU common foreign policy will retain its current level of lack of success
for quite some time to come. This fact has nothing to do with the persons
involved, on the contrary, it is due primarily to the fact that national senior
politicians who will be obliged to concede further sovereignty in economic
and currency questions will not relinquish the limelight of foreign policy.
Anyone criticising Catherine Ashton because she is an undistinguished
political personality should not forget that this was exactly why she was
appointed.
As for enlargement and neighbourhood policies, concentration on economic
and currency questions means that “prices‘ for partners will go up. Anyone who
does not really make his or her own contribution will not be able to count on
being wooed or beguiled.
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A recent participant at an international conference on security in the Western
Balkans criticised the EU with the comment that the psychiatrist was himself
a patient on his couch. But this simile is not correct either. The psychiatrist is
not laying on his couch, on the contrary, he is putting out a fire in his consulting rooms. In such a situation the aches and pains of his patients are relatively
speaking insignificant.
Every crisis contains within it an opportunity. This bon mot is often adduced,
but nonetheless has some truth. A crisis is a time and situation for decisions.
The general public in EU member states and their political figures have an
opportunity to use the current situation in order to strengthen the European
Union for the next fifty years.16 If however they together do not set the course
for this, then our children will have to start out again from the point where our
parents had to start when they launched the Council of Europe. This is what
democracy is about: each individual person is responsible for him or herself.

cp. in this context also: Joschka Fischer: Die Vereinigten Staaten von Europa, in: Europa wagen, ed. by the Bertelsmann
Foundation, Gütersloh 2010, pp. 233 – 247 (in German only).
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THE USE OF COMPETENCIES IN JOB DESIGN
AND RECRUITMENT OF CIVIL SERVANTS
IN THE WESTERN BALKAN STATES

Understanding Competences

Panos Liverakos

• Generic definition: Ability, skill, or capacity
considered critical for effective performance of
civil servants;

RCPAR Team Leader, Democratic Governance Practice, UNDP
Bratislava Regional Centre

• Conference discussions: different approaches and
understandings in WeBa (e.g. formal qualifications included?);

Expected results
• Make an inventory - selected competency
aspects only
• Identify common challenges and opportunities
and provide recommendations
• Raise awareness and establish the foundation
for future research (second phase)

Methodology
Exploratory in nature - Based on expert input (different from previous studies)
Thematic focus - Job design and recruitment (only 2 selected aspects
of HRM in this phase)
Data collection - Input from central HRM units / Input from presentations
and discussions at the CoP Annual Conference
Tools - Expert questionnaire / selected documentation (normative acts,
samples, etc.) / conference input
Data analysis and reporting – RCPAR / period Oct 2010 - Jan 2011
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Challenges

• Various definitions presented – but an overall understanding
that it should be based on comprehensive approach to
competencies (although still not the case).
Complex data
• Confusion in linguistic use –
some of which due to lack of “competency” in legal jargon;
• Differences between formal/legal and the practice;
• Many systems under change at the moment –
Croatia, Serbia, Macedonia…
Balancing regional and country-specific
• Identification & extraction of common features in most
systems / Common findings and recommendations;
• Still paying attention to country-specific context /
taken into account when regarded as new practices.

Main concept
Comprehensive competencies (competency system)
1. The change of the HRM logic – “outside in” instead of “inside out”
2. Emphasis on behavioural aspect – does s/he “fit” the job?
3. Part of broader paradigm – including life-long learning in HRM
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Focus / key issues

Job design

Format of job descriptions
Process of job design
List and description of competencies
Recruitment
Advertising vacancies
Short-listing
Assessment
Selection

Findings / recommendations
Detailed findings in the report: http://www.rcpar.org/contents_en.asp?id=478
• Key findings:
– Still initial stage of introduction (though variety)
– Still lack of shared understanding of concept (even within the same
system)
– Lack of paradigm shift
• Yet – many similarities and opportunities for learning and sharing
• New tools and methods can be regionally developed and then locally customized

General Recommendations
• The definition of competency should be clarified to reflect the new paradigm of comprehensive competencies;
• An incremental approach to introducing competencies should be applied,
while investing resources in training and awareness raising.

Job Design Recommendations
• A need for new legal framework – change the format of job descriptions
and the process of job design;
• This should build on raising the awareness, improving understanding and
design of new tools and methods;
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• A paradigm shift can be observed in few cases – but still only initial steps;
• Identify and categorize competences in order to produce a central catalogue.

Job Design
Recommendations
• Change the logic of job design towards “what kind of performance” and
“what kind of behaviour”;
• Improve format for job descriptions in accordance with the new approach
to competencies;
• Make formal requirements more flexible and less specific and “de-legalize”
certain posts.

Recruitment Recommendations
• Change the way vacancies are advertised;
• Introduce new criteria for short-listing / Use new tests and consider outsourcing;
• Use interviews to remedy deficiencies in job design;
• Use additional tools and methods for assessment and reporting in the
process of selection;
• Improve the preparation for, and structure of, job interviews.

Way Forward
• Currently: Low degree of internalization and understanding --> still the
old paradigm;
• Even when certain improvements in practice – they do not have systemic implications (e.g. new competencies mechanically added on to the
old);
• But, considerable interest in change;
• First step – understand the new paradigm and what it implies: What kind
of civil servants – not merely to “modernize”.
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PUBLIC DIPLOMACY
H.E. Gerhard Reiweger has been Ambassador of Austria to
Sofia, Bulgaria since 2010. Prior to his current appointment, in
the period 1997 – 2009 Mr. Reiweger served as Deputy Director
of the Diplomatic Academy, Vienna and from 1995 to 1997 as
Deputy Director of the Office for International Cooperation in
Justice and Home Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Vienna. His
Excellency has had diplomatic experience in numerous locations
as Rabat, Washington D.C., Stockholm.
His academic background consists of master degree in English and German Language and Literature from the University of Vienna and a postgraduate diploma
in International Relations from the Diplomatic Academy of Vienna.

Public Diplomacy: Definition 1
Cultivation by government of public opinion in other countries in order
to influence directly or indirectly those public attitudes and opinions
which bear directly on other governments’ foreign policy decisions.
Public Diplomacy: Definition 2
The totality of mesures and means to inform, communicate and cooperate with a broad range of target audiences world-wide, with the aim to
raise the level of awareness and understanding about a country.
The Uses of Public Diplomacy:
1. Long-term image shaping

The Practice of Public Diplomacy: Some Examples

 US Ambassador talking to businessmen about new energy legislation;
 Austrian Ambassador giving an interview on economic relations;
 Organizing a conference on CSR.
Vienna Diplomatic Convention
Article 3
1. The functions of a diplomatic mission consist, inter alia, in:
(a) Representing the sending State in the receiving State;
(b) Protecting in the receiving State the interests of the sending State
and of its nationals, within the limits permitted by international law;
(c) Negotiating with the Government of the receiving State;
(d) Ascertaining by all lawful means conditions and developments in the
receiving State, and reporting thereon to the Government of the sending
State;
(e) Promoting friendly relations between the sending State and the
receiving State, and developing their economic, cultural and scientific
relations.

2. Support of short term policy goals: Issue-focussed
3. Crisis management tool
The Theory of Public Diplomacy
 Policy advocacy – cultural diplomacy
 Short term – long term
 big states – small states
 PD and propaganda
 Efficiency of PD
The Importance of Image and Perception
• Economically:
investments, tourism, etc.
• Politically:
friendship or national interest
Realpolitik or value support
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Image and Power
• The need for friends
• Power and Rule of Law
• The multilateralisation of the international system
• Understanding for national concerns
Nation Branding
• Historical stereotype problems
• Severe and damaging image problems
• New and little known countries

Target Groups
•
•
•
•
•

Media
Business community, interest groups
Think tanks, Universities, academia, alumni organisations
Expatriate organisations, friendship groups, cities partnerships
Artists, Religious communities, etc.

Effecrtive Public Diplomacy:
•
•
•
•

Creative vs traditional: go-where-needed, civil society contacts
Representation with a purpose
The use of official visits
Networking

The Limits of Public Diplomacy
• Quality of the “product”
• Priority of domestic policy concerns
• Public acceptance in the target country

How public is Public Diplomacy? The Concept of Target Groups
• Public at large
Sub-groups: business, tourists, students, etc.
Media
• Decision makers´ environment
Lobbying groups
Academia, think tanks
Advisors
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CHAPTER I: THE EU MEMBERSHIP
– LESSONS AND CONCLUSIONS
FROM BULGARIA AND ROMANIA
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CHALLENGES OF THE EU ACQUIS
APPROXIMATION PROCESS
Kaloyan Simeonov holds a PhD in Economics and master
degrees in European Studies and International Economic Relations.
Mr. Simeonov is teaching various courses on EU affairs in
the European Studies Department at Sofia University. He is
also a lecturer at the Center for European Programmes at
the American University in Blagoevgrad and at the Institute
of Public Administration.
He has more than 13 years of practical experience in the EU affairs, subsequently,
in the EU Departments at the Ministry of Finance and at the administration of the
Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria.
Mr. Simeonov has more than 50 publications in different fields of the EU affairs,
including two books and one manual for students as co-author. He also has experience in EU-funded projects and programmes in Bulgaria and the Western Balkans,
including as a team leader.
1. Introduction
The European Union is based on common rules and principles that are relevant
for all EU Member States. These rules and principles form the EU acquis. The fact
that all EU Member States adopted and implement common rules allows them
to establish the EU internal market, to conduct the common EU policies and to
achieve common objectives and goals. The European Union continues to adopt
new rules in the framework of the EU decision-making process, thus allowing
the modification of the EU legal order and the development of the European
Union itself.
The candidate countries that aim to join the EU shall also adopt in advance
and implement properly these common EU rules and principles. This process
is known as the EU acquis approximation process.
The process of acquis approximation has many challenges before and after
EU accession. However, before accession these challenges are quite greater and
more difficult to overcome. Bulgaria has experienced the same challenges in
its efforts to approximate its national legislation to the EU acquis.
Some countries that do not have EU accession prospects, as some particular countries from the Black Sea region or other countries participating
in the European Neighbourhood policy, also approximate to a certain degree
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their legislation to the EU acquis. They are not obliged to align their national
legislation to all EU rules and principles as this is only an obligation for EU
Member States or potential EU Member States. Nevertheless, their legal
approximation efforts have positive impact on the deepening of relations
with the EU, achieving economic development and performing some crucial
market reforms.
2. Definition of EU acquis
Before presenting the main challenges of the EU acquis approximation process,
we will provide a short definition of what is the meaning of “EU acquis”.
Acquis in French language means “achieved” or “that which has been acquired”.
This is the short expression of the initial notion Community acquis or in French
- acquis communautaire. Currently, after the establishment of the European
Union and especially after the Lisbon Treaty, it is much more correctly to use
the notion “EU acquis”.
EU acquis means the body of European Union law or what has been acquired
as common rules and standards among the EU Member States.
EU acquis is the notion used to describe all the principles, policies, laws and
objectives that have been agreed by the European Union.
The European Union develops its legislation according to the changing
needs in the local and global environment. In fact the EU acquis is constantly
evolving and comprises:
• the content, principles and political objectives of the EU treaties;
• the secondary legislation adopted by EU institutions in application of the
treaties;
• the case law of the European Court of Justice;
• the declarations, resolutions, communications, opinions and recommendations adopted by the EU;
• measures relating to the common foreign and security policy;
• measures relating to justice and home affairs;
• international agreements concluded by the EU and those concluded by
the Member States between themselves in the field of EU activities.
The European Union acquis is published in the EU Official Journal. The majority of the EU acquis is strictly obligatory for the EU Member States such as
the provisions of EU treaties, directives and regulations. Only the texts of the
communications, opinions, declarations and recommendations do not have
legally binding character but they also represent guidance to the Member
States and their citizens and companies.
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3. Challenges of the EU acquis approximation before EU accession
The acquis approximation process in the European Union allows the establishment of a uniform and coherent legal base in all the EU Member States.
At the same time the alignment of common rules and principles provides a
guarantee to all the EU citizens and companies that they have common rights
as well as common obligations across the whole European Union.
The candidate country that aims to join the EU shall also finalise its acquis
approximation exercise before EU accession. The challenges before EU entry
are quite greater than after joining the EU. Herewith, we will point out some
of these challenges.
The most important challenge before EU accession is the scale of the approximation process for the EU acceding countries. In practice, a country that
aspire EU membership shall transpose the whole EU acquis in a period usually less than 10 years, taking into account that the founding Member States
have developed that legislation for a period over 50 years. It is estimated that
currently the EU acquis is published in approximately one hundred thousand
pages of the Official Journal. It is clear that legal rules may not be assessed or
analysed by volume – number of pages or number of legal acts. Nevertheless,
it is obvious that for the countries that aim to join the EU, the workload of the
acquis approximation is huge.
Because of the large scale of the acquis approximation exercise, during the
accession negotiations, the candidate country negotiates currently with the
EU on 35 chapters.1 Each chapter comprises a specific area of the EU acquis,
meaning usually a specific area of EU policy such as transport, energy, taxation. The list of negotiation chapters reflecting the acquis areas is provided in
the Annex.
There is another difference in the acquis approximation process between
EU Member States and potential candidate countries. The EU Member States
participate in the consultation and final drafting of the new legal texts that are
proposed by the European Commission and that are subsequently adopted by
the Council of the EU (representing the interests of the Member States) in most of
the cases jointly with the European Parliament (representing the interests of the
EU citizens). This participation allows the EU Member States to be acquainted
quite in advance of the new EU legal acts and most importantly to understand
better their goals and objectives. The potential candidate country does not
participate in the EU decision making process and is less prepared to properly
understand and implement the new EU rules.
The fact that the potential future Member State adapts its national legal
During the fifth enlargement that ended in 2007 with the accession of Bulgaria and Romania to the EU, the accession
talks were conducted on 31 chapters.
1
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order to the EU acquis is not sufficient to overcome the challenges related to
that process. What is much more difficult is the subsequent proper implementation of the new rules.
In order to ensure effective implementation of the new rules that are aligned
with the EU legal order, these countries shall also strengthen their administrative
capacity. In some cases, in order to implement the new rules that are aligned
with the EU legal system, the candidate country shall establish completely
new institutions. A practical example in that direction is the need to establish
a Personal Data Protection Commission that shall be independent body and
that shall implement the personal data protection rules in accordance with
the EU rules.
The adoption and implementation of the EU rules before accession is an
important challenge also because of the lack of the necessary skilled staff in
the national institutions of the candidate countries. There is especially a lack
of skilled and knowledgeable lawyers but also economists, statisticians, etc.
A further problem is the very high turnover of the qualified experts usually
towards the better paid private sector. In some institutions there is also a lack
of good management of both the human resources and the acquis approximation process.
A particular challenge in the EU acquis approximation process is the need
of financial resources for the implementation of the new EU rules. Sometimes
the new rules require substantial financing in order to be implemented in
practice. This is particularly relevant for the environmental acquis, measures
in relation to the common transport policy, the rules of safety at work, etc. The
need of financing is ensured through different financial sources – through the
national budget, assistance form the EU budget or other donors such as the
International Financial Institutions, financing from the private sector or through
bilateral intergovernmental assistance.
The acquis approximation process before accession requires also a complex strategic planning and strong commitment in order to manage to align
the national legislation to the EU rules. In contrast, sometimes the potential
candidate countries approximation efforts respond to the short term needs
without clear strategy and legislative timetable.
Last but not least, the acquis approximation process requires a good training
of both the civil servants in the administration as well as the representatives of
the private sector. This is needed due to the very complex character of some EU
rules and provisions. Therefore, especially for the civil servants, every candidate
country establishes in its administration a national institute that deals especially
with training, including with training on EU affairs issues.
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4. Challenges of alignment with EU rules after accession
Although the challenges in the acquis approximation process are quite
greater before accession than after EU entry, there are also important issues
to tackle even after full EU membership. Some of the challenges are the same
as in the period before accession, but on the other hand there are some new
important challenges as well.
One of the most important new challenges after EU accession is the need
of active and effective participation in the EU decision making process of the
new Member States. Before accession these countries were “policy takers” and
they just shall transpose and implement the decisions that were approved by
the EU. After accession, these new EU Member States become “policy makers”
and shall participate in drafting and shaping the new EU decisions. The effective participation in the EU decision-making process is not an easy task – the
representative of the new EU Member States shall be able to participate in
the complex EU institutional structure, to form coalitions with other Member
States that have similar interests on the respective issue. The new EU Member
State shall be also a reliable partner that defines its national interests but at
the same time is capable of achieving compromises in order to protect and to
follow the common interests of the EU.
After EU accession, the timely transposition of new EU rules, mainly of the
new EU Directives, still remains a challenge. Often the national authorities do
not manage to transpose and publish in time in their national Official Gazette
the relevant national acts that shall align the national legislation with these
new rules.
Another priority in relation to the EU approximation process, even after accession, is the fact that the proper implementation of the EU rules still remains
a challenge.
The need to further strengthen the administrative capacity in national
institutions that are responsible for the acquis approximation process is also
an important element of the continuous administrative reform in the new EU
Member States.
The problem of high turnover in national administrations shall tackle another
process after EU accession. The national experts are tempted to continue their
career not only in the private sector for the better payment but also in the
European institutions that also provide greater opportunities and standard.
After EU accession usually the most qualified experts succeed to find a job in
the European institutions and this sometimes leads to vacuum in the national
administration, including in the units that are responsible for the acquis approximation process and the implementation of the EU rules.
Another challenge that remains after EU accession is the need of financial
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resources to transpose and especially to implement the new EU rules. The main
difference is that the new EU Member State may calculate in the framework of
the impact assessment exercise its costs before the adoption of the relevant EU
act and to try to shape the final text through the EU decision making process.
Some other challenges as the need of continuous training on EU affairs still
remain valid. The need of training after EU accession becomes particularly
important in the judicial area as all national judges shall be also able to follow
the EU rules and principles in their decisions and judgements.
5. Acquis approximation process in Southeastern Europe and the Black
Sea region
At the end we will present also a short comment in relation to the acquis
approximation process that is happening now in the Southestern Europe and
the Black Sea region. There is a clear difference between these countries.
The countries from Southestern Europe that are not yet members of the EU
but that have a clear EU perspective shall transpose the whole EU legislation in
order to become EU Member States in the future. These countries are currently
referred to as the Western Balkan countries. These are Croatia (the most advanced
in the EU accession process), Montenegro, Macedonia, Serbia, Albania, Bosnia
and Herzegovina and Kosovo (Kosovo is currently not recognised as independent state by five Member States from EU-27). The problems and challenges in
the acquis approximation process for those countries are the same as those
prescribed above for other candidate countries before accession.
In contrast with the countries from the Western Balkans and the countries
from the Black Sea region that are now EU Member States (like Bulgaria and
Romania) or EU candidate countries (like Turkey), other countries from the Black
Sea region are not obliged to follow the whole body of the EU acquis and they
are not supposed to approximate the whole EU legislation. The main reason for
that is that they are not expected to become part of the EU in the foreseeable
future and do not have such a contractual obligation to achieve full alignment
with EU rules. Some of these countries are Georgia, Ukraine, Moldova, Russia,
Armenia, Azerbaijan.
However, these countries also aim to achieve certain degree of legal approximation to the EU rules. The main reason is that this allows this group of
countries to greatly integrate their economies to the European Union, particularly in areas that are related to the EU internal market. It shall be stressed that
usually the European Union is an important economic and trading partner
of these countries. The latter increases further the need to align part of their
national legislation to the rules that are adopted and implemented in the
European Union.
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The importance of the EU acquis approximation process for this group of
countries is also recognised by the European Union through the financing of
different training activities, executed through the TAIEX programme. TAIEX
is the Technical Assistance and Information Exchange instrument managed
by the Directorate-General Enlargement of the European Commission that
supports partner countries with regard to the approximation, application and
enforcement of EU legislation.2
The main tasks of TAIEX are as follows:
• To provide short-term technical assistance and advice on the transposition
of EU legislation into the national legislation of beneficiary countries;
• To bring partner countries closer to the European Union, through increased economic integration and a deepening of political cooperation
by sharing the experience gained during the enlargement process;
• To provide technical training and peer assistance to partners and stakeholders of the beneficiary countries;
• To be an information broker by gathering and making available information;
• To provide database tools for facilitating and monitoring the approximation progress as well as to identify further technical assistance needs.
These tasks are executed by TAIEX usually in the framework of short-term
assistance – expert missions, seminars, workshops and study visits. Sometimes
TAIEX manages acquis approximation projects that are up to 120 working
days.
The countries from the Western Balkans and the Black Sea region align their
legislation also through other EU funded projects, including through twinning
projects.
6. Conclusion
The EU acquis approximation process has many important challenges both
before and after EU accession. However, challenges are quite greater before
accession due to the large volume of EU legislation that shall be properly and
timely adopted and implemented for a very short period of time. The national
administrations of the candidate countries are less experienced and have less
administrative capacity in order to overcome the acquis approximation challenges.
2
Partner countries of TAIEX are the countries from the Western Balkans, the Black Sea region as well as other
countries that are part of the European Neighborhood policy such as Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, etc.
Iceland and Turkey as candidate countries are also eligible for TAIEX assistance. The site of the TAIEX programme is on
the following address: http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/taiex/index_en.htm.
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After EU accession the new EU Member States also experience challenges
in relation to the acquis approximation process. Some of these challenges are
similar to those before accession as for example the need to provide financial
resources for acquis implementation or the need to train the civil servants on
EU issues. However, there are also some new challenges as for example the need
for the new EU Member State to participate actively in the EU decision-making
process that defines the new EU acquis. Some of the challenges are modified
after EU accession as for example the high turnover of the administrative staff
dealing with EU issues – after accession the qualified experts move not only
to the private sector but also to the European institutions that provide better
conditions and standard.
In contrast with the candidate countries, some of the countries from the Black
Sea region that do not aim full EU membership are not obliged to transpose the
whole body of EU acquis. Nevertheless, they also approximate their legislation
to the EU acquis that allows them to achieve greater integration to the European
Union, especially in the area of the internal market. The latter stimulates also
to a greater extent their economic development and reforms.

Annex

List of EU accession negotiation chapters reflecting different
areas of the EU acquis
(accession chapters of the sixth enlargement)
1. Free movement of goods

19. Social policy and
employment

2. Freedom of movement of
workers

20. Enterprise and industrial
policy

3. Right of establishment and
freedom to provide services

21. Trans-European networks

4. Free movement of capital

22. Regional policy and
coordination of structural
instruments
23. Judiciary and fundamental
rights

5. Public procurement
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Company law
Intellectual property law
Competition policy
Financial services
Information society and
media

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Justice, freedom and security
Science and research
Education and culture
Environment
Consumer and health
protection

11. Agriculture and rural
development

29. Customs union

12. Food safety, veterinary and
phytosanitary policy

30. External relations

13. Fisheries

31. Foreign, security and
defence policy

14. Transport policy
15. Energy

32. Financial control
33. Financial and budgetary
provisions

16. Taxation
17. Economic and monetary
policy

34. Institutions
35. Other issues

18. Statistics
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THE EU FUNDS – A CHALLENGE OR/AND AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR THE NEW EU MEMBER STATES?
Monika Panayotova – Member of Parliament, Bulgaria, Chairwoman of the Committee on European Affairs and Oversight of
the European Funds and member of Foreign Policy and Defense
Committee, 41st National Assembly, Bulgaria. Chairperson of the
Youth organization of center-right political party GERB (MGERB),
Bulgaria.
Before becoming Member of Parliament Monika Panayotova
worked at Economic Policy Institute – Sofia as director “Projects and Public communications” and research fellow.
She was trained by the International Republican Institute and is part of its Regional
Program for Europe – LEAP (Leadership and Excellence in Advanced Politics). She
has executive education experience in the field of foreign and international affairs
– Public Leaders in Southeast Europe program, Harvard University, JFK School of
Government; Tailored Seminar on National Security Policy for Representatives from
the Republic of Bulgaria, George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studies;
Visitor Leadership Programs in US, France and NATO HQ Brussels.
Monika Panayotova has a Bachelor degree in International Relations and Master
degree in International Economic Relations – “International Project Management”,
from the University of National and World Economy, Bulgaria.
Until the middle of the programming period (2007-2013) Bulgaria, as a new
member state of the European Union acquired an extremely valuable experience, which can be shared with the candidate and potential candidate countries
from Southeastern Europe.
“The EU funds - a challenge or/and an opportunity?” is a good question
which potential answers could be valuable advices for the countries from the
Region and respectively a very good starting point for Bulgaria concerning the
future Cohesion Policy in the new budget perspective after 2013.
The EU funds are a challenge and in the same time an opportunity for the
new EU member states.
CHALLENGES
The three main challenges concerning the absorption of EU funds in
Bulgaria as a new EU member state faced and is still continues facing are, as
follows:
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• Establishing reliable management and control systems in the country;
This is quite a serious challenge together with ensuring transparency. It is
very important for every new member state to create an “internal immunity”,
an internal control of its management and control systems in order to avoid
potential mistakes in the early stage and not to react after the negative signals
and possible assessments from the European Commission.
From parliamentarian point of view in Bulgaria in 2009 the Committee on
European Affairs extended its functions to cover the oversight of the European
Funds and Programs’ resources. In this way the Committee on European Affairs
and Oversight of the European Funds /CEAOEF/ is currently conducting regular
hearings of representatives of the Executive Power responsible in the management, control and coordination of the processes associated with the different EU
funding. On the basis of these hearings the Parliamentarian Committee prepares
interim and annual reports every six months, including the achieved progress
and problem areas and recommendations to the executive power responsible
for EU funds absorption. Thus exercising double democratic control on EU funds
absorption, through the parliamentarian political parties and the participation of
representatives of business, NGO and academic circles in committee’s sessions,
CEAOEF is striving to give early warning of possible omissions or identified
weaknesses of the national system for management of EU funds.
• Building and constant strengthening of the administrative capacity.
It should be reviewed as on-going process that has to be properly addressed
at all levels. It is very important that the administrative capacity building and
qualified staff turn-over at central and local levels in the country should start
sufficiently before the beginning of the Programming Period.
Reducing bureaucracy is a really key and very challenging point, which
still remains a big problem for the level of EU funds absorption in the country.
It is very important to keep the balance between the effective control and the
optimization of the process. For this reason the so called principle of proportionality should be followed which means: without underestimating and
breaking the rules, to reduce the administrative burden and to rationalize the
procedures. The introduction of on-line project application and progress
reporting is another great step forward in this direction, contributing to the
further: transparency, optimization of the process and attractiveness of Operational Programs for the beneficiaries.
• Quick start in the operational programs implementation, taking into
consideration tight time schedules and the serious amount of work
with emphasis on the quality implementation and implementation
in accordance with the EU regulations.
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It is very important to keep the balance between absorption volume, effectiveness and quality.
It is better to have more focus on the implementation of the project activities,
rather than on the forms of project reporting. For this reason the unification
of the project application and reporting documents is very useful for the
standardization and optimization of the process. Overcoming the delay in the
OP implementation, especially concerning the heavy infrastructural projects
(they require a long preliminary project preparation and specific expertise), is
one of the remaining challenges for the country.
OPPORTUNITIES
Bulgaria has 7 Operational Programs co-financed by the Structural and Cohesion Funds of the EU. The total amount of funds, available for the country
is 8.2 billion euros: 6.7 billion euros from the EU budget and 1.3 billion euros
national co-financing.
In this regard the EU funds are a great opportunity for the new EU member
states, because:
• the Cohesion Policy provides a serious resource for overcoming the
existing difficulties in infrastructure, ensures fresh funds for the economy
and as a whole gives the new EU Member States the opportunity to catch
up with the other EU members.
• the EU funds are an additional tool for realizing reforms and giving
fresh financial resources for sorting out from the global financial and
economic crisis.
• the so called disciplining effect is very valuable especially for the SEE’s
countries. The tight time schedule and the serious amount of work
with emphasis on the quality implementation results as a whole in the
improved discipline of the System. It is very important to make analyses
not only on the efficacy, which means spending regularly and on time,
but on the effectiveness of the EU funds absorption, which means using
resources well in order to achieve real benefits for the economy from the
spending.
• the introduction of innovative practices in the framework of the Cohesion Policy gives additional opportunities for the new member states
to use revolving funds as for example the JEREMIE Initiative and others.
EU funds have a catalytic function to generate investments from private
capital as well.
• the N+3/N+2 Rule. As 2007 – 2013 is the first Programming Period for
our country we are allowed as well by the EC to follow the N+3/N+2
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Rule (together with the Republic of Romania) that gives us additional 12
months time for the years in the period 2007 – 2009 and facilitates the
processes in the period of experience accumulation.
It is very important to form/shape the right perception of the citizens and
governing bodies about the EU funds, because the funds complement, but not
substitute the national resources. It is important to emphasize the fact that they
are not money which should just be absorbed, but this is money to cover certain
priorities and achieve a sensitive and obvious result for the society and the
country. In this regard the focus should pass from the EU funds absorption
to the EU funds planning and implementation.
The key lessons learned by Bulgaria can be valuable know-how not only for
the country itself, but as well for the SEE’s countries.
The key lessons learned from Bulgaria could serve as valuable know-how
for us and for the SEE’s countries as well. This will help to avoid our mistakes
and to think constructively for the next programming period (post 2013), the
last points will focus on Bulgarian experience.
KEY LESSONS LEARNED and FUTURE COHESION POLICY
The following five lessons are the main reason for the low levels of contracted
amount and payments of EU funds in the country.
First lesson is the late approval of the Operational Programs. Operational
Programs of Bulgaria were approved by the European Commission in the period September – November 2007, which means that we lost almost one
year.
Second lesson is the hard introduction of the Unified Management Information System. The delay in its establishment is one of the reasons for the
late Positive Compliance Assessment, which impeded the interim payments
and deprived the country from fresh resources during the global financial and
economic crisis.
Third lesson is the delay in the Compliance Assessments of the Management and Control Systems.
Setting up of Management and Control Systems and receiving Positive
Compliance Assessment - before the submission of the first interim application
for payment or at the latest within 12 months of the approval of each Operational Programme, the Member States shall submit to the EC a description of
the Management and Control Systems. The EC initially anticipated Compliance
Assessments to be completed by the end of 2008, and the first interim payments to be issued in early 2009. However, EC’s approval of most MS’ Management and Control Systems, in accordance with Article 71 of Regulation (EC) No
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1083/2006, was proceeding slowly and happened mostly in the second half
of 2009, notably because of difficulties encountered at national level with the
transposition of complex EU regulatory requirements or the new organisational
arrangements. This delay affected the level of payments to member states. Bulgaria received Positive Compliance Assessment under the 7 Operational
Programs (Objective I “Convergence”) in February 2010, which means more
than 3 years after the start of the current Programming Period.
Fourth lesson is the insufficient pipeline of big infrastructure projects –
enough number of ready-to-go big infrastructure projects in the “Transport”
and “Environment” sector should be secured (not to waste too much time on
pending archaeological surveys, land expropriation procedures, tender dossiers
and Application Forms elaboration, etc.).
It is very important that concerning infrastructure interventions, countries
should allocate funds to projects, based on the status of their pre-accession
initiatives. They should not strive to implement a great number of heavy infrastructure projects during their first programming period as Member States
if they have not completed successfully enough number of similar projects
funded by the pre-accession programmes and if an appropriate project-pipeline
is not in place.
Fifth lesson is a Very Low Level of Payments in the first 2-3 years of the
Programming Period - very slow start-up of the Programming Period (in
the EU as a whole). It was mostly due to delays in agreements on the EU
budget, the adoption of the Regulations and the negotiations of Operational
Programmes, as well as the impact of the global economic recession that
started in autumn 2008. In Bulgaria we had the very late first payments
under the “Competitiveness” OP and the “Environment” OP - in December
2008 (2 years have been lost). Under the 7 OP’s we have the following total
payments in time:
- At June 30, 2009: 80 131 286 euro (1 % of the total budget)
- At June 30, 2010: 561 995 869 euro (7.01% of the total budget)
- At June 30,2011: 1 058 170 214 euro (13.20% of the total budget)
In June 2010 it was decided at EU level to have 1/6th of 2007 appropriations’ ‘recommitments’ spread over the years 2008-2013 with amendment of
Council Regulation (EC) No 1083/2006 laying down general provisions
on the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund
and the Cohesion Fund.
The following five lessons are a result from the efforts mainly of the current
government to repair the existing disadvantages accumulated in the planning
of the programs.
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• Legislative initiatives undertaken to boost the implementation process – introduction of clear, logical and sustainable rules (amendments to the relevant
Council of Ministers Decrees, new Public Procurement Act, etc.). The amount
of advance payments has been increased, procedures have been simplified,
the duration of the verification and payment process has been decreased,
clear rule for financial corrections has been introduced, etc.
It is very important to have clear rules and procedures for the beneficiaries
and governing bodies in order to simplify the process. Currently, in Bulgaria
there are a lot of sub-legal acts of the Council of Ministers. For the next programming period 2014–2020 Bulgaria envisages a law on the EU Funds management
in order to have: 1.) sustainable regulation of this specific area and greater legal
stability for both – administration and beneficiaries and 2.) clear national vision for the EU Funds in line with the new trends in the planning of the future
Cohesion Policy, as well as in the context of the Europe 2020 Strategy.
• Coordination and dialogue with all stakeholders - ensuring maximum
Partnership, Transparency and Publicity (Regular Monthly Meetings at the
Council of Ministers between the Municipalities and the Managing Authorities; the participation of the NGOs, business and academic circles, etc.).
The main creative and useful ideas for improvement of the situation about
EU funds in the country absorption were thanks to the dialogue with the whole
spectrum of stakeholders, including the European commission. The valuable
advices and recommendations from the representatives of the NGOs, business
and academic circles as “consumers” of the system helped significantly the
governing bodies to make a lot of changes and to “open” the process.
• Training of beneficiaries in the country – for example the new Initiative
“The Bulgarian Jaspers” to be launched in 1-2 months (support to municipalities in the preparation of tender procedures, financial management
and planning).
Capacity building and providing constant trainings are a key element of the
successful absorption of EU funds. The human resources factor from the both
side – the administration and beneficiaries is crucial for the further evaluation
of the EU funds management systems. The decentralization on regional level
could be achievable only if we have administrative and competitive capacity
of the municipalities.
• Use of the International Financial Institutions experience (EBRD,
World Bank, European Investment Bank) – ongoing negotiations with
the European Commission;
• A better synergy should be sought in the programming of the different
Operational Programs of the countries for their first participation in the
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Cohesion policy. The Operational Programs have to be oriented to the
actual needs of the society and in compliance with the national specificities.
1
Having in mind what was mentioned above, the five challenges of the
country and the parliament, in particular, in the light of the Future Cohesion
Policy after 2013 are as follows:
• Concentration of the European and national resources on few key priorities which correspond to the specific needs of the country and are in line
with the Europe 2020 Strategy, thus achieving a stronger impact;
• Setting of clear and measureable targets and indicators for each chosen
key priority in the beginning of the programming period which will enable the evaluation of the progress achieved;
• Guaranteeing a stable macroeconomic environment and strong institutional framework, which are an essential prerequisite for receiving EU
Structural Funds support;
• Targeting the Structural Funds assistance at achieving visible results
changing citizens’ life;
• Active participation in the debates concerning the introduction of conditionalities (result-oriented EU funds absorption) in allocation of the
Structural Funds assistance.
In conclusion, we could summarize 10 key valuable advices for the next EU
member states from SEE, which would transform the challenges for the current
new member states as Bulgaria, in advantages for them:
1. Vision: clarity and coherence;
2. Prioritization and targeting;
3. Standardization – templates and e-governance;
4. Smart rules and less bureaucracy;
5. Transparency;
6. Trust and permanent dialogue between the whole spectrum of stakeholders with focus on European commission;
7. Discipline;
8. Internal immunity and good control and management systems;
9. Existing pipeline of big infrastructure projects;
10. Capacity building of the administration and beneficiaries.
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FROM BRANDING TO COMMUNICATING –
HOW TO BE A “FRESH” EU MEMBER STATE?
Monika Panayotova
There are a lot of booklets, magazines and different documents and materials
giving advices and information about the EU membership, but in this paper I will
try to attract your attention to a different multidisciplinary approach, focusing
on the individual contribution of everyone who is participating in the whole
process of branding, communicating and negotiating.
The three questions: “How to brand your country for EU membership, respectively how to be a “fresh” EU member state?”, “How to be persuasive?”
and “How to send the right message?” are very important for everyone who
is dealing with EU affairs and take part in the negotiation process.
As the target group of Economic Policy Institute’s project are young public
servants from Southeastern Europe and the Black Sea Region I would like to
underline the fact that every one of these participants, even in taking part in
this kind of event, is important piece of the country’ branding puzzle. Very often
public servants say that they are only executors and not in charge, but it is not
truth. The ministers are accountable, but the administration is responsible. The
politicians count on and are dependable on the analyses made and decisions
proposed by the administration. The quality and creativity of public servants
contribute significantly to the improvement and acceleration of every country’s
development speed. The current Bulgarian government is a good example in
this direction due to the fact that the deputy ministers, especially these who
are dealing with EU funds management and absorption are ex public servants
and great experts in their field. For this reason, think always outside the box
improving your persuasive and representative skills and making every paper
and suggestion in a very responsible way, because they influence the real
politics and their execution reflect the citizens’ life.
In the next few pages I would like to give some short responses of the questions above, in order to give some practical points which could be useful for
every public servant, participating in negotiation and branding process.
What’s the difference between the branding strategy of a company
product and the one of a whole country?
On one hand, surprisingly for some, logically for others – there’s no major
differences, because every country like a company/product is on the European/
globalized market. It should have its competitive advantages and should be a
guarantee for quality and values.

Just like the case with products, the branding strategy of a country aims
at putting together all the separate messages sent to the rest of the world, to
coordinate them and transform them into a powerful voice which is to be heard.
1
Branding means the ability to act and speak in a coordinated and repetitive
way. 2It is very important not to confuse strategy with tactics.
Strategy, means Who; Where; Why? Tactics, means How and When?

The interconnection between content quality and perception quality is significant for the possible positive result in communicating a message. For this
reason following the table below, it could be noted that the balance between
both (content and perception) is giving the maximum possible result, every
unbalance makes the number smaller.
X

PERCEPTION
QUALITY

=

RESULT

6

X

2

=

12

5

X

3

=

15

4

X

4

=

16

According to Magne Supphellen, a professor at the Norwegian School of
Economics and Business Administration in Bergen “In principle, product and place
branding is the same. It’s all about identifying, developing and communicating the
parts of the identity that are favorable to some specified target groups.…”
3

1
2
3
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Branding A Country, Interbrand 2003 http://www.brandchannel.com/images/papers/Country_Branding.pdf
International Republican Institute’s trainings and materials, Leadership Institute (LICEE) series
Mapping a country’s future by Randall Frost, http://www.brandchannel.com/features_effect.asp?pf_id=206.
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On the other hand, there are some differences between country, place and
product branding, as Supphellen adds: “… the analysis of identity and of target
group perceptions, coupled with brand-building activities are much more complex
for places than for products. It is far more difficult to obtain a fully integrated communication mix in place branding.”
In the same order of thinking according to 4Philip Kotler, professor at the Kellogg Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University in Chicago,
“After a product has been launched, companies are free to make modifications in
response to consumer demand. Countries, however, may be more limited in altering
their place brands. Obviously, a country can’t replace its beaches with mountains,
or grow bananas if its climate favors snow. Although it may be possible for a nation to attract more foreign direct investment or shift its economic base, there will
always be some constraints over which it has little or no control”.
Having in mind that the principles of branding country and a product are
similar, but the methods are different, the following suggestions how to brand
a country could be useful.
5
How to brand a country:
• You have to have the cooperation and involvement of representatives of
government, business, arts, education and, importantly, the media;
• You need to find out how your country is perceived internally and by
people abroad who you want to influence;
• Consult with opinion leaders to look at national strengths and weaknesses;
• Create a strategy which should include some kind of professional model
for the brand and the way that the brand idea will be communicated;
• Work out a program to make the strategy tangible through improvement programs, campaigns;
• Create a system to link together the different organizations and departments that can be part of your brand.
How to be persuasive and How to communicate your message?
6
According to Roger Ailes, who coached Reagan and George H.W. Bush, the
10 most common problems in communication are:
1. Lack of Initial rapport with listeners;
2. Body movements are still and wooden;
3. Material is presented intellectually, not involving the audience emotionally;
4. Speaker seems uncomfortable due to fear of failure;
5. Eye contact and facial expression are poorly utilized;
4
5
6

Mapping a country’s future by Randall Frost, http://www.brandchannel.com/features_effect.asp?pf_id=206.
Branding A Country, Interbrand 2003 http://www.brandchannel.com/images/papers/Country_Branding.pdf
Political Campaign Communication: Principles and Practices, By Judith S. Trent, Robert Friedenberg, p387-388
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Humor is lacking;
Speaker’s intentions are not made clear due to improper preparation;
Silence is not used for impact;
Energy is low, resulting in inappropriate pitch patterns, speech rate,
and volume;
10. Language and material are boring.
There are a lot of advices concerning the content of one message, but it is
very important to pay attention to the non-verbal communication, so not only
what you say but how you say it. You could be very well prepared about the
content and have an excellent expertise, but if you don’t succeed in attracting
the attention on your message the audience or your interlocutors during the
negotiations would take into consideration only at about 7 % of what you are
saying. Effective communication is not always about the best use of words.
People could communicate as well without saying anything. 7The diagram
bellow is describing how communication works.

How does communication work?
Voice = sound

Words = content
Look = image

Having in mind the mentioned above, you could use the following 5 rules
for a good appearance:
• Talk normal and positive;
• Talk to the audience, to the interlocutor;
• Use “we” not “I” (team player aspect);
• Be in control of the setting;
• Verify facts, do not mislead.
The human brain is separated in two parts, two very different ways of thinking.The left one is the ratio: the verbal, analytical and logical part (here you see
the trees and then the whole forest). The right one is the emotion: the visual part,
the images and intuition (here you see the whole forest and then the trees).
International Republican Institute’s trainings and materials for Center-Right Parties from Southeastern and Central
Europe.
7
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For this reason people remember:
10% of what they read;
20% of what they hear;
30% of what they see;
50 % of what they see and hear;
80 % of what they say or write;
90 % of what they say as they do a
thing (saying and doing).
The quality of communication depends as well on the level of trust.
There are two types of trust: conscious
and unconscious. The conscious trust
is 1/6, while the unconscious is 5/6.
Concious trust
1/6

Unconcious trust
5/6

In conclusion, branding and communicating are useful technical advices
and smart proposals in order to promote in the best possible manner your
countries for EU membership. Show in a persuasive and even seductive way:
what are the competitive advantages of your country, why it should be part
of the EU, what is the first perception about your country and how the joining
of your country will contribute to the European Community. Negotiations are
always about them, not about you, for this reason - do not export problems,
export solutions and smart proposals and represent according to the suggested
manners above.
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THE EU MEMBERSHIP - THE CASE OF ROMANIA
Motto: “To see far is one thing, going there is another.”
Constantin Brâncuşi
Laurenţiu-Liviu Flueraru is a diplomat in the Romanian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in charge of different dossiers in the
sphere of EU external relations at the European Union Department. Between December 2006 and October 2010 he served as
third and second secretary at the Permanent Representation of
Romania to the Council of Europe, in Strasbourg. Previous duties
within the MFA included activities carried out in the framework
of the Romanian Chairmanships-in-Office of the Organization
of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation/BSEC (November 2005 - April 2006) and
the Southeastern European Cooperation Process/SEECP (April 2004 – May 2005)
as well as responsibilities in the field of Euroregions.
In a figurative sense, the accession to the European Union could be compared
to the process of crossing a bridge: for reaching the other side, the intention
alone is not sufficient unless it is accompanied by vigorous and steady efforts
to build up strong pillars aiming at supporting this ”journey” in an effective
manner. This means that substantial reforms are needed in economic, judiciary
and political fields that would provide the countries both with a sound basis for
completing such a challenging task and with adequate instruments for coping
with the realities, once arrived “at destination”.
In brief, changing the society and mentalities while constantly improving
the overall performance and shaping modern state institutions.
Romania’s road towards EU membership was a continuing progress in
the accession process.
After being the first country from Central and Eastern Europe to establish
official relations with the European Community, back in 1967, Romania concluded the Trade and Co-operation Agreement in 1990 and the Association
Agreement in 1993. The application for EU membership was submitted in 1995,
while the accession negotiations were conducted between 2000 and 2004.
Furthermore, the signing of the Accession Treaty materialized in April 2005,
during a ceremony in Luxembourg.
In few words, the accession road can be put under the “Helsinki to Helsinki
process” heading, since the green light for starting the negotiations was
given at the Helsinki European Council in December 1999 while the date for
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joining the Union was confirmed during the Finnish EU Presidency, seven
years later (2006).
It is a “homework done” lesson: in September 2006, the report of the European Commission stated that Romania complied with the accession requirements and was ready to join the EU on 1st of January 2007.
Romania brought in the strictest legislation in Europe on controlling revenues
and interests both for high level officials and ordinary citizens. The National
Directorate for Anticorruption was established in order to combat high level
corruption and positive track record was registered. The protection of minorities and childcare system was strongly reformed. Additionally, the Cooperation
and Verification Mechanism was introduced as an instrument for improving the
judiciary and fight against corruption.
According to World Bank Report (2006), Romania was number one in Europe
on reforms of the business environment. In President Barroso’s words, Romania
was a “success story” of the EU enlargement process.
Against this background, Romania became a Member State of the European
Union on 1st of January 2007, within the established timetable, thus completing
a process initiated in the mid 90’s. Romania’s accession, together with the accession of Bulgaria, at the same date, concluded the fifth wave of enlargement of the
Union, which had started on 1st of May 2004 with the accession of eight Central
and Eastern European countries as well as Cyprus and Malta.
As a new member state – the seventh in terms of weight and voting power
– Romania has fully embarked on the process of consolidating the Union.
Romania has constantly supported a more economically and politically integrated Union.
Representation at EU level
On the European Commission level, Romania held the Multilingualism
portfolio in the period 2007-2010 while for the current mandate of the COM
the area of responsibility encompasses the portfolio assigned to the European
Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development.
Today, Romania has 33 representatives to the European Parliament (new
elections to be held in 2014), affiliated mainly to the three largest political
groups within the EP - Christian Democrats, Socialists and Liberals - fully committed to pursuing the European project and European values. Similarly, it has
one judge to the European Court of Justice, one judge to the First Instance
Court, one representative to the Court of Auditors, 15 representatives to the
Committee of the Regions and 15 representatives to the Economic and Social
Committee.
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The National Bank of Romania (BNR) is part of the European System of Central Banks (ESCB) while its Governor participates as full-fledged member to the
General Council of the European Central Bank (ECB) and its committees.
Moreover, since joining the European Union, Romanian citizens have the
right to work within the EU institutions.
After accession, Romania’s EU membership enjoyed a large popular support
within the country and continues to do so. By the time Romania entered the
European family, around 65% of the population was in favor of the accession
and, ever since, this percentage changed only slightly.
The accession process itself had huge advantages and helped bringing
forward the Romanian society. It brought incentives for internal reforms while
constituting a driving force for the modernization of the Romanian society as a
whole. Considerable foreign direct investments were attracted in the country,
especially from EU member states. Last but not least, new important cultural
opportunities at the European and international level have been generated
for Romania.
Still, the continuation of integration within the EU structures, mechanisms
and policies is a long and complex process.
Romanian priorities as EU Member State
Acceding to the Schengen area is particularly important for the Romanian
citizens. Our aim is to obtain a positive decision regarding the accession during
the current year.
It is a goal which reflects our political will to advance on the integration
path at the level of the Union and to actively contribute to the security of the
European borders.
On 8 June, The European Parliament gave its consultative vote on the accession, thus confirming a broad political support for our Schengen membership objective and for our readiness to join the area. Besides, Romania already
contributes to the security in the Schengen area.
Romania as an active EU member state: the EU strategy for the Danube
region
Romania promotes important projects within the EU. These projects
generate major opportunities for the entire Union, serving also the long term
interests for regional development. In 2008, Romania and Austria initiated a
large consultation process with the Danube riparian countries for setting up a
better and more efficient regional cooperation format and for strengthening
the current cooperation mechanisms.
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The Danube Strategy was thought within the larger framework of the EU
regional policy, which aims at bridging economic and social gaps among the
Member States and their regions with a view to meeting the sustainable development targets and boosting competitiveness.
The EU Strategy for the Danube Region will facilitate the efforts of the riparian EU Member States not only to achieve their social, economic and territorial
cohesion goals but also to consolidate the EU dialogue and cooperation with
the EU neighbouring countries (third countries, non-EU members).
The Danube Strategy is a multi-layered project whose consequences branch
out in different domains: economic, environmental, social and political. It was
adopted by the European Council on 24 June 2011. We see it as an engine for
growth and innovation whose benefits will cross the confines of the Danube
region and will have, in the long-term, a positive impact on all the Member
States.
The strategy will be carried out considering three pillars that will cover the
following areas: connectivity (transport, energy, and information society),
environmental protection and risks prevention, socio-economic development
(tourism, research and innovation, education, culture, rural development).
The consolidation of the European Neighbourhood Policy and the
Eastern Partnership
The European Union cannot be a important global actor unless it is a major
player in its neighbourhood. The recent developments in the EU`s Southern
neighbourhood highlighted the need for the adjustment of European Neighbourhood Policy to the new realities.
Romania considers that the EU has to encourage the democratic change
in the countries in its neighbourhood without jeopardizing the right balance
between the Eastern and Southern dimensions of ENP.
As a Member State located at the EU’s Eastern borders, Romania has been
a strong supporter of the Eastern Partnership since its inception. Romania is
determined to support the efforts aimed at bringing more pragmatism and
substance to our approach in the East, especially through the Eastern Partnership.
The more advanced partner countries in the Eastern vicinity of the EU should
be encouraged and supported in their efforts of coming closer to the Union.
Bringing the Republic of Moldova closer to the EU
The developments in the Republic of Moldova represent a real achievement
for the EU Neighbourhood Policy and we should build on it.
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Since joining the EU in 2007, Romania has been a staunch supporter of
the Republic of Moldova’s drive towards Europe. We will continue to strongly
advocate for the European aspirations of the Republic of Moldova and sustain
its efforts towards the final goal - the EU integration.
By making good use of the European policies and the Eastern Partnership,
the Republic of Moldova may be looked at as a success story of the European
Neighbourhood Policy.
Regional cooperation in the Black Sea area
The wider Black Sea is a project of strategic importance for Romania.
In the field of regional cooperation in the Black Sea region, Romania is
strongly committed to promoting EU initiatives, such as the Black Sea Synergy
and the Eastern Partnership. Both initiatives aim at consolidating the European
Neighbourhood Policy and at promoting a culture of cooperation.
Romania will continue to promote and encourage energy projects that link
the Caspian Sea - rich in energy resources - and the Black Sea.
In the first half of 2011 (January - June), Romania held the Chairmanship in
office of the only full-fledged regional structure, the Organization of the Black
Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC). It endeavors to bring the BSEC closer to
the EU.
EU 2020 Strategy and social inclusion of Roma
Europe’s future growth and economic recovery from the crisis will depend
on the implementation of the EU 2020 Strategy. It is time to empower this
Strategy with the political will of all Member States in order to promote economic innovation and competitiveness.
The financial and economic crisis has shown that Europe’s countries, no matter how big or small they are, are not capable of maintaining on their own – in
the long term - their competitiveness and relevance on the global market.
While the European strategy provides the overall framework for a coordinated action in this field, the social inclusion of Roma remains primarily the
responsibility of the Member States.
Romania commits itself through partnership, communication and implication in finding the best and most suitable methods of improving the programs
and policies tailored for Roma social inclusion.
Romania has actively contributed to the EU discussion on Roma since its initiation and the adoption of the first European Council conclusions in December
2007. We welcome the adoption by the European Commission of its Communication on “An EU Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies up to
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2020” and the adoption by the EU labor ministers of the Council conclusions
on an “EU Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies up to 2020”.
During recent months, Romania has continued to be actively involved in
identifying ways of action and extending best practices across Europe. We
developed a non-paper on elements for a European strategy for Roma and
submitted it to the attention of the European Commission and the EU Member
States. We are satisfied to see the inclusion of some of the ideas proposed by
Romania in the Communication of the Commission.
European External Action Service (EEAS)
The EEAS was created in order to bring more coherence and visibility to
EU`s external action.
A sense of shared ownership is crucial for a truly effective European diplomatic service. That is why since the beginning Romania underlined that it is
crucial that all Member States be meaningfully represented in the EEAS, both
in the Headquarters in Brussels and in the EU Delegations worldwide. The
geographical balance has to be equally ensured.
The EEAS complements and strengthens the action of the national diplomatic
services. Romania was in favor of a close coordination between the EEAS and
the national diplomatic services, both in Brussels and on the ground, in order
to promote a common European position to the outside world.
We also believe that the Service is the main actor for designing a more
creative, open and determined approach in the relations of the Union with its
strategic partners.
EU as a global actor
The EU should prove more realism and pragmatism in managing its relations
with its strategic partners, promoting its core values and, at the same time,
claiming more responsibility on their side on global issues such as climate
change, energy security or currency devaluation.
We are in favor of a periodic review of the progress in the EU`s relations
with its strategic partners, including at the highest level possible (European
Council).
From this perspective, we welcomed the EU reflection process on this file
following the coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty whose first phase (initiated at the end of last year) referred to the relations with the US, the Russian
Federation and China.
We expect with great interest the next phase of this reflection process which
shall address the relations with other strategic partners of the EU.
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The EU Enlargement
Romania is a strong supporter of the EU enlargement process, which
proved to be one of the EU’s most successful policies.
Today’s EU - with 27 Member States and a population of close to 500 million
citizens - is much safer, more prosperous, stronger and more influential than
the original European Economic Community, 50 years ago, with its 6 members
and a population of less than 200 million persons.
The European Union’s enlargement was certainly a huge challenge. In coping
with it, we are still looking for the right balance between the enlargement, in
geographical terms, and integration, in institutional and political terms.
Nevertheless, we are not confronted with an either/or situation. Enlargement
did not bring with it the weakening or the „dilution” of the European unity. On
the contrary, it is the main vehicle for promoting the European ideal and the
values that underpin it: peace and freedom, democracy and the rule of law,
tolerance and solidarity. One can confidently talk about a community that
shares common values and fundamental principles.
To those who still harbour doubts regarding the opportunities offered by
enlargement and are concerned about its costs, I would propose a mental
experiment: what would be the costs in the absence of enlargement. Without
it, would internal or regional stability increase, would the economic power or
Europe’s standing in the world be enhanced? Would the Member States be better prepared to face the economic and financial crisis as independent actors?
Although we cannot really respond precisely in the absence of a factual
confirmation, one can assume that the most probable answer to these questions is negative.
The process of enlargement should be based on each candidate country’s
own merits and the fulfillment of all the accession criteria and requirements.
A carefully managed enlargement process creates a win-win situation for all
countries concerned.
The accession perspective remains a major catalyst for political and economic
reform in the candidate and potential candidate countries. Stable partners and
neighbours are important for the entire Union.
Integrating new members leads to both political and economic gains for
the EU: it contributes to economic growth, through the expansion of the single
market and fuels Europe’s potential to increasingly act as a strong global
actor on the international scene.
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Introduction
The sovereign debt crisis of the eurozone began in Greece, a small economy
with a 3% share in the eurozone GDP. Starting in Greece, in October, 2009, it
also affected Ireland and Portugal. All three countries have been bailed out by
the joint efforts of the EC, the IMF and the ECB in the amount of EUR 256 bn in
2010 – 2011 within a three year program.
In June 2011, the sovereign debt crisis entered a second phase, which
put in danger the euro and the entire eurozone project. There were fears
of the necessity for Greece to exit from the single currency. Substantial
pragmatism has been required to come to a new bailout package based on
a new austerity plan for Greece, controlled restructuring, voluntary private
creditors participation, and new power devoted to the European Financial
Stability Facility.
There are three basic macroeconomic deficiencies that eurozone countries
with troubled public finances suffer from. The first one is the low savings rate.
This is especially true for Greece and Portugal, where the saving rates have not
been enough to support economic growth. Second, one of the big problems
is the loss of competitiveness of their economies. Third, these countries have
current account deficits that must be financed by foreign inflows. These three
underlying factors create a substantial burden in overcoming the sovereign
debt crisis.
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1. The sovereign debt crisis
The sovereign debt crisis in the eurozone emerged because of excess debts
created by eurozone governments although they were obliged to respect the
rules of the Stability and Growth Pact. Second, the crisis made it evident that
governments of advanced countries are not exempt from becoming candidates
for default. Third, the debt crisis injured the single currency. All the efforts of the
European Central Bank (ECB) to support the euro have been rather directed to
urgently provide banks from eurozone countries with liquidity. For this reason,
the ECB is not in a position to add confidence to the Euro, because it is involved
in rescue endeavors. If the number of banks the ECB is providing with liquidity by
buying from them bonds of troubled eurozone countries reaches a critical mass,
at some moment the ECB will not be in a position to go on with this policy. Thus,
the sovereign debt crisis could create a liquidity crisis for European banks.
In the individual eurozone countries there are different reasons for the
emergence of excess debt. In Greece this was the government spending for
consumption, in Ireland it was the bailout of the banks, in Portugal it was the
decade-long lethargic economic growth. In the core eurozone countries like
Spain and Italy the excess debt arose because of structural problems, which
are impeding economic growth.
Only in Ireland the creation of public debt was connected with the global
financial crisis of 2008. In the other countries excess debt was generated by
government policies preferring to issue bonds in financing budget deficits.
The eurozone crisis was aggravated by low economic growth which hampered the efforts to draw down government debt.
2. The Greek case
2.1 Characteristics
The first characteristic is that Greece accumulated a spiralling public debt,
which could not be financed by further borrowing on the financial markets.
Second, the Greek crisis began to affect the stability of the euro, because of
the contagion reaching other eurozone member countries. Speculations have
been spread out that the eurozone will not be able to resolve the crisis. Third,
a real threat emerged that the excess debt accumulated by Greece cannot be
removed, because the government was not in a position to implement austerity
measures. Since the EU summit in February 2010, EU leaders are instructing
the Greek government to slash public expenditures and increase taxes to repay
the debt. However, the experience with the first austerity package of 2010 did
not help Greece avoid a second bail out at the end of June 2011. Fourth, and
most importantly, not only the ongoing recession, rising unemployment and
social unrest are factors which hinder the resolving of the Greek crisis. It is the
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current structure of the Greek economy which still hampers any substantial
moves in restoring its competitiveness.
2.2 Options for resolving the Greek crisis
Observers and analysts have discussed several options on resolving the Greek
crisis. Several times Greece has been on the eve of a default. What would be
the consequences of the several options?
A default
During the discussion of the possibility of default warnings came out that a
Greek default would induce chaos similar to those connected with Lehman’s collapse. The big distinction between the two cases is that Lehman was allowed to
fail, and Greece, for now, has been supported, in order not to default (Mackintosh,
J., 2011). The Lehman‘s crisis was an outcome of the fact that markets did not
expect the US government would allow such a big financial institution to default. Today markets are confronted with a completely different situation. There
are few investors who would be surprised by a Greek default. The anticipation
of such an event is reflected in the prices of Greek state bonds. In July, 2011,
they have been offered at a price, which was half of their face value.
Many observers consider a default of Greece unavoidable. They (Rocholl,
J., 2011) claim, that the debt has reached 160% of GDP and no other financial
support by the EU can be constructive for the country. This could increase
the total debt, but cannot bring the Greek economy on the way of growth.
Comparing the case of Greece with Argentina analysts (Kiguel, M., 2011) are
also convinced that the austerity measures can barely provide the expected
results to achieve real depreciation through reduction in domestic wages and
prices. In addition, the public sector of the country is large, there are powerful
unions, thus it would be extremely difficult to correct an overvalued currency
through deflation.
Restructuring of the debt
An orderly restructuring would mean cutting Greek debt by around a half.
For this to happen Greece had to implement a medium-term program focused
on first, reducing the fiscal debt, second, privatizing assets, and third, reforming
the public sector. What would be the consequences in the case of a restructuring? First, Greece would get a debt break. Second, the country would also
obtain funding from the eurozone and the IMF. Third, private sector creditors
would be fully bailed in.
Greece leaves the eurozone
There is no mechanism for a country to be forced to leave the eurozone.
At first glance it seems to be an attractive option for troubled countries to
leave the eurozone. By reintroducing their devaluated national currencies they
could expect to increase competitiveness on international markets. However,
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the big problem with leaving the eurozone is that in this case banks would be
unable to meet their euro-denominated liabilities. Second, foreigners could
reject to finance further fiscal deficits. Third, the respective eurozone country
faces the risk to be forced to leave the European Union. (Chancellor, E., 2011).
In practical terms it is quite foreseeable that going back to its national currency
(drachma) Greece would be much less able to get access to the financial markets
for funding. If investors are not willing to buy guaranteed Greek bonds issued in
euro, they will not have any reason to invest in drachma bonds, which should be
guaranteed by the Greek government only. It is unrealistic to expect that increasing taxes and reducing government expenditures only the Greek government
could consolidate the budget without access to financial markets.
Buy-time approach
At the end of June 2011 the situation was rather dangerous because Greece
did not want to be forced out from the eurozone and at the same time the crisis
could spread out to other eurozone countries. The deepening economic crisis
in Greece accompanied by social unrest made the circumstances inferior.
The second rescue package of EUR 109 bn had to be offered by the EU and
IMF with the additional participation of private investors in it. The package
helped to prevent the contagion of the Greek crisis to other eurozone member
states and to support the euro as international currency for a while.
This bailout as well as the first one can be judged as short term solutions.
Soon after markets started getting nervous. The promised bailout amount could
not lessen the enormous pressure on the Greek government and parliament.
The real situation was such, that if the eurozone declined to rescue Greece, this
would have destroyed the credibility of the bailouts for Portugal and Ireland.
Under these circumstances, a joint decision was taken in order to add value in
the supporting efforts. Germany, the main lender in the eurozone, insisted that
no restructuring of Greek sovereign debt shell be allowed until 2013. Germany
claimed that the private sector creditors of Greece should contribute up to EUR
30 bn to the new 109 bailout. At the same time rating agencies considered
Greece as if it has defaulted.
Greece had to implement austerity measures. The question is whether they
are aimed at reducing the fiscal problems in the long run. Is it realistic to expect
that they can help Greece meet its commitments?
3. The second bailout for Greece
The financial needs of Greece until mid 2014 are assessed to be EUR 173
bn. From privatization of state assets are anticipated EUR 28 bn. Other EUR
57 bn will be covered by the outstanding loans from the first bailout package. The remaining EUR 88 bn are supposed to be covered by the IMF and
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the private sector. According to some estimations (Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung, 23.07.11) the total bailout funds agreed for the three countries until
now amount to EUR 900 bn. This sum is expected to assure 500 days without
turbulences. Actually, this means that every day does cost almost EUR 2 bn,
which is a very expensive exercise.
The second package for Greece has been agreed on at a summit of the
eurozone countries on 21 July, 2011. It included a rescue totaling euro 109 bn
until 2014 and EUR 37 bn contribution from private banks. There are several
differences between the content of the first and the second package. First,
this is the intention of the EU to support the economic recovery of Greece. For
this reason the aid is named a Marshall Plan for Greece. The new approach by
the EU institutions entailed the assertion for Greece to implement structural
reforms alongside international technical assistance.
Second, for the first time private investors have declared their willingness
to participate in the bailout package. Several initiatives have been raised to
practically develop the idea. The French government and the French banks
proposed a plan on how the private sector to be included in the second aid
package for Greece. The plan envisaged for the private creditors to be able
to change their Greek debentures due in for another 30 years at an interest
equal to those applied by the European rescue mechanism plus a premium in
terms of economic growth in Greece. At the same time, eurozone leaders and
representatives of major banks in the region met in Rome to discuss private
sector involvement in the second rescue package of Greece.
The main coordinator of the private creditors Financing Offer for Greece was
the International Institute for Finance, mobilizing a voluntary participation of
investors with a target participation rate of 90%. The goal set envisaged EUR
54 bn to be provided to Greece from mid 2011 to mid 2014 and a total of EUR
135 bn from mid 2011 to mid 2020 (Greece Financing Offer, 2011).
Under the Financing Offer agreed at the summit in July 2011 private sector
bond holders were given the choice of several debt exchange options and a
rollover program extending average maturities of privately held claims from
6 to 11 years (Greece Financing Offer, 2011). For example, the participation of
BNP Paribas (the biggest holder of Greek bonds among French banks) will take
the form of a bond exchange. BNP Paribas has taken a EUR 534 m provision as
part of its pledge to take part in the bail-out package for Greece. This is the way
BNP Paribas is putting its Greek sovereign debt holdings maturing by 2010 in
the rescue package (Financial Times, 3 August, 2011).
Investors were offered four new instruments, in addition to the opportunity
to participate in debt buy-back program to be established by the Greek government. The four instruments involve: a par bond exchange into a 30-year instru89

ment; a par bond offer involving rolling over maturing Greek government bonds
into 30-year instruments; a discount bond exchange into a 30-year instrument;
a discount bond exchange into a 15-year instrument (Greece Financing Offer,
2011). All instruments will be priced to produce 21% Net Present Value loss
based on an assumed discount rate of 9%. The interest rates are structured to
maximize the benefits for Greece in the early years of the program as Greece
regains access to the global capital markets (Greece Financing Offer, 2011). It
is stressed that the Financing Offer is conditioned on the comprehensive economic reform program of Greece, the strong support of the EU, and additional
support by the IMF.
There were 37 banks (among them 4 Greek banks) and insurance companies
from 19 countries worldwide declaring to become financial institutions in support within the Financing Offer. These financial institutions do not necessarily
have direct exposure to Greek government debt, but all have expressed firm
support for the IIF Financing Offer.
Taking a critical view on the question about the scheme on voluntary exchange, some analysts (Dizard, J., 2011) made another type of proposal for
solution: Greece to unilaterally amend its own law and reduce the burden of
principal and interest across all bond maturities.
It must be underlined that the institutions extending the Financing Offer to
Greece were aware of the scale of Greece economic imbalances and the inefficiencies that have been embedded in its economic structures. For this reason
they agreed to propose a special approach of voluntary taking part in delivering
the financial support. They also expect that the Financing Offer will help enhance
debt sustainability and restore confidence in the future of the Greek economy.
Third, in order to help avoid the crisis to spread beyond Greece, the summit
in July 2011 granted new powers to the European Financial Stability Facility
(EFSF). The EFSF has been allowed to intervene by buying government debt
on open markets. Currently, this option is very important, because it makes it
possible to remove part of the Greek debt. Also it makes some market deals on
betting on default inappropriate. The aim is to use the EFSF as an anti-contagion
tool. For example, the facility to repurchase Spanish and Italian bonds could
help stabilize the markets.
In addition to repurchasing bonds of governments in trouble, the EFSF will
be empowered also to provide them with short-term credit lines and cash to
recapitalize financial institutions. However, the EFSF does not possess these
authorities yet. Months are needed to prepare the legal text, for it to be signed
and ratified, which requires a parliamentary approval in the 17 countries. On
the other hand, the EFSF also does not have the necessary funds to perform
the tasks mentioned and to use the new tools. Owning EUR 440 bn only it is
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unrealistic to expect that the EFSF can influence the prices of sovereign bonds
of eurozone countries and thus help decrease the borrowing cost of the respective country. The rise of the funds of the EFSF means eurozone members with
high rating to contribute more by taking also higher risk. Here politicians have
to tackle with the tolerance burden of the voters.
Fourth, new credit conditions are offered to Greece, Ireland, Portugal, provided they respect preliminary requirements. The EFSF will provide emergency
credits at a low interest rate (3.5%) and longer maturities: from the current 7.5
years they will be extended to up to 15 years.
Fifth, for other vulnerable countries in the future “preventive programs” are
foreseen to be funded by the EFSF. Although Italy and Spain are not mentioned
explicitly, they are considered the next candidates by the financial markets.
4. Other candidates
The economies of Italy and Spain are on 3th and 4th place among the eurozone
countries. This justifies their weight and possible contribution to deepening
of the crisis. While in 2010 the GDP of Greece, Portugal and Ireland was about
6%, the GDP of Italy accounted for about 17% and those of Spain for about
12%. If spreading to these two countries the crisis is reaching the core of the
eurozone. The EFSF would not have the funds to rescue the two economies,
should it would be impossible for them to borrow on the financial markets.
Italy
The sovereign crisis spread beyond Greece reaching a deeply systemic stage,
soon discovering and contaminating Italy as the larger borrower in the eurozone. In 2010 the government deficit was 4.6% of GDP. The sovereign debt stock
of Italy is amounting to EUR 1.9 trillion, 500 bn bonds of which maturing in the
next three years. The amount of public debt is higher than the debt of Greece,
Ireland and Spain. Confidence in Italian government bonds has been hurt after
rating agencies put Italy’s rating under review at the and of June 2011.
The borrowing cost of the Italian government increased within a short time
at the beginning of the second decade of July 2011. The rating agencies warned
about the ability of the Italian government to cut debt. Italy occurred under a
severe market pressure. Markets acquire average financing costs of the debt at
5.5 %. To alleviate the debt at around 120% of GDP, Italy would need a primary
surplus of at least 3%. The Government prepared a budget adjustment package
amounting EUR 40 bn with the goal to eliminate budget deficit in 2014. The
main part of the measures is to be applied after the elections in 2013.
One of the main negative factors in overcoming the debt burden is the low
rate of growth of the Italian economy: an average of 0.2% annually in the period
2001 – 2010, compared to 1.1% for the eurozone. There are two advantages of
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Italy in comparison to other troubled countries in the eurozone. The first one is
that more than a half of the sovereign debt instruments are held by domestic
institutions and individuals. Second, Italy has a low level of household debt.
Both factors are strengthening demand and sheltering Italy from some of the
instabilities in international markets.
A day after the eurozone leaders agreed on the second bailout package for
Greece the ECB insisted that other countries like Italy take appropriate measures
to ensure market confidence in their debt. The Italian government soon had
to adjust the austerity package to the new circumstances.
Spain
The government deficit of Spain reached 9.2% of GDP in 2010. Domestic
demand is weak as a result of both high unemployment rates and the ongoing
deleveraging of households, businesses and government.
Ten days after the emergency summit on the second bailout for Greece the
yields on Spanish 10-years government bonds increased to above 6%. Similar
perceptions of market participants have been demonstrated also on Italy. The
markets indicated that Italy and Spain are becoming a source of concern. The
question was what tools eurozone leaders could apply provided bond yields
of the two big economies continue to rise. It is considered that a country is
entering the risk zone, when the interest rate is reaching 7%. At this trashold
the respective economy can barely afford to absorb the debt-service cost
and the borrowing cost. It creates a burden to growth and deficit reduction
determination.
5. The Actors
The experience with the sovereign debt crisis in the eurozone shows that
there are four main actors the interests of which have to be harmonized in
order to achieve effective solutions to overcome the crisis. To the first group
belong the governments as issuers, debtors. The second group consists of the
investors, the creditors, who are representing the financial markets. The third
group involves the rating agencies, which disseminate their assessments on
the degree of risk involved in the respective debt instrument. The fourth group
entails the politicians from the eurozone member countries, who have to make
decisions on bailout packages.
The governments of eurozone member countries have several constraints
in their capacity of issuers. The main is the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP), an
agreement among the eurozone countries consisting of fiscal monitoring of
member states by the European Commission and the Council of Ministers, and
subsequent to multiple warnings, sanctions against offending members. The
criteria that eurozone members must respect are: an annual budget deficit no
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higher than 3% of GDP, and a national debt lower than 60% of GDP. Thus, the
SGP should urge countries to keep the amount they spend and borrow under
control. However, several eurozone members have not stacked to the rules. In
2006 Germany’s public debt was 66.8% of GDP and Greece’s was over 100%.
In 2010 France’s public debt reached 80.3%. By failing to impose penalties on
Germany and France, first, the Commission has shown that the rules of the SGP
are not effective. Second, this provided blackmailing power to other eurozone
countries which have also broken the rules. In March 2005, the European Council
agreed to reform the SGP with much more flexible rules and a list of exceptions
for types of spending that would not be counted as part of the debt. In 2008,
the Commission warned that the average public debt in the eurozone could
reach 84% by 2010. Special attention has been paid to the levels of public
debt of Ireland, Spain and France, with the fast growing public debt of Greece
presenting the biggest concern.
The rating agencies provide information about the creditworthiness of the
issuers (both corporations and governments). The announcements of credit
ratings changes for sovereign bond issuers used to be crucial for the behavior
of market participants, politicians and EU institutions during the debt crisis
in the eurozone. Downgrading by rating agencies would result in an increase
in the respective country‘s risk premiums, which leads to a more expensive
funding. A negative change in the rating note or even putting a country under
review presses politicians to come to a decision whether and how to bail out
the respective country. If one country gets the rating of “D“, this would create a
huge problem because the European Central Bank could not accept sovereign
debt instruments of this country as collateral any more. So, rating agencies are
a source of information with vigor consequences on issuers, markets, politicians, institutions.
Rating agencies have their market power. Moody’s, Standard and Poor’s and
Fitch control more than 90% of all estimations, which are relevant for the bond
market. This concentration of power and actually lack of competition is not the
best (oligopolistic) market structure.
Often rating agencies are also condemned because their business model is
involving conflict of interests. The global financial crisis made it evident especially with the US mortgage credits. Rating agencies have been advising the
issuers of structured products how to get first class rating of some tranches,
which appeared later as rather junk. Some analysts come to the conclusion that
the bed results of rating agencies in assessing complex financial instruments
contributed to a great extent to the global financial crisis (Dilworth, J. (2011).
The question is whether all these deficiencies can be overcome by the
creation of a European rating agency. Would such an agency avoid conflict of
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interest provided the services it is delivering would be paid not by the issuers,
but by the investors. The approach that only investors who pay have access
to the ratings, will certainly not increase the confidence in the market mechanism. It will just create the problem of an uneven dissemination of information
(Fruehauf, M. , 2011).
In comparison to the rating agencies, the creditors, the market participants
(investors) have created more sophisticated instruments to assess the risk. One
reliable instrument for transferring the risk of default are the Credit Default
Swaps (CDS). CDSs are sold by banks, hedge funds and other institutional
investors. CDS are insurance-like contracts that promise to cover losses at the
event of a default by a particular company or sovereign entity. The company
or sovereign entity is known as the reference entity and a default by the company or sovereign entity is known as a credit event. The buyer of the insurance
makes periodic payments to the seller and in return acquires the right to sell
a bond issued by the reference entity for its face value if a credit event occurs.
The decision on a credit event takes the International Swaps and Derivatives
Association (ISDA). This is a business association of the main CDS market players
(Bank of America, Barclays, Citibank, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman
Sachs, JP Morgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, Societe General, UBS). According to
the ISDA rules, a credit even happens when a bond cannot be serviced, principal not paid or when the holder of the bond is forced to exchange the bond
against another one with a lower face value.
The rate of payments made per year by the buyer (the cost of insurance)
is called CDS spread. The cost of insuring sovereign debts against default is
increasing in case of new negative information on the creditworthiness of the
issuer. Thus the CDS spreads are becoming a sensitive indicator on the probability
of default. For example, at the beginning of June 2011, five-year credit default
swaps on Greek government debt rose 40 basic points to 1 470 basic points
(The Telegraph, 2 June 2011). This meant it costs EUR 1.47 mln to protect EUR
10 mln of exposure to Greek debt. Research observations on the CDS market
in the period before the global financial crisis (Hull, J. Mirela Predescu and
Alan White, 2004) showed that rating agencies’ reviews for downgrade contain
significant information but downgrades and negative outlook do not. The
sovereign debt crisis in the eurozone indicated a higher level of sensitivity of
rating agencies’ announcements on CDS spreads not solely on the respective
country. In mid June 2011, Standard and Poor’s cut the credit rating of Greece
by three levels (from B to CCC). CDSs not only on Greece, but also on Ireland and
Portugal rose significantly. Within two weeks (from 2 June to 16 June 2011) the
CDS on Greece increased from 1470 to 1610 basic points, contracts on Ireland
climbed to 740 points, and on Portugal to 764 points. This reaction of the CDS
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market was based on the concern on the ability of eurozone governments to
resolve the new stage of the crisis. So, even though there was one country
downgraded, the markets threatened all the three countries at risk together.
Of course, the degree of risk of the individual country has been expressed by
the different growth of the CDS spreads.
The visions of market participants on both the probability of default of a
particular eurozone country and on the ability of eurozone governments to
come to a proper collective action are embedded in the spreads, in the amount
of insurance that has to be paid by the buyer of a CDS contract. As a result, an
observation of the CDS spreads is a source of information which cannot be
neglected. It is of particular importance that the CDS spread market is functioning and delivering information about the cost of insurance (the degree of risk
of default) between the announcements of rating agencies. The credit default
swap market leads the bond market so that most price discovery occurs in the
credit default swap market (Hull, J. Mirela Predescu and Alan White, 2004).
Even fare before the Greek sovereign debt crisis broke out markets provided
undisputable information about the dangers arising in particular eurozone member
countries. However, these signals have been neglected by the decision-makers.
Since the beginning of the crisis financial markets are worrying that European leaders are not doing enough to resolve it. They are trying to make steps to conciliate
the markets, rather than be motivated to find out a radical solution.
Politicians from the eurozone countries are exposed to the constraints or in
some cases to the guiding lines set to them by market participants and rating
agencies. During the time of preparing of the second bailout for Greece they
had to pay attention not only at the announcements of the rating agencies.
First, they also had to modify their decisions in order not to let the ISDA consider the Geek case a credit event, otherwise banks would suffer a lot of losses.
Second, the actual threat was not so much the absolute amount of losses on
CDS contracts, but the signal that a credit event on Greece could be marked
to other bailout beneficiaries like Ireland and Portugal. Third, discussing the
versions how to involve private investors into the second bailout scheme for
Greece politicians had to look up at the condition that old Greek sovereign
bonds principals had to correctly be paid in order to avoid the occurrence of
a credit event.
The second bailout for Greece provided only a short break in the debt
crisis. In mid August 2011, the crisis has been spreading to the continent’s
core. Italy had to revise and tighten its austerity measures. Financial markets
started to consider France to be the next to lose the highest debt rating.
These two signals forced the leaders of Germany and France to discuss ways
out of the crisis.
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The question to be answered is whether to come to a closer monetary union,
or to follow the previous behavior of watching the market developments and
pressures, and then deciding. In practical terms, the first option means to ensure a different means to support financially distressed countries. One of the
means could be the eurozone to issue joint Eurobonds, which means jointly
guaranteed government debt. However, officials from both countries stressed
that this possibility would not be addressed. Rather the two leaders will focus
on improving economic governance by holding regular summits and enhance
better monitoring of fiscal policies.
Eurobonds would be a considerable step towards fiscal integration. They are
believed by market participants as the immediate solution to the crisis. The German
government ruled out a euro bond or borrowing backed by all eurozone countries
as a step ahead. Germany insists that eurozone countries must exert more fiscal
discipline. Italy, Belgium, Greece and Luxembourg are supporting the idea of issuing
Eurobonds. Spain is in favor of Eurobonds after the criteria of how the European
Economic Government will be functioning are put in place. The opponents to the
Eurobonds are arguing that such a step would reduce the incentive for governments of weaker eurozone countries to reform their economies.
In fact, there is evidence, that first, a lasting solution by more radical measures
is needed to resolve the sovereign debt crisis. Markets could be calmed but
only temporarily by ECB interventions in buying bonds of heavily indebted
countries. This is not the respond needed, and the problem is that politicians
know this very well. Second, the measures the current stage of the sovereign
debt crisis requires must go beyond the measures of the agreement of 21 July
2011, even if they do not comprise Eurobonds. For example, the mandate and
the size of the EFSF must be expanded severely. Markets reasonably wait for an
upgrading of joint structures like the EFSF. It is clear that markets are expecting
a break through from the buy-time-approach of bailing out individual countries
to a new philosophy of profound joint actions covering the entire eurozone.
In the attempts to resolve the crisis the interests of all actors are to be respected. The effectiveness of the solution will depend on the willingness to choose
a long-term approach or to go ahead with half-hearted partial solutions. On 17
August 2011 President Sarkozy and Chancellor Merkel met to discuss ways out
of the crisis under a complicated situation in the two biggest economies in the
eurozone. A strong driver of looking for new means to resolve the crisis were
data that the economies of the eurozone countries grew only two-tenths of a
percent in the second quarter of 2011, with Germany advancing by a tenth of
a percent. The slowdown in Germany could endanger the recovery prospects
of the eurozone. The economy of France also stagnated in the second quarter
of 2011. As a result, there is an economic weakness in the two core countries
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of the eurozone. One of the reasons of the lower economic growth in the bigger economies of the eurozone is due to the fact that the eurozone has been
struggling with debt, and austerity measures are causing big slowdowns in
the troubled countries.
This troublesome economic environment put additional burdens to find
helpful ways in going out of the crisis. The message of the two leaders was
that they could focus on further economic integration rather than on financial
support. The two leaders announced that they want a “true European economic
government”, so they pledged commitment to economic governance. The
second massage of the Franco-German plan was the obligation by eurozone
governments to preserve deficit-limiting rules in their constitutions. The third
proposal was taxing financial transactions to ensure that the financial sector
contributes to public finances. The fourth message was to align corporate
taxation rates in the two countries within the next five years.
Conclusion
First, the effects of the second bailout for Greece indicated that the eurozone
had entered a general crisis of confidence. All the collective measures applied
to solve the Greek debt problem were considered insufficient by the markets.
Politicians did not acknowledge that this is a eurozone-wide crisis; it is not just a
Greek sovereign debt crisis. If they did acknowledge this fact, they could realize
the need of different, broader and perhaps more effective enhancements to
combat the crisis. While the markets judged the eurozone as an integrated
project, the EU politicians focused on particular countries in trouble. The public
finances of many eurozone countries have been damaged by the crisis, while
private financial system is still to be restored. Both challenges could not be
met by individual countries. Thus, the EFSF has been empowered to take the
responsibility in implementing respective measures.
Second, in the longer term perspective, the second bailout for Greece can
place Greece in the situation of a benefit user because of moral hazard. In
treating the sovereign debt crisis politicians of the eurozone seem to forget
a basic rule. People and governments behave correctly: everyone would borrow if they knew they could circumvent having to repay. Although the Greek
economy is only 3% of eurozone GDP, Greece is aware that in the context of
the sovereign debt crisis it is too big to be allowed to fail. Unfortunately, that
is the reason why one can expect Greek governments to use this situation to
simulate strong commitments to reforms, having in mind that in critical cases
the country would be bailed out again. The incentives created by bail outs end
up creating hopes of future rescues and further borrowing and consumption,
instead of investment. This was the model eurozone politicians entailed by the
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second bailout of Greece. In addition, a question remains – where are the limits
of tolerance by lenders like Finland and the Netherlands, provided the EU has
to further undertake subsequent rounds of bailout for troubled countries.
Third, the history of the sovereign debt crisis in the Eurozone is an evidence
of the disparity between the slow pace of making and implementing EU policy,
and the urgency imposed by the financial markets. The decisions taken at the
July 2011 summit in Brussels should have happened far earlier. In that case the
cost of the bailout could have been much lower. It became a practice that the
inability of politicians to contain the crisis made market pressure translate into
growing financing cost of sovereign debts.
Fourth, the insufficient deep measures to contain the crisis in July 2011
forced politicians to meet again to look for deeper solutions discussed at the
Franco-German meeting less than a month later. The proposals on deepening
the economic integration in the eurozone were not new; they have been made
mainly by France previously, and delivered as joint suggestions. It is questionable whether such proposals could restore confidence in the ability of the EU
leaders to combat the crisis.
Fifth, the sovereign debt crisis made it obvious that this is a confidence
crisis. Intense efforts are needed to restore confidence based on respecting
the experience that buying time means spending more after. The prospects of
a monetary union are unthinkable without a closer fiscal integration even in
institutional terms. Markets were not convinced by the summit decisions of 21
July 2011 to give more power to the EFSF and on economic governance. The
decisions of 17 August 2011 on a real economic government for the eurozone
seem to be one step closer towards a fiscal union. Although it is very difficult
to sell it to the public, fiscal federalism is not only a way out of the crisis but
also the way to sustain the monetary union.
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Introduction
The political and central bank authorities in the various countries of Southeastern Europe should not underestimate the twin Greek economic and sovereign debt crises. Their potential medium-term implications are considerable.
Some spillover effects are already manifesting themselves in neighboring
countries. In a word, despite a remarkable economic success story during the
past years, policymakers in Sofia, Tirana, Belgrade and Bucharest would make a
grave mistake by judging that they are immune to developments in Greece.
With a mixture of concern and anticipation neighboring countries in Southeastern Europe are trying to determine how they will be affected by the crossborder consequences of this multi-year crisis in Athens. In light of Greece’s track
record of foreign direct investment, its foreign policy focus on the region and
growing trade volumes between the neighboring countries Serbia, Albania,
FYR Macedonia, Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey cannot remain indifferent to the
magnitude of the crisis next door. Nor can they cast a blind eye to the policy
making solutions being advocated in Brussels, Berlin, Paris and Washington
and having to be implemented in Athens.
Serbia, Kosovo, Bosnia & Herzegovina and the EU member Romania currently have IMF-led stand-by agreements. These facilities have been in place
since early 2009 and mid-2010 in the case of Kosovo. As regards Romania, the
IMF program is being supplemented by financial assistance from the European
Union, the EBRD in London and the World Bank. The same holds for Hungary
and Latvia, equally two EU members with multi-year IMF-led macroeconomic
stabilization programs in operation.
While most economies in Southeastern Europe gradually returned to growth
in the first two quarters of 2010, the individual performance of countries displayed a broad variety of recovery across the region. The main driving force of
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this recovery has been identified to be export-led growth, and to a much lesser
extent other factors such as domestic investments, government consumption
and private consumer demand. According to the IMF (2011, p. 25) exports
expanded “by a solid 9.3 %, putting legs under the recovery”.
Welcome as it is, this recovery, which is extending into the first half of 2011,
is strongly leveraged on the growth performance and import demand from
the region’s most critical trading partners in Western Europe, in particular
Germany, Austria and Italy. Moreover, it remains to be seen, to what degree
export-led growth in the region can sustain over time and create spill over effects into domestic demand and a pick-up in investment as well as contribute
to additional job creation.
Finally, improved export capacity from countries in Southeastern Europe
informs us about increasing product competitiveness and the short- to mediumterm effects of the countries’ gains from real currency devaluations during and
in the process of exiting from the crisis.
This is particularly relevant for countries in the region with managed floating exchange rate regimes such as Romania, Serbia, Albania and to a lesser
extent Macedonia. It is worth taking note that both Montenegro and Kosovo
have adopted the euro as legal tender and hence have less flexibility to restore
export competitiveness through the instrument of currency devaluation. The
same applies to Bulgaria, but for reasons of its decade-long currency peg,
which shows no signs of being abandoned in due course. In the case of Bosnia
Herzegovina its fixed exchange rate regime with the euro also limits the options for devaluation.1
Is exporting to grow thus the new way forward for economies in the Western
Balkans? At first sight a policy focus on exports appears easy to subscribe to. Prescribing it as a feasible solution to economic challenges presenting themselves
to countries of the region looking for avenues out of the economic recession
is increasingly becoming the order of the day. But such read-made remedies
and textbook like alternatives are much harder (and much more complex) to
implement over time and against manifest obstacles.
The sustainability of underwriting an economic recovery through
exports
Ever since the global economic recession and the financial crisis hit the region
of the Western Balkans with some delay in the second half of 2008, international
trade was significantly affected in the countries of the region. After years of
current account deficits at levels of 8-18 %, the sharp decline in imports and
reduced export capacity in 2008/09 have refocused the debate over the region’s

trajectory from crisis to recovery. As imports across the region fell faster than
exports the merchandise trade deficit simultaneously narrowed, in particularly
for countries such as Serbia and Montenegro, which had registered staggering
levels of above 20 % (Anastasakis, Bastian and Watson, 2011).
While economic growth is gradually coming back to the region, the recovery
is fragile and uneven. Precisely because it is uneven it remains fragile across
south-east European economies. In 2010, as the international economic environment gradually improved, for the European Union in particular regarding
the economic turnaround in Germany, the external position of countries in
the region returned to more solid foundations. On the back of strengthening
export growth following revitalized industrial demand in the EU, the main trading bloc of the region’s countries is contributing to an economic turnaround
that nevertheless needs further domestic consolidation, deeper institutional
anchors and sustainability over time.
Moreover, the advocacy of export-led growth must bear in mind those
countries in the region risk becoming excessively dependent on one country,
i.e. Germany as an export destination at a time of growing concern over inflation pressures, inequality of living standards and bubbles in property prices
and food commodities. If history is any indication, then countries in the region
should consider the lessons learned from previous experiences in export-led
growth drives.2
More worrying for the region and the sustainability of economic performance
is that the recovery is – so far - a jobless recovery. GDP growth in whatever form,
export-led, through domestic consumption or investment-driven must convert
into employment gains for the population at large. Already during the past
decade most countries in the region have witnessed an economic performance
based on credit growth but much less so on employment gains.
The EU [trade] dimension in an export-led growth agenda
Designing an export-led growth agenda for countries in the region of
the Western Balkans is difficult to achieve without taking into consideration
economic integration through trade facilitation. A crucial determinant for the
formulation of such an agenda is the nature of trade policies that countries
have between each other and with EU member states.
Mobilizing the institutional, regulatory and corporate resources for an exportled growth agenda in the region cannot happen in isolation from a deeper
consideration of the EU dimension, i.e. involvement towards shaping such an
agenda. The EU’s toolbox has expanded over time and is growing increasingly
diversified. Initially, the EU’s (trade) relations with the Western Balkans were

Since the replacement of the German mark by the euro in 2002, the Bosnian convertible mark uses the same fixed
exchange rate to the euro that the German mark established, i.e. 1 EUR = 1.95583 BAM.

2
See Raghuram, Rajan (2010): Fault Lines. Chapter 2: ‘Exporting to Grow’, pp. 46-67, Princeton University Press,
Princeton 2010.
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governed by the Stabilisation and Association Process (SAP) launched at the
Zagreb Summit in November 2000 and reiterated at the watershed EU summit
in Thessaloniki, Greece in 2003, which provided a roadmap towards Brussels –
but no timetable - for countries from the region.
There are currently four Stabilization and Association Agreements (SAA) in
force: with Macedonia (since 2004), Croatia (since 2005), Albania (since 2009)
and Montenegro (since 2010). The trade part of the SAA came into force through
a so-called Interim Agreement with Bosnia and Herzegovina (2007) and Serbia
(2010). The agreements aim to progressively establish a free-trade area between
the EU and the Western Balkan countries. Where trade is specifically concerned,
the SAA focuses on liberalising trade in goods and services, aligning rules on
EU standards and practice as well as protecting intellectual property.
The Central European Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA) is a single free trade arrangement linking all the Western Balkan countries and Moldova. It replaced
a previous network of more than 30 bilateral agreements, thereby setting
uniform trade rules across the whole region of Southeastern Europe. CEFTA
entered into force in November 2007. Although not a party to CEFTA, the EU
supports the process, which it sees as complementing the Stabilisation and
Association process.
In addition, the Lisbon Treaty from December 2009 extends the Union’s
external policy-making competences in Common Commercial Policy (CCP) to
the entirety of trade in services, commercial aspects of intellectual property
rights and foreign direct investment insofar as the latter is connected to international trade law.
In this respect, one of the most important instruments of EU trade policy
with the region is regional trade agreements. These RTAs may have different
political and economic objectives for individual countries. But their common
denominator is to reinforce internal regulatory [trade] reforms through external
treaty obligations with the EU and on a bilateral basis between participating
countries. RTA’s can have positive or negative effects on trade depending on
their design and implementation requirements as well as timetable. Therefore,
the determinants for their success vary and the broader policy context in which
an RTA is adopted is of crucial importance for its medium-term performance.
Agreements that have been designed to complement a general problem of
economic reform have been most effective in raising trade volumes. The most
important ingredient for success of a RTA is low non-tariff trade barriers among
and between trading partners and intermediary institutions such as the EU
serving as trade facilitators.3

Moreover, the EU strongly supports the Western Balkan countries’ membership in the World Trade Organisation (WTO). Albania (2000), Croatia (2000) and
Macedonia (2003) are already members. Bosnia and Herzegovina applied to
the WTO in May 1999. Montenegro’s application to the WTO was submitted in
February 2005. Serbia accession process to the WTO started in December 2004
and is the most advanced in terms of future membership. In all cases bilateral
market access negotiations are underway on the basis of revised offers on
goods and services. Multilateral work is preceding on the basis of revised drafts
Working Party Reports. The examination of the countries’ foreign trade regime
continues to be under evaluation as a key precondition for WTO membership.
Only Kosovo has not yet submitted a membership application to the WTO.
Consider the dynamics of trade over time during the past decade. In 2000 the
EU granted autonomous trade preferences to all the Western Balkans, thereby
allowing nearly all exports to enter the EU without customs duties or limits on
quantities. Some exceptions applied and continue to be in force. Only wine,
sugar, baby beef and certain fisheries products enter the EU under preferential
tariff quotas. These preferences, which were renewed in 2005 until end-2010,
have contributed to an increase in the Western Balkans’ share of exports to the
EU. In 2009, the EU was the region’s largest trading partner for both imports
(64.9 %) and exports (69.1 %).

3 I am grateful to Ms Kristina Cuculoska, MPhil candidate at St. Peter’s College in Oxford, U.K. for pointing out various
aspects of EU trade agreements to me.
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Table 1: European Union, Trade with Western Balkan Countries, 2005-2010
(mlns of EUR, %)*

Table2: Western Balkan Countries, Trade with the European Union 200510 (mlns of EUR, %)*

Period

Imports

Variation
(%,
y-o-y)

Share of
Total EU
Imports
(%)

Exports

Variation
(%, yo-y)

Share
of Total
EU
Exports
(%)

Balance

Imports

Variation
(%, yo-y)

EU Share
of Total
Imports
(%)

Exports

Variation
(%, yo-y)

EU
Share
of Total
Exports
(%)

Trade

Period

Balance

Trade

2005

9.003

11.5

0.8

21.584

5.0

2.1

12.581

30.587

2005

19.196

-4.0

67.9

8.170

3.7

66.4

-11.025

27.366

2006

11.573

28.6

0.9

25.204

16.8

2.2

13.631

36.777

2006

17.839

-7.1

66.5

8.577

5.0

68.9

-9.262

26.416

19.635

10.1

65.5

9.379

9.4

67.2

-10.256

29.015

2007

13.340

15.3

0.9

29.374

16.5

2.4

16.034

42.714

2007

2008

13.928

4.4

0.9

33.030

12.4

2.5

19.102

46.957

2008

22.457

14.4

66.5

9.827

4.8

69.5

-12.630

32.284

16.779

-25.3

64.9

7.591

-22.8

69.1

-9.188

24.370

2.3

14.275

36.635

2009

6.079

2.4

3.391

8.767

2009 Q1

3.971

64.6

1.892

70.5

-2.078

5.863

0.9

6.576

2.4

3.894

9.259

2009 Q2

4.328

65.4

1.829

67.9

-2.500

6.157

1.0

6.375

2.3

3.477

9.273

2009 Q3

4.285

64.9

1.925

69.4

-2.270

6.119

0.9

6.424

2.2

3.513

9.336

2009 Q4

3.702

0.9

5.788

-4.8

2.0

2.769

8.807

2010 Q1

4.417

28.3

0.9

6.767

2.9

2.0

3.325

10.208

22.7

0.9

6.749

5.9

1.9

3.193

10.305
4.6

Average
annual
growth

0.9

25.455

2.688

0.9

2009 Q2

2.683

2009 Q3

2.898

2009 Q4

2.912

2010 Q1

3.019

12.3

2010 Q2

3.442

2010 Q3

3.556

Average
annual
growth

20052009

5.6

2009

11.180

2009 Q1

-19.7

-22.9

4.2

64.6

1.945

68.5

-2.340

6.231

-6.8

64.7

2.045

8.1

69.2

-1.657

5.748

2010 Q2

2.1

65.7

2.502

36.8

72.5

-1.915

6.919

2010 Q3

22.7
20052009

-3.3

-1.8

-4.5

* Trade figures for Western Balkan countries from Eurostat include Croatia.
Source: Eurostat (Comext, Statistical regime 4), Trade A2 – CG/MP, 18th January 2011.

* Trade figures for Western Balkan countries from Eurostat include Croatia.
Source: Eurostat (Comext, Statistical regime 4), Trade A2 – CG/MP, 18th January 2011.

When looking in more detail at the EU’s main trading partners in 2009 (for
which the latest comparative data is available, the dynamics and ranking of
trade with the Western Balkans is rather sobering, to say the least. More specifically, among the EU’s major export partners (out of a list of the 50 leading
countries), the first country to appear in the ranking is Croatia in position 24 (1.0
% of the total), followed by Serbia in 31st place (0.6 %) and at level 49 Bosnia &
Herzegovina (0.3 %). Only 2.3 % or EUR 25.5 bln of the EU’s exports went to the
Western Balkans in 2009. Croatia’s share alone accounts for 40 % of the total.
Among the EU’s major import partners (out of a list of the 50 leading
countries), the first country to appear in the ranking is Croatia in position 39,
followed by Serbia in 45th place. The overall share of imports to the EU in 2009
from the Western Balkans reached EUR11.2 bln, equivalent to 0.9 % of total imports to the EU. If Croatia’s share (as an accession country) would be subtracted
from the ranking, then to imports from the Western Balkans would only reach
roughly EUR7.8 bln or 0.6 % of total imports to the EU.

When taking imports and exports together in 2009 only two countries from
the 50 country ranking of the EU’s major trading partners originated from the
region of the Western Balkans. The ‘usual suspects’ if one could call them as
such are Croatia in 33rd place (accounting for 0.7 %) and Serbia in 38th position
(accounting for 0.4 %), respectively. In total, the Western Balkans had a volume
of trade with the EU in 2009 that reached EUR36.7 bln, or 1.6 % of the EU’s total
trade across a 50 country ranking.
The configuration of EU imports from Western Balkan countries is heavily
tilted towards manufactures, which accounts for over 67 % of the total. Within
this product group, machinery & transport equipment accounted for (21.2 %)
of the total, followed by other machinery (12.8 %), and clothing (11.4 %). The
second largest product category of EU imports from the region is primary products (28.6 %). Chief among these are agricultural products which account for
14.5 % of the total followed by fuels and mining products (14.1 %) in 2009.
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In terms of delivered exports to their main trading partner – the EU-27 - during
the past years, the Western Balkan economies are focused on base metals,
machinery and mechanical appliances, electrical equipment as well as textiles.
Any advocated shift in favour of an export-led recovery will have to take this
specific trade configuration into account and identify what are the opportunities, but equally the obstacles towards reshaping this export composition of
economies in the Western Balkans.
The EU has remained the main trading partner for every country of the
Western Balkans.4 In 2009 the EU accounted for
 62 % of FYR of Macedonia’s total exports and 53 % of total imports;
 60 % of Croatia’s total exports and 63 % of total imports;
 58 % of Serbia’s total exports and 57 % of total imports;
 roughly 70 % of traded goods in Albania;
 54.5 % of Bosnia & Herzegovina’s total exports and 45.9 % of total
imports (first eight months of 2010);
 48 % of Montenegro’s total exports and 40 % of total imports;
 41.5 % of Kosovo’s total exports and 38.7 % of total imports;
Let us now look at the Western Balkan countries’ exports and imports with
their main trading partners. As the graph below illustrates, the bulk of trading
volume of Western Balkan economies is concentrated with the 27 members
of the EU, followed by Russia a distant second. The first country from the region to register as a major trading partner of Western Balkan countries is, not
surprisingly when considering the data on the previous page, Croatia. China
follows in fourth place with a share of slightly over 4 % of total trade. Somewhat
surprisingly, given its geographical proximity, increasing diplomatic activity
in the region and assertiveness as a foreign direct investor, Turkey continues
to rank behind Bosnia & Herzegovina and Serbia in seventh place with a total
share of only 2.6 %.

Source: IMF (DoTS), DG Trade, European Commission, January 18th 2011.

Concluding this overview, let us take a final look at intra-regional trading
activity and developments. How much do Western Balkan economies trade
with each other and with Turkey? To what degree does this reflect increased
regional cooperation and trade integration? The short hand answer is that
while the volumes are increasing, they are still rather minuscule when compared to the primary trading destinations in the EU-27, i.e. Germany, France,
Austria and Italy.
Table 3: Western Balkan Countries’ Trade in Southeast Europe (2009, mlns
of EUR)
Croatia

BosniaHerzegovina

Serbia

Turkey

FYR
Macedonia

Kosovo

Montenegro

Albania

1.657

1.479

1.182

951

395

232

184

117

Source: IMF (DoTS), DG Trade, European Commission, January 18th 2011.

See the annual Progress Reports prepared by the European Commission for each individual country in the
region, Brussels, 9th November 2010, SEC (2010), http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/press_corner/key-documents/
reports_nov_2010_en.htm
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What is striking about the country-by-country differentiation of trade volumes among Western Balkan economies is the amount of distance between say
Bosnia & Herzegovina on the one hand and Albania as the regional laggard on
the other hand. The former trades roughly 11 times more with regional partners
than the latter! Even Kosovo, a country that exists since only two years has a
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higher trade volume with regional peers than Albania and Montenegro. The
Western Balkan countries exports to the four candidate countries, i.e. Croatia,
FYR of Macedonia, Turkey and Montenegro amounted to 7.2 % of their total
exports in 2009, accounting for approximately EUR950 mln, half of which is
attributed to Croatia.
The EU-27 and CEFTA remain the two most important trading partners for
countries in the Western Balkans. With the secondary effects of the global economic recession manifesting itself in the region, 2009 witnessed a significant
decline of trade and current account imbalances between individual countries
and their two main trading blocs. In particular declining trade volumes with
the EU could not be compensated for by CEFTA.5
Regarding comparative trade volumes with CEFTA member countries the
regional configuration illustrates that trade with the countries in the region
remains a critical benchmark. In the case of the FYR Macedonia CEFTA is the
country’s second most important trading partner after the EU-27. Regarding
Albania, the EU remains by far the major trading partner representing roughly
70 % of total trade, while exports and imports with CEFTA countries accounts
for 9.4 %. The country facing the biggest challenge in CEFTA trade is evidently
Kosovo where difficulties related to the recognition of customs stamps with
Serbia constrain trade volumes.

Source: Progress Reports prepared by the European Commission for each individual country in the region, Brussels, 9th
November 2010, SEC (2010), http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/press_corner/key-documents/reports_nov_2010_en.htm
However, there are noticeable outliers or contrarian developments. Regarding Montenegro, exports to CEFTA
countries increased from 33 % in 2008 to 46 % in 2009.

5
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However, the dynamics in CEFTA trade volumes are guaranteed to increase. Some
countries in the region have recently illustrated a reverse trend. According to the
European Commission, in Croatia the share of trade with CEFTA countries decreased
to 9.7 % in the first seven months of 2010. Over this period, CEFTA countries
generated 5 % of total imports into Croatia and 18 % of all exports from Croatia
(European Commission, Progress Report on Croatia, November 2010, p. 26).
Regional [economic] cooperation
Another cornerstone working towards sustainable export-led growth in the
region is often more difficult to identify and does not feature prominently on
observers’ radar, even if it is constantly in play. This concerns the growing importance of regional and/ or bilateral economic cooperation in South-Eastern
Europe. One of the striking – and for that matter often underreported – developments in the region during the past five years is the level and intensity
of cross-border economic activity, rising trade flows and coordination of joint
investment, in particular in large-scale infrastructure projects.
More specifically, this new narrative emerging in regional economic cooperation has been termed the return of the ‘Yugosphere’. Tim Judah coined the
expression, but does not apply it to economic and financial sector developments. Rather he focuses on countries in the former Yugoslav federation and
highlights the re-emergence of the Yugosphere in the arts, culture and tourism.
But over and above this focus, other countries in the wider region are increasingly engaging in economic cooperation and cross border investments. Some
examples illustrate the case in point.
Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia have recently created a joint venture in rail
transport. After nearly 18 years of involuntary interruption and disruption, the
train line from Sarajevo to Belgrade reopened in January 2010. A year later, in
January 2011, Serbia and Hungary began auctions of cross-border electricity
supplies. The Croatian consumer goods group Atlantic Grupa acquired the
Slovenian food processor Drga Kolinska for 243 mln in 2010; the single largest
takeover in South-Eastern Europe during the five years.
Even in the military-industrial complex, recent foes in former Yugoslavia
are now working together to build military facilities and modernize tanks in
Arab countries. A Serbia-Croatia defence agreement was signed in June 2010
which also includes cooperation. Serbia is currently trying to win a USD 400
mln contract to modernize 149 M-84 tanks that Yugoslavia exported to Kuwait
in 1991. If the procurement contract is awarded to Serbia, some of the work
will be shared between Bosnian, Croatian and Slovene companies.
What do these examples of growing and diversified regional economic cooperation among countries tell us about the prospects for a Balkan recovery?
First and foremost, as Sanfey and Cviić (2010) emphasize, the political and
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economic recovery under way in the region invites the reader to a thoughtprovoking exercise in reconsidering existing stereotypes and cheap prejudice
about individual countries in Southeastern Europe. This is not the ‘powder keg’
anymore waiting to explode. Rather, the region is steadily turning into a laboratory for the achievement of multiple objectives, that is integration into the EU,
completion of the political and economic transition process and reconciliation
through cross-border investments and coordination.
This will take time and require further considerable resources from the international [financial] community. There will be challenges and contradictions
along the way, even slippage at times. The unfinished business of Kosovo, its
stalled recognition process or cross-border relations with neighbouring Serbia
and the institutional stability of Bosnia-Herzegovina remain pressing issues
on the domestic and international agendas. However, these challenges are
addressed today in the court of public opinion and seeking resolution in legal
proceedings as well as the myriad hallways of Brussels. They remain highly
politically charged at times.
But these issues and challenges do not mobilize anymore a citizenry in the
region that has emotionally moved on and is preoccupied with more urgent
and mundane issues such as jobs, repaying foreign currency denominated
mortgages, using the advantages of visa-free travel inside the EU and making
a decent living despite existing corruption, the continued presence of oligarchs
in economic affairs and prevailing clientelistic practices in the public sector.
Regional cooperation even extends beyond the region of Southeast Europe
and may serve other purposes. Serbia has recently contributed for the first time
seven soldiers to UNFICIP, the United Nations peace-keeping force on Cyprus.
This token participation may appear insignificant at first sight when compared
to other nations’ contributions. However, putting the Serbian flag on the ground
in an UN mission in Cyprus may be a small contribution to regional peace keeping, bilateral cooperation and the active practice of synergies. It also includes
bigger rewards and serves far-reaching objectives. The fact that Serbia can gain
additional international credibility and prestige should not be underestimated.
Not least for the fact that the Cyprus involvement enhances its reputational
standing for the ultimate prize it is seeking, i.e. EU integration.6
Financial assistance for the countries in the region
Defining and implementing an export-led growth agenda in the region is
taking place against the background of limited public investment resources
and constrained fiscal policy making capacity among most countries. In total
nine countries in the wider regions of Central, Eastern, Southeastern Europe &
I am grateful to Katharina Coleman from the University of British Columbia for pointing this additional element of
regional and/or bilateral cooperation out to me.

the Black Sea currently maintain active or so-called precautionary programme
arrangements with the IMF and/or the European Union. This toolbox of multiyear support includes balance of payments support, precautionary and flexible
credit lines as well as stand-by arrangements. Continuation, re-negotiation
and exit from these support facilities are a delicate political task for individual
programme countries.
Table 4: IMF Financial Arrangements in Central, Eastern, Southeastern
Europe & Black See
Country
Romania

Support
EUR12.9 bln (May
2009)
EUR3.5 bln (March
2011)

Facility
Stand-by Arrangement (SBA)
Improve long-term fiscal
sustainability

Serbia

USD4.0 bln (May 2009)

Stand-by Arrangement
Tighten fiscal stance 2009-10

7th and final review completed
April 2011
Additional support from EU

Bosnia &
Herzegovina

USD1.6 bln (July 2009)

Stand-by Arrangement
Safeguard currency board

4th review Nov. 2010
Delay of new government

Kosovo

USD140 mln (July
2010)

Stand-by Arrangement
Achieving fiscal stability

186th member of IMF, June 09
Disagreement on 2011 budget

Macedonia

USD640 mln (Jan.
2011)

Pre-cautionary credit line (PCL)
First IMF commitment

Delay in Eurobond issuance
Indicative fiscal targets

Greece

USD39 bln (May 2010)

Stand-by Arrangement
Put debt-to-GDP ratio on a
declining path from 2013
Structural reform program
Establishment of a Financial
Stability Fund (FSF)

Bilateral eurozone support of
EUR80 bln
Cover public financing gap
4th review June 2011

Ukraine

USD16.4 bln (Nov.
2008)
$15.2 bln (July 2010)

Stand-by Arrangement
Reduce general government deficit
to 2.5% of GDP by 2012

Modernisation of gas sector
progressing (tariff increases)
2nd review February 2011

Moldova

USD0.6 bln (Jan. 2010)

Extended Credit Facility
Reverse structural fiscal
deterioration

Targeted social spending
2nd review April 2011

Poland

USD20.6 bln (May
2009)
USD20.4 bln (July 2010)
USD30 bln (Jan. 2011)

Flexible credit lines
Access to FCLs is not conditional on
performance

Stabilizing financial conditions
Accommodative
macroeconomic policies

Latvia

USD2.4 bln (Dec. 2008)

Stand-by Arrangement
Stem loss of bank deposits

Private debt restructuring
EU Program support
Extension end-Dec. 2011

6
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Assessment
7th and final review completed
March 2011
New pre-cautionary 24 month
SBA of EUR4.9 bln

Source: Author’s compilation and IMF 2011, p. 93-95
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It is important to understand that the financial assistance programs provided
by the IMF and the EU include noteworthy distinctions as regards mode of
intervention, volume of assistance and level of conditionalities attached. More
specifically, the IMF mainly provides liquidity assistance to individual countries,
while the World Bank, the EBRD and EU institutions can forward capital financing
and budgetary support (Bastian 2010a). Notwithstanding these differences in
approach and substance, the combination and coordination of these multi-level
and multi-year interventions sent a highly symbolic message to international
capital and bond markets during the past two years; namely that East, Central
and Southeastern Europe ultimately have a structured financial safety net that
will be extended across these regions as a matter of urgency!
The role of external anchors such as the IMF, the EBRD and the EU is also important in one other key arena of policy making. Through its arsenal of lending
programs and provision of technical expertise they engage the countries of the
region in a sustained effort of institutional cooperation and policy coordination. This engagement can contribute to avoid potential alternative avenues
of crisis management and risk mitigation in the region.
The magnitude of investment needed requires leveraging capital inflows
from third party institutions with sustained capacity building initiatives. This
is where financial resources through a combination of the EU’s Instrument
of Pre-accession Assistance (IPA), the Western Balkans Investment Framework
(WBIF) and the European Fund for South-East Europe (EFSE) can and must seek
to make a difference.7 Together, they constitute a diversified platform of investment vehicles that can serve as templates on how to link external finance with
project-driven initiatives.
The aforementioned Western Balkans Investment Framework (WBIF), which
was established in December 2009, is a case in point. The Framework is a joint
initiative by the European Commission, European Investment Bank (EIB), European
Bank for Reconstruction & Development (EBRD) and the Council of Europe Bank
(CEB) which seeks to pool grants, loans and technical expertise together to
prepare financing for a common pipeline of priority investment projects in the
Western Balkans. The WBIF pools grants from the Commission’s budget, IFIs and
bilateral donors in two programmes: (i) joint lending facilities, and (ii) joint grant
facilities. As of December 2009 the WBIF included grants totalling EUR 130 mln,
with follow up lending facilities expected to match this level from the outset of
establishing the investment framework (European Commission 2009).
7 Between 2007 and 2013 IPA assistance is making EUR11.6 bln available to participating countries. IPA has a trade
component in its portfolio of activities. WBIF was established in December 2009 as a joint initiative of the EU Commission
and partner IFIs (International Financial Institutions). It is designed to channel investments into infrastructure in the
region.
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Greece: The Crisis at the Gates
What could be the short to medium-term repercussions of the Greek
economic and sovereign debt crises for its neighbors? Is the contagion risk
limited or imminent? Some spillover effects have already started to manifest
themselves. As Greek 10-year bonds fall and yields continue to remain above
ten %, sovereign debt issuance and the risk premium investors demand to
hold securities issued by Albania, Romania, Serbia, Bulgaria and Turkey have
been adversely affected.
To illustrate with two recent examples: Albania made a successful Eurobond
debut on international capital markets in November 2010. Albania auctioned its
first 300m Eurobond with a five-year maturity at a maximum interest rate of 7.5
%. In 2009 the finance ministry had to cancel its maiden Eurobond placement
because prices and interest rates in international bond markets were deemed
too high. Instead the government took out a EUR 193 mln syndicated loan
from 20 commercial banks that was managed by Deutsche Bank and Greece’s
Alpha Bank. Similarly, the Romanian finance ministry had to withdraw a T-bill
auction in May 2011 given the yield levels being asked on international capital
markets.
But the risk perception of the region is changing as a consequence of the
crisis in neighboring Greece. Increasing risk aversion will make it more difficult to auction medium-term sovereign debt priced at affordable levels for
Greece’s neighbors, including Bulgaria. All the more important will therefore
be the focus on the region’s central banks and finance ministries. Their level
of domestic and cross border cooperation, the capacity to pool resources and
stay the course, i.e. deliver policy consistency despite challenging conditions
will be key to mitigate any adverse consequences.
Moreover, the ripple effects of the Greek crisis are being felt in three other
key areas, namely
1. The impact on foreign trade volumes. Greece accounts for 9 % of total
exports in Albania and approximately six % in Bulgaria. Declining trade
volumes will affect the pace of foreign capital inflows from Greece to
Albania and Bulgaria. In this area the close financial and trade links
between both countries have the most immediate adverse consequences;
2. The stagnating level of remittances being sent back home from Greece
by labor migrants. This is partly a reflection of many Albanian, Bulgarian
and Romanian laborers working in the Greek construction industry
and household sector, which has seen dramatic levels of redundancies.
Moreover, anecdotal evidence is starting to suggest that we are witnessing the first signs of reverse labor migration, either back to Albania,
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Romania and Bulgaria or to other countries in the vicinity, e.g. Turkey,
Bulgaria and Bosnia;
3. The cost of lending by the local subsidiaries of Greek parent banks
operating in the region is increasing. Feeling the heat through financial channels is affecting the credit supply of Greek banks to private
households and corporates in Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, Macedonia
and Albania. It is in this area that we can observe what economists call
a ‘negative feedback loop’, i.e. where the dire conditions of the Greek
sovereign immediately affects the domestic banking sector, e.g. through
rising capital flight, and by extension has consequences on the lending
resources being made available to neighboring subsidiaries.
As the 2010 reporting season for Greek commercial banks illustrated, they
are being confronted with mounting problems concerning non-performing
loans in Greece, which exceeded 10 % overall and in certain loan categories,
e.g. household and corporate reached close to 15 %. In reaction to this dramatic
development Greek parent banks have had to increase their levels of provisioning, which reflect declining asset quality, e.g. in NPLs and Greek government
debt that banks hold. The impact on Greek banks’ balance sheets and bottom
line, namely profitability for 2010/11 has been severe.
But higher levels of provisioning and increasing capital buffers in the home
markets also affects Greek banks’ operational capacity in their main external
markets, i.e. next door in Albania, Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey and Cyprus.
More specifically, such risk aversion strategies, necessary as they are, adversely
influence available capital resources for banks’ lending activities in the neighboring markets. A return to annual lending growth rates reaching 50 % and
more, as seen across the region between 2004 – 2008 will not be repeated by
Greek commercial banks. Furthermore, stagnating or declining credit supply
will impact on rising borrowing costs and tightened collateral requirements
for existing loan demand in Albania.
Still, is there some light at the end of the tunnel? Despite the challenges
they are facing in their domestic and external markets, Greek banks have participated in the ‘Vienna initiative’ of 2009. They are committed to maintaining
their exposure to these countries, even if this takes place with considerable
financial assistance through multilateral financial institutions such as the EBRD.
During the past two years the London-based multilateral lender has provided
critical capital resources to Greek subsidiaries in the region for onward lending to enterprises in Albania, Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia. The total volumes
exceed EUR650 mln euros.
Finally, it is noteworthy that Greek banks have not withdrawn from any of
their neighboring markets during the past year-and-a-half. While Eurobank
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has started a process of divestment from a subsidiary in Poland and National
Bank of Greece (NBG) is selling a 25 % stake in its Turkish subsidiary Finansbank,
no Greek bank to date has closed shop in any country of Southeast Europe!
Rather, they are revisiting the priorities of their business plans in neighboring
countries, readjusting their lending activities, increasing lending scrutiny and
collateral requirements.
Under these difficult conditions, the economic crisis in Greece risks affecting
the recovery potential of its neighbors. Over the past decade foreign direct
investment from Greece, rising trade volumes with each other and labor migration to Greece all contributed to assist the economic transition of its neighbors.
This positive impact may now put on hold for some time to come.
The important question for Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, Albania, Macedonia
and other neighbors of Greece in the region is who can be interested in filling
the void left by Athens. As recent evidence suggests on the political, investment
and diplomatic fronts, the most obvious replacement country is Turkey. Its growing political assertiveness in the region and willingness to use its formidable
economic performance and reform achievements of the past decade is starting
to visibly change the political economy landscape of southeast Europe.
However, possibly the most important issue on the minds of policy makers and central bank authorities in neighboring countries are the potential
consequences for the most crucial political project in the region, i.e. European
integration. There is a growing and legitimate concern across capital cities
from Sofia, Bucharest, Tirana over Skopje to Belgrade, Podgorica and Pristina
that in light of the Greek crisis either the eurozone accession and/or the EU
integration perspectives for countries in Southeast Europe could be adversely
affected. Put otherwise, following Croatia’s expected accession in 2013 the EU
could become rather cautious about further enlargement and more rigorous
regarding the economic conditionalities of membership. In short, many voters
and policy makers across the continent are keen at avoiding another déjà vu
of a Greek tragedy!
It is in this area of foreign policy making where Greek leadership will be most
crucial in the coming months. Sending out clear signals of engagement with
the region, sustaining these with practical efforts of support for its neighbors
can underscore this crucial message. Despite the twin crises and the challenges
they present, Greece will not become inward looking, nor forget its neighbors!
The government of Prime Minister George Papandreou has always insisted that
its ‘Agenda 2014’ - when Greece will again hold the rotating EU presidency - is
as valid today for its neighbors as it will be in three years’ time.
Albania, Serbia, Romania or Bulgaria are not Greece and vice versa. Greece
as much as its neighbors faces formidable challenges in the years ahead. As
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neighbors they are interested in trade, foreign direct investment and good
cross-border relations. To what degree the sovereign debt crisis in the eurozone
will reinforce EU enlargement fatigue remains to be seen. The initial signs are
not encouraging.
But it would be a political mistake to slow down the EU integration process
because of the Greek, and by extension the Irish and Portuguese crises in the
eurozone. However, this conclusion applies to both parties to the bargain. Neither should Albania slow down its reform efforts or instrumentalize the Greek
challenges for cheap political gains. Nor should the Commission in Brussels
make neighboring countries pay for the political and economic consequences
of a crisis for which they are not responsible by putting Albania, Serbia, FYR
Macedonia, Bosnia and Kosovo in an indefinite holding pattern on their journey
towards the European Union.
Conclusions
As policy makers and central banks from the Western Balkans groped for
policy responses during the past two years to the consequences of the global
economic recession affecting their region, they increasingly latched on to a
common idea: export-led growth.
Increased integration into the global economy and a successful transition
towards trade openness with the European Union has become one of the
defining hallmarks of countries in the Western Balkans. However, the export
structure of all countries in the Western Balkans continues to be unbalanced,
i.e. highly concentrated on a specific and limited range of products. For the
FYR Macedonia, this imbalance concerns mostly textiles, clothing and manufactured iron products.
When the configuration of exports remains concentrated on a selected few products, this concentration has consequences for their price sensitivity, in particular
with regard to rising or declining commodity prices. Retaining international price
competitiveness is therefore a key policy agenda of an export-led growth agenda.
But the achievement of this objective is tied to the exchange rate of domestic currencies to the euro and/or the USD (regarding oil imports denominated in USD).
Furthermore, addressing the countries’ deterioration in international competitiveness remains paramount at the national level of policy making as much
as in regional arenas, e.g. CEFTA and the Regional Cooperation Council (RCC)
located in Sarajevo. At the broader international level, completing negotiations
for the remaining countries seeking accession to the WTO is critical. While they
are making progress on the bilateral track with most existing WTO members,
the finalisation of this process will also depend on solving outstanding issues
between countries within the region (e.g. non-tariff barriers, Serbia’s relationship with Kosovo) and the continuation of internal reforms.
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In the course of 2010 and during the first quarter of 2011, import demand
of EU member states as well export capacity to neighbouring CEFTA countries
continue to witness a recovery. In some countries of the region this dual development is more pronounced than in others. A functional regional market within
the CEFTA architecture will continue to be important for trade integration and
improving export capacities. In this respect the planned liberalisation of trade
in agricultural products and services across the Western Balkans constitutes a
key benchmark to increase region’s trade potential and economic prospects
(European Commission, November 2010, Enlargement Strategy).
The region of Southeastern Europe now finds itself in the early and volatile
stages of what constitutes an economic recovery. Economic contraction in the
region has given way to most countries moving out of recession in the first half
of 2010 and witnessing an export-led recovery in the second half and well into
2011. At this stage it is speculation if the nature of any recovery will be L, W, U
or V shaped in the region’s economies. In the next years the trend growth rate
of most countries in the region will be closer to 2-4 % than in the vicinity of 5-8
% as during the past five years.
Key components of Southeast Europe’s economies, such as the unemployment rate, household consumption, residential investment, non-residential
construction, capital spending, remittances from labour migrants and savings
rates remain volatile and trail macro-economic indicators like GDP development by several months. The value of non-performing loans will continues to
increase go into the second half of 2011.
What growth agenda will they decide to apply while adjusting to the necessary winding-down, scaling back exercise of relying on IFI emergency funding?
Starting in 2010 the pro-active lending by external anchor institutions has
given way to a slow unwinding of obligations in various programme countries.
Identifying the exit options and repayment requirements will be politically
contentious and limit spending alternatives in other budgetary sectors. In light
of what has happened, the trajectory ahead for the countries in Southeastern
Europe lacks a clearly marked road map. But what is becoming more obvious
by the day is the following: the previous import-led, financial sector driven
and debt-fuelled transition trajectory of economic development in the region
is subject to root and branch re-evaluation.
How to foster growth through the strategic use of exports, IFIs’ pooling of
resources for trade facilitation, credit financing of trade and competitiveness
aspects such as licensing requirements, rules of origin and non-tariff barriers
will continue to occupy policy makers in the region in the coming years. It is
a tall order to grow out of recession through exports that lack key elements
of international competitiveness standards. Executing such a strategy at the
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expense of generating strong and sustainable domestic demand has various
risks built in it. Until the region can combine both aspects of such a revised
growth agenda, we will have to wait for the answer why so far no Taiwan or a
Singapore has emerged in the Western Balkans.
A broader re-examination by public authorities of the government’s role
in the economy will also have to take place across Southeastern Europe. This
may include exploring new ways to expand the government’s responsibilities.
This necessary introspection should not be inward looking and has to avoid
protectionist policy solutions. The issues that deserve special placement on
the agenda concern:
1. the identification and creation of additional fiscal space;
2. their crisis management / reaction capacity and regulatory expertise;
3. financial sector regulation, in particular foreign currency lending;
4. Devising an export-led growth agenda while curtailing non-tariff obstacles.
While an export-led growth agenda for the Western Balkans may answer
some pivotal questions it simultaneously raises others. More broadly speaking,
one of the key lessons learned during the crisis concerns where – and how the boundary between government and the market should be (re)drawn. The
tenets of free-market reform are now under scrutiny. The necessary debate
about the demarcation lines has just begun.
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Austria
•
•
•
•

Commercial Relations with Southeast Europe
Traditionally excellent trade relations with south-east Europe
Intensive cultural and human relationships
Good mutual understanding
Similar mentalities

Austria
•
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Leading Investor in Southeast Europe
Austrian companies define the Southeast European market as their
“home market”
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•
•
•

Internationalisation of small and medium Austrian business during
the transition period
“Near shore” rather than offshore
Strong presence of Austrian banks and other service businesses

Austria

Investment in Bulgaria
• Austria is currently Bulgaria’s second-largest investor with EUR 5.45
billion (12/2010)
• More than 400 active Austrian investors in Bulgaria
Main areas of Austrian investment
• Telecommunication
• Trade: electricity, fuel, food, passenger cars
• Services: banks, insurance, leasing, IT, advertising
• Industry: construction material, machinery, wood & metal, paper,
clothing
• Real estate

Trade relations between Austria and Bulgaria (in mlns of EUR)

Southeastern Europe
•
•
•
•

Qualified Staff
Southeast Europe has become a source of qualified staff for Austrian
companies
Strong immigration to Austria from Southeastern European countries
in the past 15 years
the Austrian labour market has a large supply of Southeast Europe
experts
Student exchange programs

Southeastern Europe
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Europe Current Challenges

Delayed action in public sector – bureaucracy
Corruption – economic crime
Old, insufficient judicial systems
Extremely long administrative processes, slow decision-making
Low absorption capacity of EU-aid
Insufficient transportation infrastructure
Unemployment as well as lack of skilled labour

Perspectives

in million €; Source: Statistik Austria
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reforms continue
Growth rates above EU-15
Low national debts
Low taxation
Expanding industrial production
Foreign direct investment
Regional stability
Institutional improvements
Regional- and EU-integration (EU memberships and SAA agreements
with the EU)
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Bulgaria
•
•
•
•
•

Future Perspectives
Expansion and modernisation of transport infrastructure
Implementing EU regulations for sewage and waste treatment
Improving energy infrastructure, with more energy efficiency
Improved labour force through better education and training
Reduction of administrative burdens

Bulgaria

European Corridors

Bulgaria
•
•
•
•

Expectations of Austrian Investors
Lawful operations, tied down by rules
Accountable regulations
Facility of navigating administrative procedures
Good infrastructure

Bulgaria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Priorities of the Austrian Commercial Office in Sofia
Traffic infrastructure
Environmental technology
Renewable energy and energy efficiency
Agro-technology and forestry
Tourism development
Education and training
Medical technology
Information technology

Bulgaria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Business Opportunities
Supplying equipment for projects in
• traffic infrastructure and
• the environment
Attractive location for projects in renewable energy
“NEAR SHORE” production
opportunities to cooperate in Bulgarian production facilities;
Outsourcing
Consultancy services in tourism, healthcare and government
Education and training
The real estate sector is slowly regaining attractiveness
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CHAPTER III: THE EUROPEAN
UNION AND ITS NEIGHBOURS
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THE KAZAKHSTAN – EU RELATIONS IN THE CONTEXT
OF THE STRATEGY FOR A NEW PARTNERSHIP
Prof. Dr. Mara Gubaidullina is Deputy Dean of the International Relations and Foreign Policy Department at the al-Farabi
Kazakh National University in Almaty. Prior to this appointment,
she held various academic and research positions both in Kazakhstan and Germany. Mrs. Gubaidulina earned her Ph.D. in
Political Science in 1993 on the topic of ”Historical and political
views of J.H. Herder”. In 2005, she prepared her dissertation for
a Doctor’s degree – “Germany and European integration. 50th
of the 20 century–the beginning of the 21 century”. Her professional background
includes several management positions in international projects as well as teaching and training experience in Germany and Russia.
Prof. Gubaidullina received two prizes from the Kazakh Ministry of Education and
Science – “The Best Teacher of 2006” and “The Best Researcher” in 2010. She is the
author of 10 monographs, over 2000 scientific articles, some school and university
textbooks as well as an article for “Kazakh Encyclopedia”.
1. Central Asia – Kazakhstan – EU:
between geopolitics and pragmatism
Central Asia, strategically located between two continents, is the historical
bridge between Europe and Asia. The former Soviet republics of Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan make up Central
Asia (CA).
In the first decade of the 21st century, relations between the European Union
and Kazakhstan received a new impetus to more intensive development.
The process of changes can be described in two key words “approximation”
(«приближение») and “rapprochement” («сближение»).
«Approximation»: Enlargement of the EU (2004-2007) has significantly reduced the distance between the EU and CA, the two region became “closer”
to each other and are devided by less than a thousand kilometers. The fact of
“approximation” of Central Asia toward a New Eastern Europe (Ukraine, Moldova,
Belarus, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan) increases its significance. CA logically
integrates within the EU Neighbourhood Policy and complements it.
Today, united Europe is much approached to the Central Asia. The process
of EU enlargement to the East (2004 and 2007) raised the interest of Europe to
neighboring regions. Also increased the activity of Kazakhstan’s foreign policy
with regard to the EU.
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The development of bilateral relations reached a new level of strategic
partnership. According to the figurative definition by Benita Ferrero-Waldner,
EU-Commissioner for External Relations and European Neighbourhood Policy
(204-2009), “The Central Asian countries - are the [eastern] neighbors of our neighbors” 1. Later she added: “Kazakhstan is a very important partner for the EU in CA.
We can support democratic and economic reforms, enhance energy co-operation,
build on our already strong trade relationship, and seek new ways to work together
to promote regional stability in Central Asia” 2.
In the context of historical geography and in the concept of the “silk way”
the following facts and factors of the approximation of Eastern Europe and
Central Asia become important. CA and Kazakhstan, which is partially located
in Europe, collectively form Central Eurasia. The territory of Eurasia has always
been a link in a daisy chain of contacts between peoples and ethnic groups in
Asia and Europe; they were in a historic touch.
“Rapprochement” of the EU and CA positions is determined by the necessity
of interregional cooperation in the security sphere. Energy security became
an equally hard issue to resolve both for the EU and CA since this issue is
exacerbated by the world economic and financial crisis and its political and
social consequences. Thus, the security issue is closely connected with the
challenges and risks for the European Union and Central Asia: suppression of
international terrorism, drug trafficking as well as regulation of the situations
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Kazakhstan and Central Asia with their rich natural resources are considered
the base for the realization of different projects, including European ones. Currently, major projects to build a network of transport and energy routes with
the relevant communications are underway, for example, transcontinental
projects “Western China – Western Europe”, “North - South”, “Nord stream”,
“South stream”, and etc.
As it is well known, the economic processes and development of the new
states were driven by the availability of significant energy resources – oil and gas
in Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, and water resources in Tajikistan.
CA republics are now trying to defend their own positions in the energy policy
with the political players who are interested in resources in Central Asia. Thus,
resources are a provocative factor that causes internal and external processes
in the region. This is a “real day” of Central Asia and the basis for “real politics”
in Central Asia. On one hand, interregional conflicts emerge, especially waterenergy issues, e.g. between Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. On the other hand,
1 Benita Ferrero-Waldner. EU and “the neighbors of our neighbors”. In: ЭкспрессК, 29.03.2007. № 53.
Online: http://www.express-k.kz/show_article.php?art_id=7939
2 Commissioner Ferrero-Waldner to visit Kazakhstan 19/20 October 2006. In: IP/06/1420, Brussels, 18 October 2006.
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/06/1420&type=HTML&aged=0&language=EN&guig>
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Central Asian countries more and more frequently apply political arguments
in their external policy (with Russia, EU). China and the growing demand for
raw materials - gas and oil – becomes an important political argument for the
Central Asian countries. Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, pursuing its own commercial gain, are increasingly focused on China and Russia.
In such context the strengthening of EU’s position in Central Asia means
implementing its strategic policy in the region. European energy policy has
some concerns about the risks in the countries of Central Asia. At the same
time, Europe looks to external forces, which are also present in the region - the
US, Russia and China. They play a new geopolitical game around the region’s
resources. Thus, despite energy resources deficit the EU is delaying the decision
on transportation routes (“Nabucco” project). The policy of Russia and China,
the USA and the European Union, Iran and Turkey and others toward CA and
between themselves – this is their “real politics”. The relations between the EU
and Central Asia are dominated mainly by pragmatic interests. I would characterize the EU policy toward CA as liberal pragmatism and CA counties’ policy
toward the EU – as a “concomitant” pragmatism accompanying their interests.
For example, “Kazakhstan is ready to become a “gateway” for the EU to Central
Asia”3. (Nursultan Nazarbayev).
Traditionally, the EU favors a regional approach in its foreign policy including
relations with Central Asia. The EU is trying to pursue a policy of “integration
consolidation” in the region, thereby hoping to support the creation of an
integration atmosphere and relieve conflicts in CA. As declared in the EU by
Federal Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier, “the task is to develop and
consolidate stable, equitable and open societies in the CA states through cooperation and partnership with them”4.
In this sense, interregional rapprochement experience of the European
Union and Central Asia deserves attention, especially in the development of
strategic partnership. Prospects for partnership between the EU- RK should be
considered on the basis of analysis of major trends in bilateral relations and
require a critical approach.
2. EU – Kazakhstan: priorities for cooperation
The EU-Kazakhstan relations are developing in a general tendency of gradual
diversification. Each party has own interests which overlap in many ways,
therefore forming a base for an enhanced cooperation.
EU policy in Central Asia is different from other external actors: it is consistent, slowly; the EU uses the tools of “soft” penetration of the region (targeted
Kazakhstan - EC: new page of relations. In: Казахстанская правда, 13 апреля 2010 г.
Federal Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier presents EU Central Asia Strategy: “New basis for partnership: EU and
Central Asia”., Online: < http://www.eu2007.de/en/News/Press_Releases/June/0627AAZAS.html> (27.06.2007)
3
4
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programs to support countries in the region). The European Union combines
regional approach and individual peculiarities of all five CA republics. Now
consultations on general problems are often held at multilateral level - the EU
Troika and representatives of CA republics.
The “EU – CA” contacts received an additional impetus within the framework
of the format specified in documents as an «enhanced political dialogue”. This
includes negotiations on relevant CA issues held by the EU with international
organizations and its partners pursuing active policy in the region, especially
UN and OSCE. Besides, the EU seeks “open and constructive dialogue” with
CA regional organizations – EAEC, CSTO, CICMA, SCO and others. Kazakhstani
initiative SPECA expanded the view exchange on CA with India, Pakistan and
South Korea.
The “strengthened” political activity of the EU includes the underlined
“solidarity” of the EU with the Central Asia countries. For example, in 2008,
Commissioner B. Ferrero-Waldner visited Tajikistan and supported this country
“after a very severe winter,” which is “experiencing a humanitarian crisis”. In
2010 the EU supported Kyrgyzstan after a regular “revolution” and change of
country leadership and contributed to the realization of political reforms. The
EU supported the chairmanship of RK in the OSCE and conducting large-scale
summit of the Organization in December 2010. Participation at the summit
of the first persons of the EU confirmed the “enhanced” political dialogue
EU - Kazakhstan.
Kazakhstan is a first priority area for the EU’s Central Asian strategy. A huge
country the size of Western Europe, Kazakhstan has vast mineral resources and
enormous economic potential. Among other economic projects (resources
development, export and more rarely resources processing) in CA today there
are ongoing major projects here targeting the construction of energy and
transport networks with corresponding communications.
The region with its rich natural resources is considered a base for the realization of European programs. Among other economic projects (resources
development, export and more rarely resources processing) in CA today
there are ongoing major projects here targeting the construction of energy
and transport networks with corresponding communications. In addition
to the transcontinental projects - “Western China – Western Europe”, “North
- South”, “Nord stream”, are updated and projects TRACECA and INOGATE.
Through its projects the EU supports the Europe-oriented new elite which
is considered a conductor of modernization of education, healthcare and
social infrastructure.
The European Union as well as Russia, China and the USA remain a high
priority in multi-vector policy of Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan’s interests defined
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by the leading role of the EU in world economy and trade and by its successful integration policy. The EU’s support is important for Kazakhstan in order
to promote own interests in negotiations on accession to the WTO and to the
Council of Europe during its chairmanship at the OSCE.
Prior to the official establishment of diplomatic relations with the European
Community Kazakhstan became a recipient of TACIS technical support program
in 1992. TACIS projects allowed conducting reforms in economic and social
spheres, stimulating development of medium and small enterprises and the
banking system. Kazakhstan is a participant of other European programs such
as INTAS, COPERNICUS, Europartenariat, TEMPUS, TRACECA, INOGATE, etc. Since
1991, more than 300 projects amounting to EUR 140 million were funded by
the EU to support Kazakhstan directly.
In 1993 Kazakhstan received an official diplomatic recognition of the EU and
opened the RK Embassy in Brussels. Within only a year the European Commission’s mission started functioning in Almaty (1994) and expanded its activities
to Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan. In 2007 the Mission was
re-located to the new capital of the RK – Astana, later the Technical Support
Department moved to the same location. After its coming into force, the Lisbon
Treaty (2009) affected the transformation of the European Commission’s mission
to the mission of the European Union in CA countries. At the same time the EU
member states expanded the network of their embassies in CA and in 2008
they opened the “House of Europe” in Ashkhabad. “Our Neighbourhood Policy
provides us with a coherent approach that ensures that the whole of the EU
is committed to deeper relations with all our neighbours. At the same time, it
allows us to develop tailor-made relations with each country” (Štefan Füle)5 .
In addition to the official missions of the EU in CA countries, the EU Council
assigned a EU Special Representative for Central Asia. Initially, they assigned
ex-Secretary General of OSCE – Ján Kubiš, now the position is occupied by
Pierre Morel (since 2005).
EU «sees» the region from different perspectives, and its programs and initiatives are helping to expand contacts with civil society, provide opportunities
for promoting democracy. The development of the “EU – RK” contacts is enhanced by Kazakhstani program “Path to Europe” (2008) and by the RK activities
at OSCE. In this context Kazakhstan reinforces its preparedness to conduct a
dialogue with the European Union on economic reforms enhancement, state
and social life reforms.
The EU is often criticized for his “favoritism” and preferences about Kazakhstan.
Despite this, namely Kazakhstan has become a priority partner for the EU proŠtefan Füle, Commissioner for Enlargement and European Neighbourhood Policy, 2010. Online: <http://ec.europa.
eu/world/enp/index_en.htm>
5
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moting the designated areas. Thus, the development of the EU’s new strategic
document regarding Central Asia was accompanied by “dual approach” which
means that new partnership on bilateral and regional levels was included into
the policy.
Thereby, they executed five bilateral documents “by priorities” that joined
programs of the Commission and member states. Among them were two
regional initiatives that received the fastest solution: European Educational
Initiative for CA and the European Initiative Rule of Law. Despite certain difficulties, the regional approach takes into account significant regional tasks
which require cooperation of the bordering states.
It is defined in the EU Strategy for CA: drug control, modernization of border
control, resolution of environmental problems and water resources, maintenance of energy and transport networks.
3. From PCA toward Strategy of New Partnership (1999 – 2007):
Development Cooperation Instrument (DCI)
The “EU – RK” relations develop in a new format of the Strategy of new
partnership. The “novelty” and partnership level may be evaluated knowing
previous achievements.
The first one was a transition from an interim state of relations to the
period of full-scale cooperation. At this stage was enacted the basic “Agreement on Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European
Union and the Republic of Kazakhstan” (PCA, 1999). It replaced “Provisory
Trade Agreement,” which regulated only limited spheres of relationships.
PCA continued international and legal execution of political and tradeeconomic relations.
Based on PCA, an external economic effectiveness was reached: acting regime of the most favored nation treatment in the sphere of export and import
taxation. The framework conditions were created to attract investments from
the European Union to the RK and for the investment activities of the RK in
the EU. As a result the European Union remains the biggest trade partner of
Kazakhstan for a long period of time.
However, there are some circumstances that prevent the extension of
cooperation. This issue is related to the formalities required for the transformation of the existing intents to contractual obligations. It envisages the
memorandums of understanding in the energy sphere (2006) and transport
networks development sphere between the European Commission and
Ministry of Transport and Communication of the RK (2009).
The next step in the “EU – RK” relation is associated with the occurrence of
the new document called The Regional Strategy Paper for Assistance to Central
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Asia (2007-2013)”. At the regional level, the document is called “Strategy of the
new partnership: EU & CA” (hereinafter - Strategy) 6.
The strategy was under development for more than five years following the
initiative of R. Prodi – N. Nazarbayev that was proposed in 2000 in regard to the
elaboration of an integration doctrine on development of Central Asian region.
As an integrated document and program the Strategy was accepted by 27
member states of the Council of the EU under the chairmanship of Germany.
Central Asia was officially declared a region of the EU’s strategic interests.
This fact added an intrigue and expectations regarding the future role of the
European Union in CA and correspondingly, future development of CA states.
According to F.-W. Steinmeier the Strategy is “called to link together the energy
supply and security issues – the main spheres of the EU interests in the region” 7.
Principally, this document is to a significant extent a politically motivated one.
It is the first time when the political component was included into the strategy
along with the economic component.
The Strategy is the first single document for all CA regions and it covers both
general aspects of the development of Central Asian states and their specific
context and local requirements. Therefore, this document is a realization of a
dual approach: bilateral and regional. The Strategy underlines the necessity
of coordination between the instruments of the European Commission and
those of the member states. Thus, supplementing the Strategy, Italy initiated
suggestions on enhancement of economic cooperation (Rome, 2007) and
Germany – on water resources management (Berlin, 2008).
The Strategy proposes new approaches and instruments. In 2007 the well-known
program TACIS (1991-2006) was replaced by Development Cooperation Instrument
(DCI) with a view to assist in the realization of democracy-building projects.
In Kazakhstan several themed DCI programs were proposed. Among them
– the program “Investment in people” is realized in six major directions: health,
knowledge and skills, culture, employment and social cohesion, gender equality,
youth and children. The program “Environment and Sustainable Use of Natural
Resources Including Energy” supplements the existing projects and differs in
its flexibility in regard to partnership. The program “Non-state actors and local
authorities” envisages three directions: activities in developing countries and
regions, raise of European awareness and education on development issues,
and also measures of assistance to the coordination between civil society and
local authorities. The program “Migration and Asylum” is aimed at the improvement of management of all aspects of CA migrations.
The Regional Strategy Paper for Assistance to Central Asia (2007-2013). In: European Community. 2007. 61 p. Online.
Available HTTP: <http://ec.europa.eu/external_relations/central_asia/rsp/07_13_en.pdf>(accessed 30 March, 2007)
7
Federal Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier presents EU Central Asia Strategy: “New basis for partnership: EU and
Central Asia”, Online: < http://www.eu2007.de/en/News/Press_Releases/June/0627AAZAS.html> (27.06.2007)
6
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Apart from DCI, there is a range of cooperation instruments that is applied
in the region and in Kazakhstan: European Instrument for Democracy and
Human Rights (EIDHR); Nuclear Safety Cooperation Instrument; Instrument
for Stability (IFS) as anti-crisis measures and for the elimination of certain
global and interregional threats having a destabilizing effect. In the course of
mutual policy and during almost two decades the parties approved all their
opportunities. Today the strategic partnership is opening a new chapter of
the EU – CA – Kazakhstan relations and is giving an impetus for the EU’s leap
forward to Central Asia.
4. Tendencies, aims and funding of the EU Strategy’s program
The Regional Strategy Paper for Assistance to Central Asia (2007-2013)
foresees an investment primarily of EUR 719 million for regional multi-annual
indicative programmes and country-based projects, but in 2008, according to
results from the Strategy’s realization, the financing was increased to EUR 750
million at the expense of DCI (Development Cooperation Instrument).
In Kazakhstan, EC cooperation focuses on social and economic development
and support for state and administrative reform, while regional programmes
prioritize cooperation in the field of energy and transport, environment,
education, security and stability. The essence of the new EU guidelines and
Regional Strategy for Assistance to Central Asia consists of six priority sectors,
and accordingly, the funding of projects (Total: EUR 531 105 397)8 in each area
in Kazakhstan:

All amounts include funds paid and foreseen until 2010 and, where known, until 2013 for programmes in Kazakhstan
and regional programmes with participation of Kazakhstan
8
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1. Human Rights, Rule of Law, Good Governance and Democratization
(EUR 83 536 309)
2. Investing in the future: Youth and Education (EUR 89 618 457)
3. Promotion of Economical Development, Trade, Investment and Social
Development (EUR 109 880 866)
4. Strengthening Energy and Transport Links: diversification (EUR
131 766 778)
5. Environmental Sustainability and Water /problem of resources (EUR
52 905 656)
6. Combating common threats and challenges. This activity is supplemented by EU’s engagement to establish relations through intercultural
dialogue. (EUR 63 397 330)
The EU thinks that within the next few years the most important goal will
be ”the maintenance of effective political impulse” in priority spheres of the
Strategy.
All six areas of strategic cooperation are political in nature and are an integral
part of the political dialogue.9 The first two priorities we examine separately. In
addition, priority is the support of human rights and democratization and also
civil society’s, Parliament’s, local authority’s active participation. Regular political dialogue in Human rights is held with all Central Asian countries in this
direction.
In the framework of the rule of law sector the EU and CA cooperate in key
issues of law and judicial system. Taking into consideration that new members
have experience in Rule of Law, EU ipso facto connects East Europe and Central
Asia by the goal of assistance for the countries of CA.
In the framework of political dialogue the EU has to take the role of coordinator for interested parties in the issues of struggle against drugs, transborder
crimes and in reinforcement of border control in CA. The EU supports the dynamic of political process in environmental issues and water resources, trying
to create integrative system of resource management. In the education sphere
The Exploratory and Educative network of Central Asia (Electronic Silk Way)
started its operation.
On the basis of The EU’s Regional Strategy (2007-2013), which assists to Central Asia, there is political and financial support in six priority spheres. Moreover,
specific demands and indicators of each CA country are taken into account. In
addition, the European Commission has an opportunity to broaden financing
of large-scale projects for CA from international financial institutions’ side. In
See: http://delkaz.ec.europa.eu/joomla/images/Strategy/joint%20progress%20report%20eu%20ca%20strategy_
rus.pdf
9
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this context the European Commission expanded the mandate of the European
Investment Bank in relation to Central Asia.
The mobility of the strategy can be seen in its ability to transfer strategic
goals in functional working aims for the realization of regional and national
programs. The basis is common Indicative Program for Central Asia, in the
framework of which priority spheres for financial and technical assistance are
marked out. Among them are Development of regional and local communities;
Effective governance and political reforms; Democratic development and effective state governance; Reform of trade and market regulation and creating
of administrative potential, etc.
According to the priority spheres within the first four years (2007-2011) EUR
314 million was drawn. For development of regional cooperation and good
neighborly relations in CA there was allocated EUR 94.2 million.
The total sum for the realization of the Programs of the EU in Kazakhstan is
EUR 44 million. For the period of 2011-2013 an annual average of EUR13 million is foreseen. The biggest share of these funds is allocated to policy advice
and technical assistance to the government based on European experience,
in sectors jointly identified as priorities.
EU’s Long-term Strategic Commitments for cooperation with Kazakhstan
(Budget 2007-2013 / Implementation 2008-2017). In terms of economic diversification the budget figure flexibly changed: Health Economic Diversification
during 2009–2012 was EUR 4.5 million, but now for 2009 - 2013 it is EUR 6 million. There is a proposal by the EU on a number of major projects, including
the following projects for Non-State (civil society) and Local State Actors; for
Education (Tempus, Erasmus, ETF) and Research (FP7).
4.1 Trade, economic and investment relations
Trade and economic relations develop dynamically. Kazakhstan is in economic and trade cooperation with all states and territories in Europe, and the
EU is Kazakhstan’s largest first trade partner, with about 47% shares in its total
external trade (in 2010), ahead of Russia and China10.
Particularly noticeable progress was registered over the last decade, but in
2009 the trade turnover between Kazakhstan and the EU amounted to USD
28.8 billion – a decline compared to the same period in 2008 (USD 39.1 billion)
that was due to the negative effects of the global financial-economic crisis11.
The EU accounts for 40% of Kazakhstan’s foreign trade turnover. Kazakhstan
was the EU’s 29th largest trading partner (2008).
Trade turnover between Kazakhstan and Russia amounted to $ 15,8 billion, and Kazakhstan – China $
9 billion (2010). In: Cooperation of Kazakhstan with the European Union. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of Kazakhstan: http://portal.mfa.kz/portal/page/portal/mfa/ru/content/News/nws2010
11 For comparison: in 1999, trade turnover amounted to only $ 2.2 billion and 19.4 billion in 2007
10
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Kazakhstan has established itself as a reliable and responsible energy partner,
being the third largest energy supplier to Europe from the non-OPEC countries,
after Russia and Norway. In some EU countries the share of deliveries of Kazakh
oil is very high. For example, in Romania it is 30%, Austria - 25%, in Switzerland
we are in 2nd place. Kazakhstan provides up to 20% of total energy imports in
the countries of the EU.
Economic potential of Kazakhstan: in terms of GDP it takes 23th place among
46 European countries. According to the IMF, by 2015 GDP will be ahead of
the RK Ukraine, Hungary and close to Portugal, Finland, Ireland and Romania.
Gasoline and diesel fuel made from Kazakhstan’s oil is used by more than 52
million European cars.
Trade and economic relations between the EU and Kazakhstan are governed
by the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA, 1999). The agreement
provides for a non-preferential trade agreement under which the parties grant
each other ‘most favored nation’ (MFN) treatment with respect to tariffs whilst
quantitative restrictions are prohibited in bilateral trade.
Because Kazakhstan is not yet a member of the WTO, trade in a certain
number of key products between the EU and Kazakhstan is governed by bilateral or autonomous agreements. Since the expiry of the Textiles agreement at
the end of 2004 and the Steel agreement (2006), the bilateral trade has been
based on autonomous measures.
The European Union encourages and supports Kazakhstan’s accession to
the WTO, can open Kazakhstan’s way to integrating into the world economy by
accepting and applying international trade rules and norms, which are likely
to result in more intensive trade and investment relations.
The main direction in Kazakhstan’s trade relations with the EU remains the
preparation for accession to the WTO – some projects are already completed, others are still ongoing. Among the completed projects – Expertise on the Draft Law
on Technical Regulation and elaboration of technical regulations in compliance
with WTO requirements (2004-2005); Analysis of the Economic Consequences of
Accession of Kazakhstan to the World Trade Organization (2005-2006); Improving
the System of Private Investments Promotion and Stimulation (2005-2006); Non
Tariff Barriers to Trade and Development of Competition (2006-2007); Support
to WTO Accession in Kazakhstan: Approximation of Technical Regulations and
Standards (2005-2007). Ongoing Projects: Start up for Export (2008-2010); Equipment supply for interregional trade facilitation (2007-2009).
Strategy for a New Partnership (2007) is also an important framework for
relations, as cooperation in trade and investment is one of the strategy’s key
targets. Kazakhstan also benefits from the EU’s Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), a bilateral trade arrangement through which the EU provides
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preferential access to its market to developing countries and territories, in the
form of reduced tariffs for their goods when entering the EU market.
Each party pursues its goal of interaction, based on national and regional
interests. In addition, each of them has sensitive areas, areas of special attention. European countries are a special, high priority for Kazakhstan’s raw resources.
EU imports from Kazakhstan continue to be dominated by energy products – oil
and gas (over 89%, 2009). The main EU exports are machinery and transport
(57.4% in 2008), mostly destined for European oil and gas companies, operating
in Kazakhstan. About USD 3 billion of imports were directed to the purchase of
consumer goods.
The effectiveness of trade and economic relations depends on the application of the EU’s Generalized System of Preferences, from the expansion
and diversification of economic production and exports. In such preference
lists among the general public dominate cars, drugs, detergents, furniture,
cosmetics, alcoholic beverages, confectionery. The structure of Kazakh export
to European countries consists of three main types of production: energy (96
mln. tones); ores, metals and chemicals (13.3 mln. tones); agricultural produce
(901.5 thousand tones).
Table: European Union, Trade with Kazakhstan 12 (mlns of EUR)
European Union, Imports from Kazakhstan (2008)
Products (Sections by Standard International
Trade Classification) by order of importance
TOTAL
Mineral fuels, lubricants and rel. Materials
Manuf goods classif. chiefly by material
Crude materials inedible, except fuels
Food and live animals
Chemicals and related prod., n.e.s.
Commodit. and transactions n.e.c.
Machinery and transport equipment
Miscell. manuf. Articles
Beverages and tobacco
Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes

mln EUR
17,262
14,855
1,412
346
224
160
89
27
5
3

%
100.0
86.1
8.2
2.0
1.3
0.9
0.5
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

Share of total
EU imports
1.1
3.3
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0

Source: Eurostat

European Union, Trade with Kazakhstan. In: Delegation of the European Union to Kazakhstan. http://www.eeas.
europa.eu/delegations/kazakhstan/eu_kazakhstan/trade_relation/index_ru.htm
12
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European Union, Exports to Kazakhstan (2008)
Products (Sections by Standard International
Trade Classification) by order of importance
TOTAL
Machinery and transport equipment
Manuf goods classif. chiefly by material
Chemicals and related prod., n.e.s.
Miscell. manuf. Articles
Food and live animals
Commodit. and transactions n.e.c.
Mineral fuels, lubricants and rel. Materials
Crude materials inedible, except fuels
Beverages and tobacco
Animal and vegetable oils, fats and waxes

mln
Share of total
%
EUR
EU exports
5,670 100.0
0.4
3,256 57.4
0.6
749 13.2
0.4
725 12.8
0.4
572 10.1
0.4
104
1.8
0.2
63
1.1
0.2
53
0.9
0.1
41
0.7
0.1
36
0.6
0.2
5
0.1
0.2

Source: Eurostat

International financial institutions serve as instruments of economic and
social policy of the EU in Central Asia: World Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), European Investment Bank (EIB) and some
others.
The European Union also remains number one in the context of investment in Kazakhstan. More than half of the country’s total FDI originates in the
EU (over 54% in 2007). About USD 56 billion (over a third of total foreign capital)
in Kazakhstan’s economy comes from EU member states. In turn, Kazakhstan
has invested in the economies of the EU over USD 10 billion.
So, in 2009, Nazarbayev and the President of the European Investment Bank
(EIB) Philippe Mayshtadt signed a Framework Agreement between Kazakhstan
and the EIB. It regulates the activities on the territory of our country of one of
the most important European institutions. EIB is a key partner in attracting
investments into the Kazakh economy, especially in infrastructure projects
(about EUR 1 billion). A “road map” of cooperation between Kazakhstan and
the EIB was proposed: the specific long-term projects for the medium and long
term13. The main EU investors in Kazakhstan remain the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands, Germany, and Italy.
4.2. Energy and water, transport and other current programs of the EU
in Kazakhstan
Intergovernmental program INOGATE of oil and gas (initiated in1995) aimed
at building infrastructure in the energy sector. It can provide effective removal
13

Казахстан – ЕС: новая страница отношений. In: Казахстанская правда, 13 апреля 2010 г.
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of energy via the Caspian and Black seas in Europe. The Program covers the
areas of oil and gas, electricity, renewable energy and energy efficiency.
Considering the key role of Kazakhstan as a large-scale producer of natural
gas and oil in Caspian region, the EU tends to bring into life the projects of
diversification of export routes, structures of demand and supply of energy
resources. The development of Trans Caspian – Trans Black Sea energy corridor
is very topical for Europe. There is a problem of delivery of oil and gas products
from the countries of CA and Caucasus to the countries of the EU, coastal states
of Black and Caspian seas and their neighbor countries.
INOGATE includes several interconnected goals: bringing closer energy
markets, strengthening of energy security, support of rational development
of energy resources, attraction of investments in energy projects of common
and regional interest.
Even in the political dialogue between José Manuel Barroso and Nursultan
Nasarbayev back in 2006 was present the question of energy resources supply
by the use of multimodal transport system. But the project has not seen any
development since then, as similar projects, for example with China. The EU
continues to stand up for the project Nabucco and supports its realization. But
the memorandum on cooperation in the energy sphere between RK and EU
hasn’t become an agreement yet, and it means that it hasn’t become a basis
for concrete steps.
To enhance the mutual energy security of Central Asia and the EU, there is
a need to give an additional political impetus and firm support to the projects
designed to enable the export of Central Asian gas through the Southern
Corridor.
Energy cooperation with Kazakhstan also includes atomic energy for peaceful
purposes for development of nuclear power engineering. The Kazakhstan - EU
cooperation in the usage of atoms for peaceful purposes (for energy, medicine
etc.) was indicated as the most perspective until the recent time (tragic event
in Japan from nuclear energy).
Kazakhstan is the third largest producer of uranium in the world, owns more
than 20 % of all uranium reserves on the globe. Kazakhstan produces 14-15
thousand tons uranium per year. Potential expansion of cooperation of the
EU and RK is supposed to be exactly in this sphere, “because in the countries
of the EU one third of electricity is produced by nuclear power stations. New
reactors will be built soon in Finland, Bulgaria and France – the states, which
actively develop nuclear power engineering” (Andris Piebalgs, European Commissioner for Energy, 2006).14

Water availability in Central Asia is a key strategic issue. Tensions between
upstream countries, relying increasingly on hydro-power for energy during
winter, and downstream countries, fearing a resulting lack of water for irrigation
during the summer periods, present a major regional challenge and a challenge
for the EU in terms of developing cooperation with and within the region.
Italy is acting as ‘lead coordinator’ with Commission support and several
Member States have stepped up their water - environmental activities with
Central Asia (“Platform for Environment and Water Cooperation”). Romania,
as chair of the Working Group for Eastern Europe, Caucasus and Central Asia
(EECCA) under the EU Water Initiative, has further promoted the implementation of this component in Central Asia.
Germany allocated more than EUR 15 million to the “Berlin Process” on
transboundary water management in Central Asia, which is implemented in
close coordination with projects of the European Commission and other donor
organizations15.
Energy cooperation and trade can’t develop without proper transport system.
Building roads and rail within and between the countries is a priority.
TRACECA (International Transport Corridor Europe - Caucasus - Asia) is an
intergovernmental program. Its aim is to support political and economic
development of the Black Sea region, Caucasus and Central Asia by improvement of international traffic system. Regional cooperation in transport is
established under the “Baku Initiative” and the TRACECA. Among the goals of
the Program is the promotion of development and improvement of trade in
the region; integration of international corridor TRACECA in Trans-European
Networks (TENs). TRACECA targets transport (communication) and business
opportunities in Kazakhstan, in particular a plan for fiber optic cable laying to
connect the Europe – Asia line.
Regional co-operation to promote development of small and medium-sized
enterprises is another priority. Initiatives are in place, for instance the Central
Asia Invest regional programme, to encourage the development of SMEs
through capacity-building projects. In particular, the programme helps develop
local Business Intermediary Organisations (BIOs) to support SMEs.
Regional program Central Asia Invest favors sustainable economic development of Central Asian countries (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan
and Turkmenistan) through development of small scale business and mediumsized business. The Program supports projects developing the potential for
business organizations – mediators of CA, its aim is development of trade
between Europe and Asia.
Joint Progress Report by the Council and the European Commission to the European Council on the implementation
of the EU Central Asia Strategy. Council of the EU, Brussels, 28 June 2010. 11402/10, COEST 194, NIS 77: http://eeas.
europa.eu/delegations/kazakhstan/documents/eu_kazakhstan/joint_progress_report_eu_ca_strategy_en.pdf
15

Казахстан — Европа: Стратегия партнерства, 5. December 2006. In: http//www.kazpravda.kz/index.
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To help the fight against drugs and improve border management, the EU has
initiated two programmes. The Central Asia Drug Action Program (CADAP) aims
at gradually adopting EU and international good practices on drug policies.
The security of cooperation in energy, trade and other spheres is supported
by the Program of Borders management and the fight against drugs in Central Asia
(BOMCA). The Program is spread primarily to Tajikistan. It is aimed at providing
security of borders and legal trade and goods transit assistance.
In the spheres of education and science TEMPUS and Erasmus Mundus
programs continue their work. The Millennium Development Goal (MDG) for
universal primary education will hopefully be achieved by 2015. The programs
assist to mobility of teaching and administrative staff of European universities
and also of the universities of partner countries. In 2009 The Central Asian Research and Education Network (CAREN) was launched on the basis of high-speed
internet, providing access for universities and research centers to modern IT
technologies and support distant collaboration through online applications.
There are also two regional Regional Environmental Programs which are
focused on water. Protecting natural resources and biodiversities is the priority
of the Central Asia Environment programme. They will run for the 2009 – 2012
periods and 2010 – 2013 period.
New partnership of the EU and Central Asia for the 21st century brings results.
There is really increased interest from Central Asian countries in strengthening
of cooperation with the EU on all levels and in all spheres.
5. Perspectives between Kazakhstan and the European Union:
critical perception of the Strategy
Strategic partnership “European Union-Kazakhstan” has received a practical
impulse during the last four years. Perspectives of the new strategy are not fully
realized, collaboration potential is not exhausted, especially in the framework
of European projects and bilateral initiatives. “Stability factor” secures reforming process in Kazakhstan, intermediary results are achieved, but it is often
criticized and required further improvement.
The following spheres and directions of cooperation between the European
Union and Kazakhstan receive positive evaluation:
– High level political dialogue becomes intensified. After an agreement
between Borrozu and Nazarbayev in 2006, the dialogue has a constant
basis on bilateral or multilateral levels;
– The agreement between the European Union and the Republic of Kazakhstan
about strengthening the energy and transport links in Central Asia;
– Kazakhstan’s “Path to Europe” (governmental program): active role in OSCE;
an expansion of cooperation with European countries ;
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– WTO accession for Kazakhstan with support of the European Union. The
preparatory process is in accordance with a governmental program of
Kazakhstan and assistance of the European Commission, including reform
of economic system, financial system, etc.;
– The advancement of core legal reforms, including reform of judiciary
in Kazakhstan with assistance of the European Union, which leads to
improvement of business and investment climate, to strengthening of
anti-corruption measures. The principal goal is to develop a stable state
governing framework, based on the rule of law, good governance and
the development of transparent, democratic political structures;
– Inclusion of governmental and non-governmental organizations in the
human rights dialogue with the European Union, appointment of the
National Strategy Coordinator;
– Promotion of inter-cultural and inter-ethnic dialogue (Assembly of People
of Kazakhstan, congress of leaders of world and traditional religions, and
other forums). Kazakhstan offers a “tolerant area” for political dialogue on
Islam issues;
– Admission of Kazakhstan into international politics combating common threats and challenges of XXI century. First of all, it is to combat
international drug trafficking, international terrorism, to participate in
stabilization of Afghanistan, etc. Kazakhstan and Central Asia are parts
of the European Security program.
Criticism of the Strategy and activity of the European Union in Central Asia
is connected with exaggerated expectations. Unfavorable external conditions
(global financial crisis and its impact) create negative background for realization of the Strategy, which leads to critiques. Here are some suggestions, which
can be considered:
– Presence and level of activity of the European Union in Central Asia is
not enough for the development of the European vector in the region in
comparison to other international actors. The European “Real Policy” lags
behind “Real Policy” of China, India and Russia, especially in the business
sphere;
– Presence of the European Union in Central Asia is not noticeable, because
of slow reactions of the EU on Central Asia problems. For instance, the
European Union almost did not participate in resolving the political crisis
in Kyrgyzstan. The absence of unity in the EU Strategy toward the region
forces Central Asia to search for other partners;
– Slow decision-making process in the EU regarding Strategy projects;
– Connection between problems and proposed projects, sequence in actions and control over the projects are crucial factors;
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– The political dialogue “EU-RK” did not become part of the dialogue “EU-five
Central Asia Republics”.
There is no “regional solidarity” in Central Asia and
–
aspiration to regional integration. Experience of the EU should be studied
more closely;
– Contradictions in the EU perception of political regimes and authoritarian
leaders of Central Asia: from criticism to political dialogue. The process of
development of civil society is being damaged;
– Legislation is outdated and should be renewed. The 2009 agreement
between the EU and Kazakhstan about development and adoption of
new partnership and cooperation agreement should be accelerated;
– The format of political “initiatives” of the EU (special initiatives of the EU on
rule of law in Central Asia, human rights protection, good governance, and
democratization) cannot be effective. Resources for reform programs
in judicial system are allocated from the European Commission and
member states, therefore mutual actions are necessary. If France and
Germany are the lead coordinators in working out of the given initiatives
then they should cooperate with the authorities of the RK more closely
and have more powers in the coordination and control processes over
their execution;
– The EU does not recognize Kazakhstan as a market economy. Negotiations
with the EU will be completed in 2011. “Deep integration” of Kazakhstan
into the global trade and economic system and accession to the WTO –
the purpose of the Strategy – has not been achieved;
– Maintenance of energy security is considered by Brussels to be more of
a policy;
– The diversification of export routes will be promoted if Kazakhstan participates as the basic partner of the EU in creation of the Trans-Caspian
– Trans-Black Sea energy corridor. Here the position of Turkey and the EU
Strategy on Cooperation of the Black Sea countries don’t contradict with
energy interests of Kazakhstan;
– Transport Strategy of the EU (creation of the Trans-Asian corridor) can be
realized with Kazakh participation on the basis of partnership. Expansion
of transport vectors in Eurasia through Kazakhstan territory optimizes a
transcontinental infrastructure for trade development (here we consider
rapid growth of trade and Chinese market);
– Contradictory expectations concerning security and stability in the region
lead to the inconsistent policy of the EU. Routes of the drug trafficking
from Afghanistan to Europe lie through Central Asia. It promotes spread
of Islamic extremism and the threat of terrorism, etc. Effectiveness of the
export positions of Kazakhstan depends on the development of close
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cooperation with all countries in the region and with the EU in the militarystrategic sphere;
– There is no dynamism in the development of relations with SCO in the
EU foreign policy. The factor of membership of all Central Asian states in
SCO influences on intensification of its partnership with the EU, and as a
whole on the maintenance of stability as «neighbors of east neighbors»
of the EU;
– Educational programs of the EU don’t cover all social strata of the population;
However, it is possible to solve various problems of the region through EU
Educational programs and initiatives: ERASMUS, TEMPUS, MUNDUS are guides
of the European standards. In the educational sphere the potential of cooperation and partnership between Central Asia and the EU is the most visible.
– Ecological projects of the EU are more effective under the regional approach and a reasonable choice of priorities, especially in the sphere
of water resources and in the field of a diversification of transportation
resources;
– We need a more sophisticated and flexible mechanism to monitor the
implementation of the Strategy;
– The budget for realization of the Strategy is insufficient. Purposeful financing of concrete high technology projects, as in the sphere of water
resources, in maintenance of energy security, joint educational projects
is very limited or almost non-existent.
The critical aspect of the analysis of the «EU – Kazakhstan» relations can
be expressed in two theses: for the EU it is a policy of a choice or balancing
between priorities in the sphere of economy and principles of democratization. For Kazakhstan it is balancing between “multivector” interests on rapprochement with Russia, China, the USA or the EU. But Europe is very important,
especially for the statement of the international ambitions of the Kazakhstan
leadership.
The positive shifts during the realization of new «EU – Kazakhstan» partnership strategy have potential and prospects of successful continuation.
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IMPACT OF THE GLOBAL CRISIS ON EU-CHINA
RELATIONS: FACTS, CHANCES AND POTENTIAL RISKS1
Prof. Dr. András Inotai is General Director of the Institute for World
Economics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary. The
Institute studies medium-term economic development trends in
the world and their impact on Hungary, the economic development of the European and Hungarian region, interregional
economic cooperation, and successful and failed attempts at
economic modernization in various countries and regions.
Dr. Inotai began working at the Institute in 1967 as a research fellow. In 1972, he
began teaching at San Marcos University in Lima, Peru, and after a brief return to
Hungary, he began working in the World Bank’s Trade Policy Division in Washington,
D.C. in 1989. In 1991 became doctor of economic sciences, returned to Budapest
and continued his work within the Institute.
1. Introductory remarks
The global financial, macroeconomic and still perceived social crisis has had
several impacts on the future of EU-China relations.
First, it raised China to the status of one of the key global players. In fact, China
became the first exporter in the world just in the year of the unprecedented
collapse of global trade after WWII. Obviously, the export-oriented pattern of
Chinese growth has been seriously hit by the rapidly shrinking international
trade. However, the EU, both due to its higher exposure, less flexibility of the
labour markets, market access barriers in key sectors of the internal market
and „uneven” competitiveness was even more affected by the crisis. As a result,
just in 2009, China became the world’s leading exporter ahead of Germany.
One year later, in 2010, China overcame Japan as the second largest national
economy, based on GDP figures expressed in US dollars (concerning a comparison in purchasing power parity, this change took place several years
before). Probably most importantly, China holds at the moment one-third
of the global foreign exchange reserves and is the biggest lender not only
to the deeply indebted United States but, increasingly also to other emerging countries as well , to some members of the Eurozone as a most recent
phenomenon.2 Accompanied by the dramatic change in real economic power
Shortened and slightly modifid version of an article with the same title published in: Asian Studies 2011, Hungarian
Institute of International Affairs, Budapest, 2011.
2
In April 2011, official reserves of China surpassed the level of USD 3,000 bn. Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, April 15,
2011. Just for comparison: this amount is about 20 % of the GDP of the European Union and 20 times the Hungarian
GDP.
1
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relations are the more gradual shifts in the architecture of international institutions, including voting rights in the IMF and theWorld Bank and growing
influence in many global and regional agencies.
Second, the crisis strengthened member countries (national) reactions to the
global crisis. Not only national crisis-management programs have been designed
and implemented but, as a first reaction, even the eurozone countries, having
common currency (and interest rate), focused on bailing out their respective
national financial sectors. Only when the crisis started hitting the fundaments of
the Euro, the necessity of common actions (but not that of common positions and
instruments) was recognized. Still, there was a rocky path from understanding the
dangers to common actions crystallized in the birth of the European Economic
Governance, a comprehensive coordination of (leading) member countries policies in selected (but by far not in all relevant) areas. Probably the best description
of this path is „from the impossible to the inevitable”. Nevertheless, the understanding of „inevitability” does not automatically lead to immediate common
actions and, even less, to the quick implementation of binding communitylevel policies in critical areas of the integration (far beyond the rescue of the
Euro and of some Eurozone members). As a result of the crisis, the EU has
definitely got an unprecedented impact to speed up the deepening of the
integration that had been on the agenda in the last 20 years, at least from the
conceptualization of the single market program by Jacques Delors between
1986 and 1992. Still, and understandably, this new quality of the integration
has just started and the steps already made and to be expected are part of an
„unfinished business”. The outcome is likely to depend on many global and
European factors. However, the most important issue seems to be how, in the
next years, the EU and its key member states will be addressing the immediate challenge of the „management of the costs of crisis management”. It has
to be underlined that, following a longer period of stagnation, the European
integration may break out of a vicious circle and comply with the basic priority
of Chinese politics and become one of the strong and reliable building blocks
of multipolarity, the (desired but not automatically anticipated) governance
of global issues and developments.
Third, the global crisis and its management, in general, and their impact on
bilateral relations between the EU and China, in particular, have had serious and
statistically verificable outcomes. They can be identified in several areas, such
as trade, investments, relations with third countries and, not least, in financial,
monetary and exchange rate issues.
This paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 concentrates on recent developments in bilateral trade relations. Chapter 3 and 4 address the issue how the
EU and China look at each other in a rapidly changing global environment and
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considering dynamically developing bilateral relations in several economic
areas. Finally, Chapter 5 looks at the future of relations, taking account of opportunities of further cooperation as well as challenges and risks influencing
bilateral links.
2. Impacts of the crisis on bilateral trade3
The EU and China represent two indispensable anchors of international trade.
Since external trade used to be a driver of economic growth in most countries
(including in China), there is a direct relationship between (sustainable) growth
and (sustainable) export(-orientation). While the EU is by far the largest exporter and, as a result of the crisis, it became also the largest importer (as of
2008, ahead of the USA), China’s exports and imports indicate the highest dynamism of growth. The share of EU exports in global exports dropped in 2008
but recovered in 2009, following the bottoming-out of the collapse in the first
quarter of 2009, even if it did not reach the pre-crisis level. At the same time,
China’s share in global exports grew from 10.2 to 13.3 % between 2005 and
2009. Even the crisis year produced growing export share, due to the fact that
Chinese exports were a bit less hit by the crisis than that of other main exporters.
Similar tendencies can be observed in imports. China’s share grew from 7.6 in
2005 to almost 10 % in 2009, and mitigated the global decline. For the future
of bilateral relations it may be even more important that, as of 2008, the EU
became the leading importer, as the share of the USA dropped considerably
between 2005 and 2009. Finally, remarkable imbalances developed in global
trade between 2005 and 2009. The cumulative deficit of the USA reached almost
3,000 bn Euro, while the EU deficit amounted to 876 bn Euro. In turn, China
reached a surplus of more than 1,000 bn Euro (see Table 1, Annex).
EU exports fully recovered from the global crisis, for they reached a 3 % higher
value than in 2008 (after a collapse by more than 16 % in 2009). The outstanding
driver of the positive development was China, the only major country to which
EU exports did not decline even in the crisis year of 2009. Similarly, the Chinese
market proved to be one of the most dynamic ones during the recovery (similar
to Turkey and Brazil, but together less important than the value of exports to
China). As a result, EU exports to China grew by 44 % between 2008 and 2010,
and made China the second largest extra-EU market, following the United
States (ahead of Switzerland and Russia). While exports to China represented
about one-third of exports to the USA in 2008, they grew to almost 50 % of
exports to the USA by 2010 (Table 2a, Annex). Also imports revealed clear signs
of recovery but the 2010 figure did not yet reach that of 2008 (partly due to
the lower energy prices and other price effects). Interestingly, imports by the
EU data refer to extra-EU trade, if not otherwise specified. For statistical figures see Tables (nos. 1 to 8) in the Annex
to this paper.
3
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EU from China also suffered from the crisis, but the decline was much smaller,
although dramatic, than the decline of total imports (13.6 % and 23 %, respectively). In addition, the recovery proved more robust than the overall growth
of EU imports, so that imports from China in 2010 surpassed imports in 2008
by 14 %, while global imports were still almost 5 % behind the 2008 level (and
figures for the USA almost 10 and those for Russia 13 % lower than in 2008).
As a result, China could further strengthen its position as the largest extra-EU
import source. While in 2008 imports from China were 33 % higher than those
from the USA, the gap widened by 2010 to 67 % (Table 2b, Annex).
EU-China trade has been characterized both before and also during the crisis
by growing shares in total EU exports and imports. In the period between 2008
and 2010, covering both the crisis and the recovery, China’s share in total EU
exports grew from 6 to 8.4 %, while in EU imports the respective figures were
15.8 and 18.9 % (Table 3, Annex). Both sides of trade reveal an unprecedented
dynamism and the strengthening of the „strategic” role of bilateral trade.
Although the USA remained the largest trading partner of the EU despite the
crisis, since the turnover of bilateral trade was still somewhat higher (Euro 412
bn) than that of EU-China trade (Euro 395 bn), the gap had been substantially
narrowing in the last years. Just this year (2011) may be the year of change, so
that EU-China trade could surpass that of the traditionally and unquestionably
leading EU-USA trade.4 However, it has to be noted that the rapidly growing
turnover hides substantial imbalance of bilateral trade. In 2010, the EU’s deficit
that during the crisis year of 2009 dropped from Euro 169 bn to Euro 131 bn,
jumped back to the pre-crisis (2008) level (Euro 169 bn). In other words, while
in bilateral trade both exports and imports indicated high growth rates, economic recovery immediately restored the previous level of imbalance. Thus,
in 2010 trade deficit of the EU with China was fully „responsible” for the total
trade deficit of the EU, since it reached 117.5 % of the latter (Euro 169 bn and
Euro 144 bn, respectively) (Table 4, Annex).
A detailed statistical analysis of China’s trade with the individual EU member
countries reveals huge differences and hints at some „strategic alliances” within
the EU-27. Here only the most important features will be shortly mentioned by
using the most recent figures covering the full year of 2010.
First, almost half of EU exports to China originate in Germany. The second
largest exporter to China is France, with less than 10 % of total EU exports to
China and about 16 % of the respective German export figure. The cumulative
share of the new member countries (EU-12) is less than 5 %, with Poland and
4 Most recent figures between January and May 2011 still show the leading role of the USA, for EU-US trade turnover
amounted to Euro 186, while EU-China turnover to Euro 171 bn. Source: Eurostat, External and intra-European Union
trade. Monthly statistics. Issue number 08/2011.
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Hungary only surpassing the Euro 1 bn margin. The relatively high export figure
of Slovakia deserves some attention (ahead of the Czech Republic).
Second, for three EU member countries, China’s share in total extra-EU
exports is higher than 10 % (Germany 14.1, Slovakia 12,7 and Finland 11.5 %,
respectively). None of the other members reaches the EU average of 8.4 %.
Third, in total extra-EU imports Germany’s leading position is evident but
by far not as dominant as in exports. Other countries, such as the Netherlands,
the United Kingdom and Italy report two-digit shares. The cumulative share
of the new member countries reaches 10 %, or the double of the respective
export data.
Fourth, China plays a leading (or even dominant) role in total extra-EU imports
of several member countries. Excepting the very special case of Luxembourg
(more than 50 %), imports from China account for 30 % of Hungary’s total extraEU imports, and are in the 20 to 30 % margin for a number of other countries
(Czech Republic, Denmark, Netherlands, Germany, Greece). Of course, statistical figures may be misleading, since imports from China regularly follow three
main destinations: the (consumer) market of the given country, inputs to various
sectors of manufacturing output and re-exports to other EU member countries
(or non-member countries). For instance, Luxembourg or the Netherlands but
partly also some new member countries, including Hungary, can be considered
as EU-wide or regional hubs of Chinese commodities. As probably the most
important and unique feature of the development of imports from China is the
fact that in 2010, China became the largest supplier of Germany not only in
extra-EU, but also in total EU trade, ahead of the Netherlands and France, both
having been over decades the biggest partners. Taking together the already
mentioned German export-orientation on China and China’s role as the largest
supplier of Germany can easily lead to the assumption that bilateral GermanChinese trade links represent a really strategic channel that can less and less
be located into the „conventional” EU-China trade pattern.
Fifth and finally, all EU member countries, except Finland, register different
sizes of deficit in their bilateral trade with China. However, member countries
can be classified in different categories. A relatively balanced trade (exports covering more than two-thirds of imports) characterizes Germany, Ireland, Austria
and Sweden. At the other end of the scale we can find a number of EU members
with huge imbalances, with exports covering less than 20 % of imports from
China. All Central and Southeastern European new member countries belong
to this category, excepting Slovakia (Table 5, Annex).
In order to have a more comprehensive picture for comparison, the share
of China has been calculated in total (intra+extra) trade of the EU and of the
member countries. In this context, China’s role is definitely less relevant, with
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less than 3 % in total exports and with a bit more than 7 % in total imports
of the EU. In exports, Germany’s 5.6 % and Finland’s 5.1 % are much above
the average, while in imports the Netherlands (12.6 %), Hungary (9.9 %) ,the
United Kingdom (9 %) and a number of other members with higher than 7 %
(Germany, Italy, Greece, Czech Republic, Denmark) can be mentioned. For eight
EU members trade deficit with China could be overcompensated by surplus in
other bilateral trade relations. In turn, 16 countries report deficit both in total
and in China-related trade, being the latter a substantial part of (or even higher
than) the total deficit. (Finland is the only country with surplus position both
concerning total and China-related trade.) (Table 6, Annex)
The dynamism of trade development with China has produced meaningful
changes in the relative position of the main partners of many EU countries.
On the level of the EU-27 China has become the second largest export market for the EU and, since 2005, it firmly holds the leading position in extra-EU
imports. For a number of EU members, by 2010 China has become the second
largest export market outside the EU (Belgium, Germany, Slovakia and United
Kingdom).
More spectacular was the process of rearrangment (re-ranking) on the
import side of the EU members. In 2010 not less than 13 countries reported
China to be the largest extra-EU supplier. In the first post-crisis recovery year,
China replaced as the main supplier the United States in imports of the United
Kingdom and France, or Russia in imports of the Czech Republic, Hungary and
Romania5 (Table 7, Annex).
Finally, it has to be underlined that EU-China trade is heavily concentrated
on manufactured goods, first of all machinery and transport equipment (the
latter still one-sided from the EU to China, but not any more for a long period). While the share of machinery and transport equipment amounts to 43
% in total extra-EU exports, its share in exports to China reaches 62 %. Similar
concentration characterizes EU imports. While in total extra-EU imports the
share of machinery reaches 30 % and that of other manufactured goods 24
%, imports from China reveal much higher shares, namely more than 50 % for
machinery and more than 40 % for other manufactured goods6 (Table 8). The
commodity composition clearly invalidates the still common belief (perception) in several EU member countries as if China were the supplier of cheap,
low-quality, (unskilled) labour intensive goods every citizen can find on the
so-called „Chinese markets”. The fact that more than 50 % of EU imports from
Other countries ranking China on first place in imports are Denmark, Germany, Greece, Spain, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands and Portugal.
6
Difference can partly be explained by the fact that in total EU imports just 25 % is represented by energy products,
a practically non-existing item in imports from China.
5
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China consist of machinery (and also part of the other manufactured goods
imported from China are integral part of the vertical chain of intra-EU production and partly exports), has to draw attention to the rapid modernization and
technological progress of China, certainly not separated from the expanding
and deepening activities of foreign (transnational) companies originating not
least in several EU member countries.
3. European views on China
One cannot speak of one (uniform) European assessment of China. Differences appear in political, economic, social and „value-related” issues. Similarly,
different interest groups have developed different approaches. Moreover, even
the institutions of the EU and the member countries are far from representing
the same view and used to give priority to different evaluations. Official EU
policy can be identified in two areas. First, the weapon embargo introduced
after the events at the Tiananmen square more than two decades ago is still
in force. Despite increasing critiques not only from China but also from some
political circles within the EU, let alone from the potentially interested business7, according to which this embargo had lost its significance, until now no
modification or elimination of this decision has been carried out. Second, the
EU did not grant China the market economy status at the moment of China’s
accession to the WTO (in December 2001).8 On one hand, the EU was an obvious supporter of China’s membership but, at the same time, feared large-scale
imports (which, in fact, happened in the last decade) to be controlled with the
well-known anti-dumping instruments. Market economy status, as granted to
China by many developed and almost all developing countries belonging to
the WTO (or even outside the organization, as Russia) would have seriously
restricted the use of these instruments against many Chinese commodities. The
abolition of this restriction has been on the agenda of bilateral negotiations
and is expected to be lifted in the framework of the new „strategic partnership”
agreement. Such a step is a priority of the Chinese position to sign any kind of
new and future-oriented agreement.
Political views on China have been dominated in the past decades or years
by Tibet, frequent visits of the Dalai Lama in different EU member countries, the
status of Taiwan and broadly interpreted human rights issues. Several visits of
the Dalai Lama and political statements or declarations around the situation in
Tibet (and in Ujghuria) were considered by the Chinese authorities as intervenIn fact, several European companies (both from EU member countries and from Switzerland) have frequently,
although mostly in small volumes, violated the embargo by selling China at least dual-use technologies and products
with ambiguous utilization.
8
The EU can keep its current position until 2016. However, many observers believe that the market economy status
will be given to China earlier, probably already as soon as in 2012.
7
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tion into domestic affairs of China and regularly condemned. Sometimes China
resorted to clear answers, such as the calling-off of the summit meeting during
the French EU Presidency (or the demonstratively short visit of the Chinese
Prime Minister at the next EU summit in the spring of 2009 in Prague). Taiwan,
where the Economic and Trade Office of the European Community was opened
in March 2003, has largely lost its political „flavour”. All EU member countries
recognized the „one China principle” and closed their respective diplomatic
missions in Taiwan (excepting the Vatican). At the same time, China’s relations
with Taiwan have been experiencing a gradual but still spectacular improvement in the last decade, starting from large-scale business contacts9 through
substantially improved political and people-to-people relations up to the signing of a free trade agreement in 2010. Human rights issues used to be high on
the agenda in different declarations of the European Parliament. In turn, the
European Commission is much more cautious and is taking into account the
obvious economic interests and the growing importance of cooperation with
China in selected international issues. In addition, the member countries are
rather divided. Some of them do not care about human rights, others apply
a pragmatic approach, while some of them still consider this issue relevant.
However, if it comes to „big business”, ideological and „European value-related”
questions have regularly been pushed into the background. In the last period
we can observe a change in the attitude of some EU member countries. Both
the consequences of sensitive reactions from China and better economic and
social contacts among businessmen and experts influencing political considerations and decisions have undermined the European „obsession” of exporting
„European values” to China and teach the Chinese party leadership and political
decision-makers about democratic values, human rights, and other priorities
of European democracies.
No doubt the global crisis and its management in China have contributed
to the changing „China picture” of many Europeans. First, China’s rapidly increasing global role could not be left unobserved in Europe. Both bilateral
meetings on different levels and the regular meetings in the framework of the
G-20 have created many opportunities for personal discussions and helped
perceive common priorities and the necessity of common actions. Second,
China’s behaviour during the crisis has strengthened the perception of China
as a responsible and reliable member of the international community. Third,
this enhanced responsibility became manifest in China’s efforts to stimulate not
only domestic growth but, in this way, also imports from different parts of the
world, including its main trading partner, the EU. The fact already mentioned
9 At present, Taiwan is the largest „foreign” investor in China and, according to semi-official sources, at least about
1 mn Taiwanese people have settled down in the Mainland. Almost one-fourth of Taiwan’s foreign trade is with the
Mainland (as compared to less than 1 % two decades earlier).
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that during the crisis year of 2009 China was the only major trading partner of the
EU to which EU exports continued growing is probably the most telling example.
Finally, China’s appearance in and growing involvement into the management of
financial problems in some Eurozone countries could be explained as a growing
Chinese interest in the common currency of the Eurozone (even if the motives
of China’s presence can be interpreted differently).
The European business community has developed an ambiguous attitude
to China. On one hand, it enjoys all opportunities to invest in this country
and to produce competitive goods, a large part of which used to be exported
back to Europe. In addition, particularly the crisis-hit car industry could avoid
major losses by the spectacular increase of car exports to China. Also, it is
frequently forgotten that imports from China (and many times produced by
European transnational companies in this country) helped stabilize (or even
decrease) the price level in several commodity sectors and, thus, contributed
to low inflation, a major support to large sectors of the population without real
income growth in the last years. According to European calculations, imports
from China accounted for a 0.2 to 0.3 percentage points decline of consumer
prices. In other words, a 1.4 % inflation would have been 1.6 to 1.7 % without
large-scale imports of Chinese commodities (or, better to say, commodities from
China). On the other hand, fears cannot be hidden either. A long list of issues
forms part of EU claims on the WTO level or complaints in bilateral relations,
such as intellectual property rights, public procurement, access to the Chinese
service and financial market, technology transfer, etc.
Another concern is connected to the rapidly increasing Chinese competitiveness in those sectors that, until most recently, were characterized by oneway trade, namely EU exports to China without imports from this country. In
this context, the future of the car industry and EU-China bilateral trade in cars
deserves special attention. In fact, several European car companies, not least
the German ones, proved to be the main beneficiaries of rapidly growing Chinese demand for cars. However, in a few years, China is expected to appear
as exporter also in one of the most important sectors of international trade,
if we look at the rapid development of the domestic car industry, mostly in
international cooperation (Japan, Korea, Germany, France) or by overtaking
previously prestigious European car companies (Volvo). A car export offensive
(including electric cars under development with Japanese companies) could
not only increase the already existing trade imbalance but poses a real threat to
large part of the European car industry bailed-out in the crisis by large support
from the national budgets (practically by tax-payers money).
The crisis has strengthened China’s efforts to increase capital exports, including
direct investments in other parts of the world. On one hand, the efficient utilization
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of the huge accumulated surplus drives this effort. On the other hand, the crisis
has depreciated the shares of many companies on the world’s stock exchanges
and offered (still offers) good opportunity for purchasing such shares, mainly in
the framework of the process of mergers+acquisitons. Until the crisis, most EU
member countries were rather reluctant and suspicious concerning investments
from China, because they combined large-scale Chinese investment plans not
only with business interests but also with political considerations and objectives
of the Chinese government (particularly in case of the sovereign state funds). In
the next years, investment flows between the EU and China are expected to get
increasingly a two-way street character. This offers new areas of cooperation but
also additional conflicts beyond the traditional area of commodity flows.
Interestingly, and in contrast with USA-China relations, the crisis did not put
to the limelight the exchange rate issue between the Euro and the yüan. This
can partly be explained by the fact that the EU’s trade deficit vis-á-vis China,
although of the same magnitude as that of the USA’s deficit, could largely
be compensated by substantive surpluses in other bilateral relations (which,
mostly, was not the case with the USA). Another explanation may be that for
longer periods the Euro and the yüan moved parallel to the US dollar (both
were appreciated) so that the „exchange rate gap” between Euro and yüan did
not change. Moreover, in some periods the yüan experienced a gradual (small)
appreciation against the US dollar, while the Euro’s value against the US dollar
did not change or fell. In this case, the „exchange rate gap” even narrowed.
It is too early to provide an overall assessment of the growing Chinese presence
on the eurozone market. However, it is obvious that China is definitely interested
in diversifying the USD-dominated composition of its huge foreign exchange
reserves. In this context, participation in the Eurobond market is a helpful (although limited) instrument. Less attention has been paid to the presence of
China in special trade and investment deals in selected EU member countries.
Just to mention two examples. Shortly after the agreement between Greece and
the IMF (+ECB+European Commission) a high-level Chinese delegation visited
Greece and signed more than a dozen of protocols on bilateral trade, cooperation
and investment issues. One of the most voluminous and short-term transactions
is the export of Greek olive oil to China, the production of which is generously
financed by the budget of the Common Agricultural Policy. In other words, the
EU budget is – indirectly – supporting Greek exports to China. Another case is the
participation of Chinese companies in infrastructure development in Poland. In
fact, Chinese firms were the winners of public procurement process opened to
non-EU countries as well, with financial support, again, from the EU budget.10
Most recently, the project was interrupted due to payment delays. However, several background factors remain
unclear.
10
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4.		Chinese views on the European integration
Turning to the Chinese view(s) on the European integration, it has to be
emphasized that one cannot find the same variety of views as on the European
side. If there is a difference, it is not between or among different players and
interest groups but between the Chinese (idealistic) position about a united
Europe and the harsh reality of European integration. To be sure, China is still
„admiring” (and envying) Europe for its per capita income , high level social
welfare system, strong legal background, developed physical infrastructure,
consolidated market economy status or regional cohesion. Also, it is aware of
the cultural values of Europe, in contrast to the USA as well. However, coming
down to the level of political (and power-related) reality, the basic Chinese
priority of dealing with a united and strong EU only exists on paper. Namely,
it anticipates a unanimously speaking European integration both concerning
intra-EU developments and in key international arenas and issues. Such an EU
would be supportive to the strategy of „multipolarity” (not necessarily „multilateralism”!) of the Chinese leadership. Unfortunately, the pre-crisis period did
not provide evidence of such a development. Just the opposite happened:
member countries followed different national policies, the European integration lacked any kind of common foreign and security policy, the deepening of
the internal market did not make any meaningful progress, and, last but not
least, institutional changes (including the approval of the Lisbon Treaty) did
not enhance the efficiency and accelerate the speed of decision-making on
different levels of the integration.
In the first period of the crisis, the „tradition” of national special ways got
additional impetus. The almost breakdown of the Eurozone (and of the Euro)
called attention to the construction failures of the monetary system and the
unchanged priority of short-term „national interests”, accompanied by political
(fortunately, not economic) inward-looking to „satisfy” short-sighted or imminent desire or request of the respective voters. In addition, the manifest split of
the eurozone (and partly of the EU as such) did not strengthen China’s desire
for a more unified and unanimous Europe.
It is too early to draw any conclusion about the impact of recent common
actions in the EU (and the eurozone) on the shaping of a new Chinese attitude
towards Europe. Obviously, if the ongoing European Economic Governance
will prove successful and a new quality of economic policy (including fiscal)
coordination can be achieved, with clear impact on the political cooperation,
institutional development and decision-making process of the EU, China may
reconsider its current view on the EU and nurture more realistic hopes for the
emergence of a genuine global player in the context of a multipolar political
and economic system. To be sure, China did not leave unnoticed the dramatic
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change in the EU as a result of the crisis, and, more importantly, of the postcrisis management. However, Europe’s long and probably bumpy road from
„the impossible to the inevitable” is by far not finished and, at the moment, does
not yet allow any major conclusion for (re)shaping the Chinese strategy towards
the European integration. Still, two new features can be highlighted. The first is
the growing attention of China towards the new member countries of Central,
Eastern and Southeastern Europe, after about 15 years of negligence and
considering them as „unilaterally dependent satellites” of the European Union.
Second, after almost two decades of repeated protests against the conventional
(post-colonial) European attitude of „being the teacher of China”, China started
more offensive politics not only based on rejecting European „teaching” but
also highlighting different, and not less important, values of Chinese civilization
and the priorities emerging from different historical experience, the level of
development, the successful management of the modernization and catchingup process, as well as the priority of holding this large country geographically
and ethnically together.
5. Some remarks on the future of EU-China relations:
chances of cooperation and risks of conflicts
Despite the still existing „supremacy” of the United States in key areas of
military power, („hard” security), and the still dominant role of the US dollar in
international financial transactions, the EU and China represent global powers with increasing interest implementation capacity in the unfolding global
order of the 21st century. Similarly, despite the unique bilateral ties between
the USA and China, mainly covering economic issues (at least, at the surface,
but certainly not lacking key security considerations either), EU-China bilateral
relations offer several opportunities of mutual benefit in the coming period. The
backbone of such a future-oriented construction is rapidly developing trade
relations that resulted in one of the largest turnovers in global comparison and
can easily become the largest bilateral commodity flow in the very near future.
Therefore, trade issues will not disappear from the agenda of EU-China relations,
either on the bilateral or on the multilateral (WTO) level. It is remarkable that
the third meeting of the EU-China High Level Economic and Trade Dialogue
held in Brussels on 21 December 2010 addressed mainly trade-related issues,
such as trade and investment cooperation, competition, intellectual property
rights, innovation and customs cooperation.11 Although Chinese surplus will
hardly decrease, at least not as a result of a less export-oriented development
pattern and of fostering domestic consumption. At the same time, there are
several opportunities for increasing EU exports to China.
Third meeting of the EU-China High Level Economic and Trade Dialogue (HED) in Beijing. MEMO/10/698. Brussels,
21 December 2010. It is interesting, that exchange rate issues did not form a priority of discussions.
11
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One area that got special interest in the last months, is high-quality agricultural exports and further focusing on the export of luxury goods. The EU’s
agricultural policy towards China aims at improving food safety standards in
China, partly a short-term measure to constrain Chinese food exports to Europe.
However, more important is that the EU has discovered China as a prospective and large market for EU food products, including high-quality goods with
a special label (geographic indication granted to several agricultural goods
originating in different EU member countries).12
Another field with good prospects is cooperation in environmental issues
that includes the flow of commodities, services and technology (including
expert staffs).
More intensive cooperation emphasized on both sides in the last period
can be expected in large-scale infrastructure projects. It is likely that the EU
will press China to liberalize its public procurement market, due to the big discrepancy between the degree of openness between the EU and China. While
around Euro 312 bn of EU public procurement is open to companies located in
WTO member countries, competitors used to pursue a much more restrictive
policy.13 The reduction of the imbalance will be of special importance for EU
trade policy, both on the bilateral and the multilateral level. Another challenging field of cooperation could be the development of new transport routes
between China and the EU. Partly the overcrowded maritime transport with its
technical barriers (Malacca Street) and security-related issues (international piracy
mainly at the African shores of the Indian Ocean), as well as overburdened ports
require the exploration of new and reliable routes. Partly the dynamic development of bilateral trade needs new transport routes, such as the restoration
of the traditional Silk Road and the sizeable expansion of the capacity of the
Trans-Siberian railway connecting China with the EU. In this context, for their
geographic position, the new member countries could become an important
hub and develop valuable intermediary services.
In the last years characterized by expanding contacts well beyond the
strictly economic (or trade) issues, both sides have discovered the relevance of
cooperation in such areas as science and technology, education, culture, civil
society, with special attention to the young generation.14 Indeed, 2011 has been
Between 2005 and 2010 the EU’s agricultural exports to China grew almost threefold, from Euro 1.2 to almost 3.3
bn, without any setback in the crisis year. Chinese agricultural exports to the EU are still higher than imports from the
EU, but in the second half of the last decade this surplus was halved (from Euro 1.4 bn to Euro 650 mn). http://europa.
eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/11/328. Brussels, 18 March 2011.
13
In the USA public procurement open to foreign bidders amounts to Euro 34 bn and in Japan to Euro 22 bn. See:
Karel De Grucht: Trade after the crisis: what is Europe’s global role? European Policy Center, Brussels, 1st March 2011.
Chinese figures are not known but the volume available to foreign companies is most likely very modest.
14
The first cultural forum was held in October 2010, almost one year after the importance of „intercultural dialogue”
had become an integral part of the high level meetings between the USA and China.
12
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declared to be the „EU-ChinaYear of Youth”. All above mentioned fields can be
combined in the framework of comprehensive agreements and support of
tourism that is forecast to dispose of an inexhaustible capacity in China.
Cooperation and conflicts are likely to characterize the next years of EU-China
relations in different geographic areas of the world, mainly in Africa with„vested
European interests”, but also in Latin America, Central Asia and, maybe still in a
less pronounced form, in the Western Balkan countries. Conflicts may emerge
among policies of energy and food supply security including the property of
agricultural land, market access efforts for Chinese and European commodities
in third countries, as well as due to differences in the official aid policy of China
and the EU (and also of the member countries). Moreover, uncoordinated trade
policies aimed at signing bilateral free trade agreements in order to overcome
the paralysis (or stalemate situation) in the WTO may also originate conflicts.
It is well known that considering the slow (if any) progress in the Doha Round
negotiations, the EU has decided to upgrade the issue of bilateral free trade
agreements. Several such agreements have already been concluded (the last
one with Korea, one of the leading trading partner of China), and several others
are in the process of or preparing for official negotiation. Similarly, China tries
to improve its market access position by a variety of trade policy instruments
(including long-term contracts, export credits, joint ventures, etc.).
There is an ample agenda of EU-China cooperation in global governance and
in international organizations. Global stability and security, fight against international terrorism, non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, disarmament, nuclear
security (certainly upgraded following the earthquake-produced catastrophe
in Japan) as well as joint interest in sustainable economic development may
be among the issues of mutual interest. No question that the efficient and
sustainable shaping of the new global order requires high level of responsibility and readiness to cooperation from both key players. Certainly, improving
bilateral relations and the solving of potential conflicts arising from different
interests in third countries could fundamentally strengthen common efforts
in managing key international challenges.
It has to be underlined that EU-China relations underwent a radical change
in the last decade. The post-crisis global environment and changing domestic
conditions both in the EU and in China have to be taken into account when the
strategic basis for cooperation is expected to be designed. The backbone of
bilateral relations is rapidly growing interdependence. During the crisis, both
parties were fully aware of the level of interdependence in economic issues
and, except for some smaller cases, could avoid a major protectionist wave in
bilateral trade. However, interdependence in the future will become manifest
also in non-trade-related areas. One is closer monetary cooperation in order
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to prepare a smooth transition to a new and reliable global monetary system,
probably with a basket of key currencies.15 China is definitely interested in
a strong Euro not only as a major international currency and a possibility of
diversifying China’s foreign exchange reserves but also because a strong Euro
(and a stable eurozone) would be an inevitable precondition of a strong pillar
of multipolarity, to be represented by the European integration.
China is in the long but until now successful process of transformation and
modernization, including the development of its legal system, economic environment, institution-building and the securing of an improving social welfare
system, a major condition of longer-term stability and regional cohesion. At
the same time, the EU has multiple interests in a stable and predictable China.
New and dynamic markets, increasing and improved investment opportunities
and, not least, the stability of the international monetary system, including the
position of the US dollar and the smooth transition towards a more reliable
and balanced monetary order belong to the priorities of the European business
(and hopefully also of influential politicians, parties and institutions as well) in
a critical period of the European integration on the way from the „management
of the costs of crisis management” towards the designing and construction of
a modern global power with growing influence not only in trade-related issues
but also in other areas of the international economy and global (and regional)
politics. European values should not be given up but have to be embedded
into an environment of growing interdependence and of taking into account
various domestic developments in China.
Nobody in the world would be either pleased or, even less, benefitting of
(uncontrollable) instability, for whatever reasons, in any part of the world.
The least in countries with global power, influence and responsibility. Global
governance has to be a common challenge and responsibility of all major
powers that cannot miss the intensive cooperation between the European
Union and China.

It is a decade-long process and China can only ensure a full-fledged participation, if, in the next years, its national
currency will become convertible and most (if not all) legal, institutional and other barriers to unrestricted convertibility
can be abolished.
15
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ANNEX

Table 1

Share of main trading countries in global trade
(in percent, being global exports and imports = 100)
Year

Extra EU-27

2005
2008
2009

18.0
16.6
17.2

Exports
USA
12.1
11.0
11.7

China

Extra EU-27

10.2
12.1
13.3

19.0
19.1
18.0

Imports
USA
22.0
17.6
16.9

China
7.6
8.5
9.8

									
Table 2a

Recovery of EU trade from crisis, exports

1309.9
250.1
78.4
98.0
105.0
54.1
42.3
43.8
31.6
26.3
25.6

* base year always 100
Source: Eurostat (as Table 1) and own calculations

1.565.0
247.9
186.8
177.8

2010

2009/08

1.492.2
282.0
169.3
154.9

77.0
86.4
85.2
66.0

Change*
2010/09
123.8
131.7
106.3
132.1

2010
1.348.5
242.4
113.1
105.4
86.5
61.2
43.7
41.8
34.8
31.3
28.0

2010/08
95.3
113.8
90.6
87.1

Table 3

Share of China in total extra EU-27 trade (in per cent)

Source: European Commission. Eurostat. External and intra-European
Union trade. Monthly statistics. Issue number 04/2011

Euro bn
2009
1.097.1
205.5
82.4
88.6
65.6
44.1
36.0
37.5
27.6
21.6
21.6

Euro bn
2009
1.205.3
214.1
159.2
117.3

2008

Source: Eurostat (as table 1) and own calculations

European Union-27 - 875.6
United States
- 2.919.3
China
+ 1.013.3

2008

Main import
sources
Extra EU-27
China
USA
Russia
* base year always 100

Cumulative trade balance, 2005-2009 (in Euro bn)

Main export
markets
Extra EU-27
USA
China
Switzerland
Russia
Turkey
Japan
Norway
India
Brazil
Korea

Table 2b

Recovery of EU trade from crisis, imports

Year
2006
2008
2009
2010

Extra EU-27 exports
5.5
6.0
7.5
8.4

Extra EU-27 imports
14.4
15.8
17.8
18.9

Source: Eurostat (as Table 1)

2009/08
83.8
82.2
105.1
90.4
62.5
81.5
85.1
85.6
87.3
82.1
84.4

Change*
2010/09
122.9
118.0
137.3
119.0
131.9
138.8
121.4
111.5
126.1
144.9
129.7

Table 4

2010/08
102.9
96.9
144.3
107.6
82.4
113.1
103.3
95.4
110.1
119.0
109.4

Extra EU-27 trade by main destinations, 2010
Country

Exports
Euro bn

Extra-EU total
USA
China
Russia
Switzerland
Norway
Japan
Turkey
India
Korea
Brazil

1.348.5
242.4
113.1
86.5
105.4
41.8
43.7
61.2
34.8
28.0
31.3

Exports
share
%
100.0
18.0
8.4
6.4
7.8
3.1
3.2
4.5
2.6
2.1
2.3

Imports
Euro bn
1492.2
169.3
282.0
154.9
84.1
79.1
64.8
42.0
33.0
38.6
32.3

Imports
share
%
100.0
11.3
18.9
10.4
5.6
5.3
4.3
2.8
2.2
2.6
2.2

Turnover
Euro bn

Turnover
Share %

Balance
Euro bn

2.840.7
411.7
395.1
241.4
189.5
120.9
108.5
103.2
67.8
66.6
63.6

100.0
14.5
13.9
8.5
6.7
4.3
3.8
3.6
2.4
2.3
2.2

- 143.7
+ 73.1
- 168.9
- 68.4
+ 21.3
- 37.3
- 21.1
+ 19.2
+ 1.8
- 10.6
- 1.0

coverage
exports/
imports
90.4
143.2
40.1
55.8
125.3
52.8
67.4
145.7
105.5
72.5
969.9

Source: Eurostat (as Table 1) and own calculations				
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Trade of the EU-27 and member countries with China, 2010

Country

EU-27
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech R.
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxemb.
Hungary
Malta
Netherl.
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United K

Euro
mn
113.111
5.420
189
918
1.775
53.504
113
1.574
145
2.611
11.054
8.631
16
29
28
133
1.180
57
5.552
2.583
1.235
235
308
106
971
2.687
3.738
8.319

Exports
Share
% *

Share
% **

100.0
4.8
0.2
0.8
1.6
47.3
0.1
1.4
0.1
2.3
9.8
7.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
1.0
0.1
4.9
2.3
1.1
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.9
2.4
3.3
7.4

8.4
6.5
3.1
5.7
7.1
14.1
4.1
4.3
2.5
4.4
7.2
6.0
4.4
1.2
0.5
5.6
7.2
5.1
5.6
7.8
4.9
2.6
3.0
1.7
12.7
11.5
7.3
5.9

Euro
mn
281.996
11.964
493
6.929
4.634
63.411
336
1.890
2.864
15.957
23.233
28.572
340
220
430
1.739
6.564
117
49.029
3.375
7.041
1.576
2.551
934
2.014
2.292
5.586
37.903

* share in total extra-EU exports and imports
** share in total extra-EU exports and imports of the respective
member country

Imports
Share
%*

Share
% **

100.0
4.2
0.2
2.5
1.6
22.5
0.1
0.7
1.0
5.7
8.2
10.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.6
2.3
0.0
17.4
1.2
2.5
0.6
0.9
0.3
0.7
0.8
2.0
13.4

18.9
13.6
6.2
28.9
24.6
21.7
17.9
12.7
20.4
15.9
16.0
17.4
17.5
10.3
5.6
50.8
30.6
10.3
23.6
12.5
18.0
11.4
19.9
12.8
14.6
12.4
15.2
18.5

Balance
Euro mn
-168.885
- 6.544
- 304
- 6.011
- 2.859
- 9.907
- 223
- 316
- 2.719
-13.346
-12.179
-19.941
- 324
- 191
- 402
- 1.606
- 5.384
- 60
-43.477
- 792
- 5.806
- 1.341
- 2.243
- 828
- 1.043
+ 395
- 1.848
-29.584

Table 5
Coverage
Export
sin %
of imports
40.1
45.3
38.3
13.2
38.3
84.4
33.6
83.3
5.1
16.4
47.6
30.2
4.7
13.1
6.5
7.6
18.0
48.7
11.3
76.5
17.5
14.9
12.1
11.3
48.2
117.2
66.9
21.9

Share of China in total (intra+extra) trade of the EU and member
countries, 2010 (in per cent)
Country
EU-27
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingd.

Exports to
China
2.91
1.74
1.21
0.92
2.41
5.59
1.29
1.78
0.92
1.41
2.81
2.55
1.51
0.41
0.18
0.90
1.64
3.00
1.28
2.25
1.05
0.64
0.83
0.48
1.97
5.13
3.12
2.72

Imports from
China
7.14
4.06
2.57
7.28
7.25
7.88
3.63
4.20
7.48
6.73
5.08
7.82
5.38
2.53
2.44
9.57
9.88
3.71
12.58
2.82
5.38
2.78
5.45
4.12
4.02
4.45
4.99
8.99

Table 6

Trade balance total
and China *
- 262.0
+/- 15.1
+/+/+/- 44.6
+/- 12.1
- 25.8
- 19.0
- 73.1
- 6.2
- 12.3
- 20.8
- 47.5
+/- 4.8
+/- 16.3
- 43.0
- 6.7
- 23.6
- 184.0
- 118.5
+ 47.6
+/- 25.6

* Figures indicate the share of surplus or deficit of trade with China in total trade surplus or deficit of the respective
country. Figures higher than 100 mean that deficit of trade with China is higher than the total trade deficit of the
given country. „+/-„ indicate that total trade registers surplus, while trade with China reveals deficit
Source: Eurostat (as Table 1) and own calculations

Source: Eurostat (as Table 1) and own calculations
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Ranking of China in extra-EU exports and imports, 2010
Country
EU-27
Belgium

Extra-EU exports
2 (USA)
3 (USA, India)

Bulgaria

-

Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom

4 (Russia, USA,
Switzerland)
3 (USA, Norway)
2 (USA)
4 (USA, Switzerland,
Japan)
6 (USA, Turkey, Switzerland,
Mexico, Morocco)
3 (USA, Switzerland)
3 (USA, Switzerland)
5 (Russia, USA,
Ukraine, Turkey)
4 (USA, Russia,
Switzerland)
4 (Switzerland, USA,
Russia)
6 (Russia, USA, Ukraine,
Turkey, Norway)
5 (Turkey, Russia,
USA, Ukraine)
2 (Russia)
3 (Russia, USA)
3 (Norway, USA)
2 (USA)

Extra-EU imports
1
2 (USA)
4 (Russia, Turkey,
Ukraine)
1
1
1
2 (Russia)
2 (USA)
1
1

Table 7

Table 8
Commodity pattern of total extra-EU and EU-China trade, 2010
(share of main commodity groups in % of total exports and imports)
Main commodity
groups
Total
Food, drinks and
tobacco (0+1)
Raw materials (2+4)
Energy products (3)
Chemicals (5)
Machinery and
transport equipment (7)
Other manufactured
goods (6+8)

extra-EU
exports total
100.0

EU exports
to China
100.0

Extra-EU
imports total
100.0

EU imports
from China
100.0

5.7

2.0

5.4

1.4

2.8
5.6
17.5

6.8
0.7
11.2

4.7
25.0
9.2

1.0
0.1
3.9

42.5

61.5

29.7

51.4

23.0

16.3

24.1

41.8

Source: Eurostat (as Table 1) and own calculations

1
1
2 (Israel)
2 (Russia)
2 (Russia)
1
1
2 (Singapore)
1
2 (Switzerland)
2 (Russia)
1
1
2 (Croatia)
3 (Russia, Korea)
2 (Russia)
2 (Norway)
1

Source: Eurostat (as Table 1) and own calculations
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CHAPTER V:
THE FUTURE OF THE EU
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THE EU AND ITS POLICY TOWARDS THE WESTERN
BALKANS (AND BEYOND)

The Western Balkans region is more European and more democratic than ever
before. The EU’s policy towards the Western Balkans, its efforts to stabilise and to
enlarge is the last great work of peace on our continent.
Lothar Jaschke1 has studied Business Administration in Vienna,
EU Affairs in Copenhagen and International Relations in Brussels.
He is a member of the Union of European Federalists in Vienna
and Bruessels and the Elias Canetti Society in Rousse. Mr. Jaschke
worked at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Vienna from 1994 to
1999 with a special focus on relations with CEE, Russia, Central
Asia and on the Enlargement process. Until 2002 he was responsible for the relations to Maghreb and Mashreq countries, as well
as the Barcelona process at the Council Secretariate of the European Union.
From 2002 to 2006 he held a position as a Minister Counselor at the Austrian
Embassy in Bulgaria. He spent a year in Auswaertiges Amt, Berlin working in the
sphere of EU relations to the Western Balkans region. In 2007 Lothar Jaschke has
returned to the Council Secretariate of the European Union where he dealt with EU
relations to the Western Balkans, SAP, COWEB Working Party. Mr. Jaschke currently
works within the Western Balkans Department of the European External Action
Service in Brussels.
Europa was a princess, seduced by the father of Gods. She rode in the path
of the sun from the East to the West and gave birth to a future king (Minos). The
princess is still a young and attractive lady with her followers, her love affairs
and her moods. But there are other princesses and she can not help that her
beauty is changing and her powers are shifting. Europa has to adapt in keeping
with the age. This - the need to realize that time moves only in one direction
(Marianne Faithful came up with this formula in a great song: “at the age of 37
she realised she would never drive in Paris in an open sports car with the wind in
her hair”) - is a painful process and puts her before choices and before crises.
Herman Van Rompuy recently stated “perhaps the mood is not so good, but
the state is not so bad”, adding that “as long as a club gets new members, it is
not in bad shape.” And clearly, the mood is good enough to have many gentlemen waiting in or behind the boxes.
“There are tides in the affairs of men” (W. Shakespeare): the most imminent
crisis to EU coherence is linked to the sovereign debt overhang in countries of the
1
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Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) even if the countries concerned represent
only 6% of the EMU-BIP and EMU debt is lower (and growing at a slower pace)
than in the UK, USA and Japan. As a reaction, we saw some bold measures, but
we also saw a stronger national posturing by some Member States and elections
which strengthened nationalistic, EU sceptic or outright EU phobic parties.
1. Storms are blowing
Outside, a storm is blowing - the Arab spring. The uprising across North Africa
and in the Arab world expresses the desire for democracy and participation
in the political power. The EU itself was born out of the ashes of conflict that
“remind us how terrible life can be when democracy breaks down” (HR/VP Ashton).
Now it is Europe which has to meet the challenge to reinforce democracy in
the region - deep democracy: respect for the rule of law, freedom of speech,
respect for human rights, enforceable property rights, impartial administration,
independent judiciary and free trade unions, changing governments, building
the right institutions and the right attitudes. No one knows where the Arab
spring will end, but it will – and has already – influence(d) the relations of the
EU to the countries concerned.
In response, the European Neighbourhood Policy has been reinforced allowing countries to move ahead at their own chosen speed and to be rewarded by
closer political association and intensified economic cooperation individually
as the new approach provides differentiation on the basis of “a more for more”
concept. A negotiation mandate of a free trade agreement EU/Moldova has
been adopted by the Council on 20 June 2011 and negotiations with Ukraine
are well underway. The Commission will submit proposals for similar mandates
for certain other ENP countries. The EU will consider launching readmission
and visa facilitation agreements with Southern partners, Belarus, Armenia and
Azerbaijan. Such agreements are in force with Georgia, Ukraine and Moldova
and visa liberalisation action plans are being implemented with the latter two.
Financial support amounting to € 1.24 billion, increased lending from EBRD
and increased risk capital operations of the EIB are addressing urgent needs
and respond to the new challenges.
The countries of the Neighbourhood Policy do not benefit from a European
perspective but the Council lately “acknowledged the European aspirations and
the European choice of some partners” (FAC conclusion of 20 June 2011). The
twisted formulation came after fierce discussion between those who want to
concede the possibility of such a perspective and those who are more hesitant
to engage in what can be seen as new commitments.
There are tides in the affairs of men also in the Balkans. The violent demonstration in Tirana on 21 January 2011 after 20 months of political stalemate between
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the two main parties in Albania; the erection of a statue of a warrior on a horse
in Skopje; the uniformed attempt to take over customs control at the border in
North Kosovo on 25 July: these are sad reminders of the fragility of the situation and confirm that in certain quarters national agendas still dominate over
wider consideration. At the same time Albania, the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia and Kosovo affirm that they are committed to EU values and follow
the EU track, including the reforms necessary. They do have come a long way
and achieved considerable progress in certain areas. If this seems a contradiction, it is the reality the EU is operating in in Southeastern Europe. Progress was
always uneven and is never straightforward (goes for the EU itself as for Western
Balkans).
Other developments prove commitment to the EU more convincingly: the
good conduct of the 5 June elections in Skopje, the first results of the dialogue
Pristina-Belgrade, the further rapprochement of the countries of the region,
the arrest and swift transfer to The Hague of Ratko Mladic and of Goran Hadzic.
Sometimes developments do have their own inherent logic and display their
own dynamics.
The response to the Arab spring, the Western Balkans and the Neighbourhood policy are the litmus test of EU foreign policy and in case of the Balkans
also of EU enlargement. Developments in these areas will show whether the EU
really can “be an effective global actor, ready to share in the responsibility for global
security” as the European Council of 16 September 2010 held it must be.
2. Power is shifting, the EU is in decline. Six considerations
If power is shifting and the EU is reforming, what will the European Union the
Western Balkan countries are set to join look like? A EU-36 reinforced by a united
monetary and coordinated economic and social policy, with its citizens benefitting from the four freedoms, a united asylum and migration policy and a well
coordinated external representations by EU Member States embassies and
EU Delegations? A tattered piecemeal EU – with some MS running nationalist
agendas – centred around the internal market and customs union? In the then
seemingly protracted accession negotiations the Hungarian chief negotiator
sighed that, maybe, the EU will have changed to such an extent by the time “we
have finished the negotiation that we do not want to be part of it anymore”.
Some considerations:
First, the EU “is anxious to help raise the standard of living and further the work
of peace”. This citation from the 4th intent of the preamble of the European Steel
and Coal Community Treaty contains the leitmotif or European integration.
The EU is an idea (timeless), a state of mind. As a post-nationalistic project,
Europe is “moving beyond power into the self-contained world of laws and rules
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and transitional negotiations and cooperation. It is entering a post-historical
paradise of peace and relative prosperity” and it has moved into ‘the Kantian
age of perpetual peace” (compared to the Hobbesian age the US are still in)2.
In a similar vein, for Peter Sloterdijk Europe has left the Old World and is forging a post heroic, post imperial and post enthusiastic society (singular). It is a
“convincing project”- despite all the criticism and scepticism. “Great convictions”,
Sloterdijk says, “do not need the noise and media hype”3.
Second, in the last 15 years the European Union has changed substantially membership has more than doubled from 12 to 27 Member States, the acquis
of the Union has grown considerably and the EU has taken on new instruments
and competencies in justice and home affairs, energy and climate change policy,
citizenship, direct democracy and foreign policy (eg. the Union has conducted
more than 20 CSDP missions since 1993).
Third, the EU has less than 7% of the world population, but generates 22%
of the world’s wealth (compared to 21% for the US, 11.5% for China and 4.7%
for India). It is the first commercial power in the world and the first provider
of international aid. It has high social and environmental standards. But the
EU’s share of global wealth is being diminished, its population is shrinking and
aging – while it is growing in most of Asia and Africa - and its energy consumption and dependence is increasing. Some EU member states need to cope with
structural deficiencies - low productivity, structural unemployment, inadequate
labour market flexibility, outdated skills and poor growth.
In 2030, Asia will be at the forefront of scientific and technological development. In Europe the labour force will be 68 million people less in 2030 than
today (to compensate and keep the economic level Europe will need millions
of migrant workers promoting circular and other forms of migration) and
there will almost be as twice as many people over 65 per worker as of today. If
the EU’s global share is in decline - Gonzales wrote in last year’s report of the
reflection group (introduced on 8 May 2010 to the European Council) - then it
is about managing this decline.
Fourth, the EU was snobbed in the Copenhagen Climate Summit in December 2009, it does not have one seat and voice at the UN Security Council and it
has difficulties in creating a 60.000 soldiers strong rapid reaction force despite
its 1.8 million soldiers under arms. Copenhagen was a dreadful experience for
the leaders present who had to explain their weakness to domestic voters (lessons learned, the Cancun climate conference was an improvement), but also a
choc salutaire which made us realise that it takes much more coherence if the
Union wants to be a relevant global player.
Robert Kagan; Power and Weakness, in Policy Review N 113, 2002.
Peter Sloterdijk made his remarks at a conference commemorating 10 years of Austrian membership in the EU, in
2005 in Vienna
2
3
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Fifth, facing economic and political changes (both from within and from
the outside) the course must be a long term reform programme for the next
decades. The European Council is de facto conducting the economic governance of the EU Member States4.
Sixth, the EU is a steady and boring process providing unspectacular stability.
For many people around the word, the EU remains, a reference point for a
transnational community of law which has brought prosperity and cohesion
to a region torn by wars. I feel that its inertia will not allow it to slip back considerably. A federal model is constantly criticised, but despite this the EU has
developed steadily – since the Single European Act – in the federal direction. All
the features of federalism – division of competences at different level (Treaty),
participation (EU-MS in the Council), control (European Court of Justice) – can
be found in the way the EU is organised.
3. Where are the Western Balkans in all of this
The Western Balkans are part of the strategic choices of the EU. The Schuman declaration of 1950 was an invitation to all countries in Europe to join the
European project. Accession of eight countries of Central and Eastern Europe
in 2004 and 2007 was a reconciliation with history, leaving the Europe of Yalta
behind. Each Member States contributes to the development of this project,
“each Member States helps to unite Europe”5. Whether it is a Member State or
potential candidate country does not matter. What matters, is the will and the
capacity to contribute to the European integration.
To enable the countries in the region to create lasting peace, democracy, stability
in the Western Balkans region, the EU set up, in spring 1999, the Stabilisation
and Association Process. The EU applied for the first time CFSP instruments
– six CSDP missions6 and three EU Special Representatives7. At the first sumOver the past two years the European Council has established a European version of the IMF – in the interim called
European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) to be replaced by a permanent feature called European Stability Mechanism
(ESM). Both entities are allowed to conduct market operation and to buy EU MS obligations. The European Council has
strengthened economic policy coordination among the € countries. It has bailed out three countries and, in March
2011, adopted the Pact for the Euro in order to foster employment and competitiveness. In June 2010 it adopted a
new strategy for “smart, sustainable and inclusive growth” (EU 2020) which provides for five common objectives – 75%
employment rate, 3% of GDP for research and development, the three EU climate change targets, increase in higher
education and reduction in poverty –and a monitoring mechanism by the Commission/Council/European Council.
The new strategy’s mechanism and objectives offer a framework for EU Member States and third countries such as
those of the Western Balkans.
5
Declaration, adopted at the occasion of 50 years of the European Economic Community, Berlin, March 2007
6
Three missions are still running - EULEX in Kosovo and EUPM as well as EUFOR ALTHEA in BiH. Three missions
took place in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and are concluded by now. http://www.cic.nyu.edu/
politicalmissions/docs_missions/reviews/mr_wbalkans.pdf
7
The mandate of the EUSR in Skopje ended in February 2011. The EU Delegation
4
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mit meeting in Zagreb in November 20008, the EU leaders reconfirmed their
offer to the Western Balkans: the European perspective against the promise
to reform further and take on the acquis of the Union as well as advances in
regional cooperation. By then the countries concerned had started to address
the wounds of the wars and undertake economic and political reforms towards
market economy and democracy.
12 years later the relations with the EU have moved beyond the classical
bilateral pattern. High level meetings of EU MS and institutions are taking place
nearly on a daily basis. The SAP is advanced. In November 2009 and again in October 2010 the Commission proposed opening of accession negotiations with the
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, in December 2010 the European Council
granted candidate country status to Montenegro, on 30 June 2011, Croatia has
concluded accession negotiations, in October 2011 the Commission will present
the Opinion on Serbia and progress reports on the other countries on which basis
the European Council could decide further strides in the SAP.
All countries in the Stabilisation and Association Process have built up administrations and markets, are reforming internal policies and have signed SA
Agreements with the EU except Kosovo (all have entered into force except for
the SAA with BiH and with Serbia – ratified already by more than two third of
EU MS). The Interim Agreement with Serbia has entered into force on 1 February
2010 – the first contractual relationship between Serbia and the EU ever - and the
ratification of the SAA has started in June 2010. Agreements on the exchange of
classified information and on CSDP missions have been signed in May/June 2011
with Serbia and in September 2010/February 2011 with Montenegro. These are
important steps for the way ahead.
EU investment in Kosovo - both in terms of human resources as well as in terms
of financial/technical assistance - is considerable. All Member States agree that
the EU plays an important role in the socio-economic development of Kosovo
and that it is necessary to proceed with the rule of law as supported by the EULEX
mission. They also agree that Kosovo has a perspective of visa liberalisation, that
it should participate in Union programmes and that trade should be concessionary. An EU-facilitated dialogue Pristina/Belgrade started on 8 March 2011 to
foster the European perspectives and to improve the lives of the population. It
has produced first results. The 25 July 2011 incident in the North9 is not derailing
The next summit took place in June 2003 in Thessaloniki, the third one is scheduled for 2014.
On 25 July 2011 Kosovo Special Forces took control of two northern border crossings to enforce a ban on imports from
Serbia in retaliation for Serbia’s failure to recognize Kosovo customs stamps resulting in a ban on Kosovo’s exports. When
NATO forces (KFOR) regained control, they were attacked by armed Serbs. The border crossing at Jarinje was burned to
the ground. One Kosovo policeman was killed. On 5 August KFOR brokered an agreement with Pristina and Belgrade
which is up to interpretation. Implementation is incomplete and fragile. The agreement puts KFOR at the gates which
are a restricted military zone and allows for limited travel only (trucks below 3,5 Tonnes; humanitarian goods).
The incident – which the spokesperson of HR Ashton called “not helpful” – is seen as a justified and successful operation
in Pristina. It has boosted the stance of PM Thaci, reunited the country and sent KFOR to the gates 1 and 31. It has
8
9
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the dialogue but has put the focus even more on freedom of movement and
mutual trade issues.
As mentioned above (1), progress is neither even nor straightforward.
Nationalistic agendas and European agendas are pursued at the same time
with all the contradictions this holds. Despite setbacks, the region is more
European and more democratic than ever before. The EU’s policy towards
the Western Balkans, its efforts to stabilize and to enlarge is the last great work
of peace on our continent.
4. Do not forget the regional dimension
Most issues in the Western Balkans are cross-cutting. Regional cooperation,
the idea to strengthen the regional dimension in the Western Balkans has been
at the heart of the EU’s policy since 1995 when regional cooperation became
an essential condition for any progress towards the EU. EU leaders promised EU
membership in Zagreb 2000 against, inter alia, progress in regional cooperation.
This policy has not only remained unchanged, it also became more important as
the numerous bilateral conflicts (borders, refugees, succession issues), many a
heritage from the Balkans wars of the 1990, are lingering on and the European
perspective is becoming more concrete.
Regional cooperation is a dull and bureaucratic exercise, not good for any
headlines. Open political conflicts live next to technical success in areas like
disaster management, trade or research and development. But no news is
good news and things have moved, almost by stealth, to the better. A lot has
happened in the last two years.
Slovenia and Croatia as well as Montenegro and Croatia have found mechanisms how to deal with their territorial disputes (yet not applied);
High level meetings (e.g. SEECP Summit in Montenegro on 1 July; Western
Balkans Forum on 20 June in Luxembourg) confirmed the importance of
regional cooperation as well as the will to further the reform process and to
address the remaining open bilateral issues;
The Regional Cooperation Council in Sarajevo has adopted a strategy for
the next years and is implementing it;
The delicate issues of refugees and their housing rights are being addressed
at ministerial level (“Sarajevo Process”);
The EU-facilitated dialogue Pristina – Belgrade has produced first results
with important ramification for regional stability. It is also the right forum to
manage the fallout of the recent incident in the North.
Through the network of the 50 initiatives and task forces in all areas (trade,
focused attention on the issue of custom stamps where Pristina feels it is wronged. In the short term, the operation
might have paid off. In the longer term this brinkmanship undermines confidence and trust. The importance of regional
cooperation and good neighbourly relations for the EU track was recalled.
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energy, environment, gender, science, education, judiciary), Kosovo is fully
part of the regional landscape. With independence declared and accepted by
an important part of the International Community (80 recognitions so far) as
well as encouraged by the opinion of the ICJ of 22 July 2010 (declaration of
independence not incompatible with international law) and perhaps the 25
July 2011 events (see FN 9), Kosovo grows more and more assertive and tries
to shed off the UNMIK tag considered a stain in its quest for statehood. Under
its new Foreign Minister Enver Hoxhaj Kosovo revised its decision to boycott
meetings and returned to the RCC table. It is chairing CEFTA in 2011 without
any major incidents.
New momentum is being created by visa liberalisation and accession application. Visa liberalisation has demonstrated what sustained efforts can do and
what can be achieved if the incentives are right. Three countries have seen visa
abolished in December 2009 and two others in December 2010. At the same
time the EU-MS agreed to anchor the possibility to suspend the visa free travel
regime if member states experience a sudden increase in asylum applications.
They also agreed to ask the Commission and FRONTEX to monitor the situation
and if necessary propose measures.
Kosovo is in the picture as well. It does enjoy the perspective of visa liberalisation, but the dialogue and the roadmap has not started yet. An expert mission
in September 2011 will assess progress on the readmission and reintegration
file, conditions for opening a visa dialogue.
5. And do not forget ICTY either
When the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
(ICTY) was set up in 1993 the domestic judicial systems in the former Yugoslavia
were unprepared to deal with crimes of these dimensions while it was clear
that they had to be addressed. No contract, no agreement, no society can be
sustainable without justice. That is why cooperation with ICTY is a central piece
in the SAP as well as in the accession negotiations. It is important for the pace
WB countries move towards the EU, including in accession talks.
ICTY has indicted 161 persons and has so far completed proceedings
against 126 accused with very different verdicts. Despite all the criticism, the
proceedings have demonstrated that those suspected of bearing the greatest
responsibility for atrocities committed can be called to account and that guilt
is individualized. ICTY is an important part of the healing and reconciliation
process in the Western Balkans, now and in the future. Many of the indictees
went to The Hague voluntarily. Many admitted guilt and asked their victims
and their families for forgiveness. The absence of ICTY would be surrender to
force, violence and obscurity. ICTY also works closely with local prosecution
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and fosters regional cooperation such as the SEE Prosecutor Association.
The European Union has supported the ICTY’s work by not granting visa
to those who could help indictees at large and by freezing assets of indictees
at large. These decisions have become obsolete with the transfer of the two
outstanding fugitives, but the EU will continue to support the ICTY’s mandate
until its work has been completed. At the time of writing three cases are at
the pre-trial stage, seven cases are tried and five cases are at the appeal stage.
These are 15 cases involving 38 persons.
In 2008 regional NGOs, mostly victims association, created a coalition for a
truth-telling and truth-seeking commission (coalition for RECOM). Its objectives: fully establish facts about war crimes and gross violation of human rights
committed in the former Yugoslavia during the 1991-2001 decade, contribute
to reconciliation, create compassion for the victims of the other side (which
is still lacking). With 500.000 signatures collected in spring 2011, including
from local and regional leaders, the coalition hopes to establish RECOM as an
interstate commission very soon and to start work in line with the developed
statute (http://www.zarekom.org/uploads/documents/2011/04/i_836/f_28/
f_1865_en.pdf ).
6. Is it still worth it?
Enlargement is a success story, but it also stands for a sense of general malaise with the European project. It is a constant reminder to the tormenting
question of where Europe is heading to. Nobody knows.
The EU has grown more complex as the acquis and the overall quality of the
European integration process has increased. Consequently, the enlargement
process has become more demanding.
Neither the EU nor the future member states can afford a process that leaves
both sides half-prepared. The EU can not afford a process which would weaken
EU coherence and unravel integration achievement. Nor a process that would
undermine the competitiveness of the new member states and deprive their
citizens from taking full advantage of membership, including EU funds. The
enlargement process needs to be demanding, needs to insist on implementation of the acquis and needs to be credible.
Enlargement fatigue (on both sides) has set in. Elections/referenda cannot
be won over enlargement, but be lost. The vision of uniting our continent is
replaced by worries how to avoid the “imperial overstretch” and the dilution of
the EU acquis. Many of the Balkan leaders wonder whether it is worth facing all
the troubles in meeting the ever growing conditions, objectives, benchmarks
and criteria. If it is so tedious, is it still worth it? 1000 times yes.
Less for the reason that non-enlargement is more costly than enlargement
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and that both sides have committed too many efforts, funds and human resources to untie the process without a high cost. But for the much better reason
that the EU is a community of values, that it is the driving force behind European
integration, overcoming nationalism (with admittingly huge setbacks), that
it is developing common policies in key areas such as foreign policy, energy,
environment, justice, that it is creating opportunities - as well as challenges,
that it is bringing together its citizens and provides stability, peace and relative
prosperity. Recently, at the WB Forum in June 2011 in Luxembourg, an EU FM
pointed out that reforms undertaken are not sacrifices, nor are they homework,
but necessary for transition policy and modernisation.
Many of our princess’ suitors find her young and attractive (some do not
or never did). She should deal with them joyfully. Full implementation of the
Lisbon Treaty and a robust financial and economic crisis response, perhaps
even a new Treaty arrangement, should help them.
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THE EUROPEAN UNION IN CRISIS?
NEW CHALLENGES WITHIN CHANGED PARAMETERS
H.E. Manfred Scheich has been Chairman of the Austrian Interministerial Committee charged with the preparation of our EU
accession from 1987 to 1992. Then he became Chief Negotiator
of Austria for the Accession Treaty and after the accession in
1995 he was appointed the first Permanent Representative of
Austria to the EU.
The process of European integration, started very soon after the end of the
Second World War, has been an undeniable political and economic success for
which the adjective « historical » is for once fully applicable. After almost sixty
years of its gradual development we are fully justified to say that the European
project, embodied in the European Union, its objectives and institutions, has
no desirable alternative.
Why, then, does the European Union seem to be in a serious crisis, reflected
these days in the troubles about and around the structure and the functioning
of the Monetary Union?
We have to recognize that fundamental political parameters have changed
since the time of the Union’s founding, but we also have to admit to ourselves
that the integration process has reached a stage, where the Union runs the
risk of what is called «overreaching», i.e. it has extended integration into new
areas without creating the necessary political and structural pre-conditions.
This does not only endanger the functioning of the Union, but it may also put
in question past accomplishments and weaken the confidence and committment of the Union’s citizens to the European project as such.
The present difficult situation of the Union, its undeniable crisis of identity,
confidence and functioning can be ascribed to three main factors:
• The change of fundamental political parameters in Europe since the
founding of the European Economic Community in the 1950’s;
• The consecutive enlargements from the six Founding Members to today’s 27 Member States;
• The venturing into fields of integration for which the political and institutional conditions have not, or only inadequately, been met.
The two elements which served as forceful political catalysts in the creation
of the European Community have practically vanished. They were the living
memory of the two European World Wars and their consequences and the
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acutely felt political and military threat from the counter system of Communism.
The threat has disappeared and the overwhelming majority of today’s European
citizens have no personal memory of the great wars during the first half of the
20th Century. With the disappearance of these catalyst forces the integration
process has, however, largely lost its emotional basis, which during the first
decades of the existence of the European Community had led to a situation
where policies and steps decided in Brussels and which were understood to
serve Western European unity almost automatically met with the acceptance by
the vast majority of the population. Nowadays the Brussels developments and
decisions have to be justified merely with rational arguments – and we agree,
I think, that selling political decisions affecting established national interests
and traditions with a rational appeal only is difficult.
Moreover, the European Community or Union has since its creation increased
its membership from 6 to very soon 28 Members, i.e. by almost five times. It
goes without saying that with each new member the internal heterogeneity of
any community is inescapably increased or, in other words, its internal cohesion
weakened – its cohesion in terms of cultural and political traditions, historical
experience, level of economic development and concrete national interests.
A high degree of internal cohesion is, however, of particular significance for
a multinational construct, consisting of souvereign states like the European
Union. The increased heterogeneity of the Union renders its functioning, i.e.
its ability to decide and act efficiently more difficult and cumbersome and
the risk of centrifugal forces taking over becomes greater. To counteract the
situation, a strengthening of the supranational nature and structures of the
Union would have been necessary. This, however, was not, or at least not
adequately, done.
Finally, a third element explains the actual difficulties confronting the European Union: with the Maastrich Treaty of 1993 the Union has passed beyond
the stage which one might call « negative integration », i.e. the abolition of
obstacles to full market integration, realised by the four freedoms of the Internal Market, and has advanced the integration process into new and strategic
fields of national policy making. A «Common Foreign-, Security-, and Defense
Policy» and the creation of a «Economic and Monetary Union» became treaty
objectives. Thus, the integration process has gained a new dimension and has
moved onto different playing grounds with new political challenges as far as
the national interests and political outlooks of Member States are concerned.
In this last context I should like to draw your attention to a specific phenomenon which makes itself increasingly felt – a growing dominance by the
big Member States. This can be considered as an objective consequence of
the ambitions of the Maastrich Treaty, since in fields like a Common Foreign
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and Security Policy and an Economic and Monetary Union, volume and
weight become decisive factors in policy making. The actual developments
in the Euro or debt crisis are a good example.
I have pointed to three elements which illustrate the deep changes in the political parameters since the creation of the EU and help to explain the challenges
and difficulties with which the Union is actually confronted: the disappearance of
the catalyst forces which marked the first decades of its existence, the consecutive
enlargements leading to an ever increasing heterogeneity and the advance of
the integration process into new strategic fields of policy making.
Now, would there have been a way to cope better with the new challenges?
In theory, yes, had we complemented and accompanied the consecutive enlargements (above all the so-called Eastern enlargements, which practically
doubled the membership) as well as the new ventures of the CFSP and EMU
with a veritable strengthening of the supranational nature of the Union.
Not that one did not know, not that one did not try. But one has to admit that
the pertinent efforts largely failed. Negotiators were aware during the negotiations leading to the Amsterdam Treaty that an institutional « deepening » should
be a pre-condition for the forthcoming Eastern enlargement. However, the
political will and courage to realise an institutional break-through were lacking.
The same held true in the case of the later Treaties of Nice and Lisbon. Certain
progress had been made; e.g. some extension of quality majority voting, but
certainly not enough to meet the challenge. One may even say that on balance it was the intergovernmental dimension of the Union which had been
strengthened. It is not surprising that the call – if not the necessity – for steps
of a supranational or federal character reappear in the context of the Euro
crisis – think of the debate about an « Economic Government », an « Economic
Finance Minister », etc.
Whether the pressure arising from the crisis will be strong enough to make
Governments overcome their unwillingness or hesitancy vis-à-vis transfers of
more national competences to Union institutions remains to be seen.
Before this background we have to ask ourselves the question whether the
Union in implementing the ambitious projects of the Maastrich Treaty has not
overreached itself, given the political and institutional limits.
Let us look at the Monetary Union and the debt crisis. There is no doubt that
the introduction of the Euro has rightly been considered as a crowning step in
integration. One cannot doubt its practical advantages for business and the
common citizen. However, the second part of the project, i.e. the Economic
Union, comprising a common fiscal policy together with the necessary institutions was left in abeyance. About ten years after the introduction of the Euro
the system is now in an existential crisis.
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Why ? The monetary system itself has been construed with a two-fold birth
deficiency. It has bound together in the corset of a common currency a number
of sovereign states among which deep divergencies exist in terms of economic
« culture » and, above all, economic capabilities and performance. This has,
secondly, been done without providing the contractual as well as institutional
basis for a common economic governance to secure the appropriate common
macro-economic, in particular fiscal policies.
The responsible political actors thought or hoped, that by simply setting a
budget deficit criterion of 3% coupled with a sanction mechanism which in
itself was economically doubtful and proved ineffective, as well as establishing the « no bailing-out rule », one could control the situation and everything
would be in order.
When the day of reckoning came the inefficiency of this construction came
dramatically to light. The bailing-out rule was simply ignored, a rule which
was, in particular for Germany, but also for other so-called stability countries,
the key condition for accepting the common currency. I dare say that if at the
time of the Euro introduction and in the light of the then prevailing conditions
and assumptions, the present developments had been foreseen, the common
currency might not have seen the light of day or had been differently construed
from the start. There were, at the time serious warnings by many economists,
but they were simply dismissed.
Now we have to cope with the consequences and do our best to save and
consolidate the Common Currency. Whether the measures agreed upon up to
now will prove sufficient remains to be seen. Doubts are justified. The lesson
to be drawn, however, is to avoid in future to embark on ambitious integration
projects without providing the necessary political and institutional basis.
We observe similar phenomena and deficits in two other fields of integration and cooperation, though with less dramatic and obvious consequences
as in the monetary sector. The Union is about to build a world-wide and costly
EU diplomatic service without having developed a comprehensive Common
Foreign and Security Policy which would in fact deserve the adjective « common » and on which one could base common action. CFSP is still an aspiration,
a positive and noble aspiration, but not yet a reality. One must hope that those
are right who pretend that the sheer existence of this diplomatic service will
serve as catalyst and stimulus for the gradual creation of a veritable, comprehensive Common Policy.
Another example might serve to illustrate consequences of not providing
the necessary basis for common policies and actions. The Internal Market
foresees the establishment of free movement of persons across the Union’s
internal borders. However, logic tells us that an internally borderless Union
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demands common asylum and migration policies, since the free movement
is not only a blessing for EU citizens, but also for legal and illegal migrants entering the territory of the Union. The consequences of the lack of the abovementioned common rules could lately be observed in the relations between
Italy and France as well as between Denmark and Germany. They threaten to
undermine the Schengen Rules and thus one of the most important achievements of integration.
All the above examples show the risks which the implementaion of integration policies and steps can have if they are not underpinned by a common
agenda and a firm political will of all Member States, by a full awareness of the
political and practical consequences, and if they are not based on the necessary institutional structures. The examples also explain the present crisis and
difficulties the Union faces. Failing to draw the necessary lessons from past
mistakes could lead to a further weakening of the confidence and committment
of the European citizens to the European Project as such, and thus, in the long
run, threaten its very political legitimacy.
My presentation must not be construed as pessimistic in outlook, but rather
as an explanation of the present state of the European Union and the internal
challenges it faces. The European project, I repeat, has no desirable political
alternative, and is too valuable not to be under permanent critical scrutiny.
This is the only way to correct mistakes, consolidate the achievements, and
preserve and strengthen the basis for future development.
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Abstract
The term “future development” covers the period of one decade (2010 - 2020). But in
this decade the EU is facing numerous challenges and its development can be characterized as crucial for the future. The ripples of the institutional crisis within the EU, together
with the consequences of the global financial and economic crisis influence and will
affect to a large extent the decision-making process concerning the necessary changes
within EU and adjustment to the new conditions in international relations, as a vision of
its development until 2020.
The assumption is that the current EU institutional crisis can mark a long-term economic
and political stagnation, both from the perspective of the EU member states and its institutions, and the rest of Europe. It is assessed also that the so-called region of the Western Balkan
countries has been affected much worse than expected. At the same time, staying on the
course of the European enlargement policy, in such complicated times that we now live, as
well as in the future, implies numerous temptations for countries of the Western Balkans.
In any event, the EU, in addition to overcoming financial problems, faces a period when it
will have to demonstrate and implement more coherent common policies and co-ordinate
most important priorities, at least for a new five-year mandate of the European Commission
(2010-2015). Beside the current pessimistic situation, it is more realistic to view EU as a means
to overcome the period of crisis, i.e. to pass through a period of consolidation and reform of
financial and institutional arrangements.
Kew words: crisis, Enlargement, challenges, Balkans, vision

As the title suggests, the term “future development” covers the period of
the EU’s development in the next ten years (2010-2020)2. Analysis starts from
The Article doesn’t reflect the position of the Institution where the author works.
Formally, in 2009 and 2010, some major events inside the EU marked the history: institutional reform (the outcome
of the Irish referendum on the Lisbon Treaty (October 2009), the process of ratification and the final adoption of the
Lisbon Treaty), the results of the European Parliament elections (June 2009), preoccupation with parliamentary elections
in several European countries, including Germany, overcoming the financial crisis in Greece and Ireland, dissatisfaction
with the economic situation and the mass strikes across the EU member states. Of symbolical significance, 2009 is
1
2
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the time when the Lisbon Treaty entered into force (from December 1st, 2009).
The Lisbon Treaty is referred to here as a major international legal document
which marked a long period of institutional structuring and development of
the EU. More important than the symbolism of years is to stress on the complex socio-political relations, both in international relations and inside the EU,
together with probable consequences of the economic and financial crisis. All
that could have a long-term influence on EU decisions, meaning that the EU
needs to make necessary adjustments in line with the changing conditions in
the world, all viewed in the context of the realisation of the vision of its work
by the year 2020.
In this decade, it is obvious that EU faces many challenges, and its
development can be described as decisive for the future. In order to fully
understand the relations and the potential consequences that might affect
that development (and consequently the development of the entire Balkan
region), it is crucial to make an overview of its geo-political and geo-economic
processes.
International relations are still influenced by numerous problems that remain unsolved. The current EU crisis cannot be easily resolved, and the new
one can easily escalate. The challenges inherited from the last century and
social problems still persist in this decade. The best example is what is currently happening in the Arab countries, which we are all following with great
attention. At the same time, part of us, of the European population undergoing
the economic and social transformation, suffers the serious consequences of
these processes, as well. Additionally, the lack of prospect for a better and more
prosperous future is causing many problems that burden us. The examples like
the Georgian crisis in 2008 that resulted in an open war, and like the divisions
between the member states within the EU over the independence of Kosovo
show that problematic situations remain unresolved. Uncertainty is prolonged
for an indefinite period – at least in this part of Europe. Such a situation requires
an exceptional attention to those issues, as well as stepping up academic efforts along the lines of assessment and providing possible answers, both to
current and to future problems. In a scientific paper of this (or similar) kind, it
is important to point out the interdependence of geo-strategic developments
in the world.
From the level of EU affairs, the assumption is that the current EU economic
crisis and institutional adjustment can mark a long-term economic and political
stagnation, both from the perspective of the EU member states and its institutions, and the rest of Europe. Particularly, the negative financial effects on the
also important for the fifth anniversary of the accession of the new member states (10) to the EU, and the twentieth
anniversary of the Berlin Wall fall.
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EU level that are due to poor economic performance parameters in a number
of small member states, can lead to a spiral of long-term public debt, general
stagnation and overall bad financial performance of the “founder” member
states. It is estimated also that the economic crisis has a far worse effect on individual countries of the Western Balkans than expected. Therefore, maintaining
the course of European enlargement policy in such complicated times that we
now live, as well as in the future, implies numerous temptations for the Western
Balkan countries. For a long time in the past, there was talk of “enlargement
fatigue”, which emphasized the necessity of consolidation of both the institutions and the identity of the EU after the last two largest enlargement “waves”
(ten member countries in 2004 and in 2007 when Romania and Bulgaria were
officially admitted). To add to this “fatigue”, the growing bilateral territorial or
minority rights disputes within the EU also pose a threat to the entire further
course of the European integration process. General dissatisfaction with the
economic situation of citizens within the member states, massive strikes of
labour unions and students, drastic budget cuts, curtailment of benefits and
the socio-economic allowances, have further burdened the functioning of the
EU. The results of the elections in many EU member states, as well as for the
European Parliament (in June 2009), show in the best way that the proponents
of Europe (Euro enthusiasts) are facing major challenges, which means fighting
against the apathy or negative opinions about the EU.
But at the time of global changes in the 21st century it is more important
than ever to develop a positive vision of the EU’s future. That implies defending
the achievements of the past, and, at the same time, developing new European
interests and responsibilities (the vision of the EU), in order to create a humane
European model of society, while adjusting to the new conditions in international relations. Examining the vision of the EU on the future is an essential
element of the ongoing debate among the member states.
Although there are many unknown outcomes concerning the EU, general
trends can be predicted and on the basis of these trends the problems with
which we are faced nowadays can be defined. It is therefore in our interest to
find responses to the questions as to how, and in which direction could those
processes go, in order to overcome the financial crisis and a growing Euroscepticism, as well as how the next ten-year period will reflect on the EU’s enlargement policy, i.e. the countries of the so-called Western Balkan countries.
From one point of view, current theoretical pieces of research are mainly
focused on the situation in the EU regarding its current political, economic and
social crisis, inter-religious differences, the period of rising Euro-scepticism, as
well as the ways to overcome existing crisis in general. As the EU prepares itself
in the near future to become an organization that should bring together nearly
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30 countries (Croatia and Iceland), it has to face a huge package of measures.
Therefore, the EU should use the situation to refresh the “EU project” with a
brand new content, which is necessary, having in mind that the founders of the
EU (leaders at the time of its founding as Konrad Adenauer, Jean Monnet, Altiero
Spinelli and Paul Henri Spaak) were hardly able to imagine into what kind of
organization the European Economic Community will grow. Today, the EU is
quite different from what it was 10 or 20 years ago, let alone from the EU
of 60 years ago, which simply confirms that its future will differ as well.
From the other side, regarding the strategy of EU enlargement, enlargement is
one of the “most powerful” means of the European Union’s policy. As we all know,
the enlargement policy serves the strategic interests of the EU in terms of stability
and peace, security and conflict prevention, and as the basic postulate of creating
the EU in general. The aim of the EU is certainly a compact unit with stable, prosperous and democratic neighbours. The period of the nineties, during the negotiation process with the candidate countries and the accession of 12 new member
states, was probably a moment of great enthusiasm for integration in the Union.
The atmosphere in the Union began to change already in the first few weeks after
the entry of the new members, due to the Union’s troubles with issues of real life
integration of the new members. For this reason, as early as the fall of 2004, one
could hear in the corridors of Brussels a new coinage “enlargement fatigue”. A new
moment arose after the Draft Treaty for a Constitution of Europe was rejected in
France and in the Netherlands, in 2005. From that time, to some extent, political
integration has slowed down, or stopped in the years that followed3.
Otherwise, the characteristic of the process of European integration as “slow
down” or “conditioning” can be applied after each “wave” of enlargements. The
reasons for the occasional restraining of some member states related to the
speed of further enlargement and broadening of the region, are not limited
only to the so-called Western Balkan countries, but also to Turkey. Besides, the
EU pre-occupation with its own problems (the general economic crisis, the
implementation of new financial measures in the scope of the Lisbon Treaty,
the new personnel and institutional settings within the EU), is reflected on
several grounds. It is for sure, according to the estimates prevailing in European
circles, that future member states would not join the EU without meeting all
the necessary political and economic criteria.
Related to tendencies or advocacy of certain groups within the EU to change the “policy of enlargement”, i.e. to
“break” and/or “put on hold” the process in order to consolidate and define new options that will not include joining
the EU. Following a complete transformation of the EU, one of several outcomes should be assumed: big bang,
individual approach and only a few countries to be integrated, which should delay expansion, giving the Union various
speeds to act. It is also to discuss the ideas of “concentric circles” and “European space economy plus” or “enhanced
European neighbourhood policy’’ - some kind of a”Commonwealth of Europe” (primarily referring to the country in
respect of which the EU pursues neighbourhood policy).
3
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The main question is whether the EU would go ahead with its strategy of
further enlargement after the largest “wave” of EU expansion, which brings
another question - whether the EU will overcome the inner political and
economic situation, caused by the global financial crisis and the debt crisis in
the Eurozone and/or whether the effects of the current crisis will have repercussions on the functioning of the EU’s future development. In any way, the author
thinks that the EU certainly will continue to enlarge, but only when a more
favourable situation within the EU occurs and in the longer term.
For now, economic stagnation and adverse financial effects on the EU level,
particularly due to poor economic parameters, can lead to a spiral of long-term
public debt, budget deficit, a general softening of the overall performance of
the EU, being dependent on programs to overcome the financial crisis. The
entire political-economic situation was further disrupted by pushing on the
individual interests and problems of the member states, especially the founders
of the Union - from problems with the deficits in their national budgets, and
the issue of reform of some EU policies, to the underlying problem – citizens
of the EU are feeling more and more distant from the process and the “EU
project” itself.
It is also estimated that the Western Balkan region has been affected by the
economic crisis far worse than expected. The Western Balkans has been for a
long time faced with a number of controversial economic and political issues
that might affect security, stability and prosperity in the region. Reform and
reconciliation have yet to be “consolidated”. For most of the Western Balkans,
the main priority is to establish state institutions, as well as to better manage
state administration. In most countries, solid professional, impartial and accountable services are yet to be put in place on local and regional levels. Unemployment still remains high, and further reforms are needed in the areas of
employment and social policy. A significant increase in the current account
deficit, recorded throughout the region, increases the risk in the future of macroeconomic problems and challenges multiplying under or without the influence
of the international financial crisis.
Concerning the financial prospects of enlargement, the strategic goals of the
EU and the capacity of enlargement are correlated with the budget challenges
and costs level in the future, i.e. projection of the next EU budget period, from
2014 to 2019. The focus is on the financial resources which the EU budget can
handle, with direct implications on the future course of the expansion, taking a
risk to threaten the next budget period. The approaching period could be characterized by the changes, turbulence and possible adjustment of the financial system to new conditions. On solving these questions, candidate countries for EU
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membership (Croatia, Macedonia, Turkey, Montenegro and Iceland) and potential
candidate countries (Serbia, Albania and Bosnia and Herzegovina) have no influence, but nothing is further away from the truth than saying that finding
a solution is not important for them. The answer is important because by
defining the vision of the future EU, the vision of the Western Balkans, the
same as the vision of every country in Europe, becomes clear, too.
In further elaboration of this paper, the next contradictory question could
be posed in a laconic manner – are there borders of Europe and whether
they will alter in the next ten years or so? The issue of thinking over further
expansion of the EU boundaries, the level of integration, and deepening of
collaboration between the countries, has been the focus of EU’s development
for several years now, with all risks and benefits of complex socio-political
implications of EU enlargement included. The Western Balkans is already, without
a doubt, a part of the EU. European continent, however, stretches as far as the
Caucasus, including Turkey. If we take into account that membership is currently
being negotiated with Iceland and Turkey (Croatia successfully completed the
negotiations with the EU on 30 June 2011.), positive outcome will increase the
EU body to 30 countries, to which are to be added, in prospect, individually or
collectively, Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro,Serbia,Bosnia and Herzegovina
(and Kosovo)4 - giving a total sum of 35 countries. The European perspective for Norway and Switzerland is open all the time, depending only on the
attitude of their citizens and the authorities, which theoretically brings us
to the number of 37 members in total. Researches and assumptions show
that Greenland could apply for EU membership. In considering that option,
one specific feature is being overlooked, namely that Greenland was as
part of Denmark’s territory a member of the EU in 1973, but left the Union in
1985, after the referendum on the issue of endangering the fishing policy – the
policy that concerned the most important industry in Greenland. Gravitating towards the EU are also some countries from the “Eastern Partnership” – Ukraine,
Moldova, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Belarus. So, the potential number
of EU member states could even be 44 in total. In the frame of the current
institutional arrangements, it would mean that Eastern Europe will dominate
over Western Europe purely by being larger in numbers. Therefore, we must ask
ourselves whether such a project of EU enlargement is generally enforceable.
In conclusion, for what was said previously, more realistic is the prospect and
dimension of expansion of the EU, assuming that first would come the admission
of Croatia and Iceland, and that the accession of the Western Balkan countries,
plus eventually Turkey, could be anticipated only later in this decade. Indicative
In international relations, Kosovo is treated as an international administration under United Nations Security Council
Resolution 1244 (1999).
4
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are the appearances of certain senior officials, when they announced that the
next “wave” of enlargements could only begin in 2020. Admission of the states
of the former Soviet Union is not likely, not only during this decade, but even for
the next couple of generations.
And final words for the conclusion ...
It is for sure that global action and internal challenges inside the EU itself, and
in EU member states, will be a priority to them for a long time to come, aiming to
pre-set economic recovery of the Union. In front of the EU lies a period in which
it will have to demonstrate and enforce a more coherent common policy, and, at
the same time, jointly determine and coordinate the most important priorities, if
not sooner than in the period of consolidation of the new delegate body of the
European Commission, mandated for five years (2009-2014). Economic “realism”,
of course, supports EU enlargement policy, but it is obvious that it is also necessary
to time-align achieving the strategic goals of individual member states and the
strategic goals of EU, in order to do new capacity expansion, while the priority
of the citizens, in the long term, is going to be dealing with unemployment and
maintaining their standards of living. In any case, in the next five to ten years,
depending on the conjectures in the EU in order to overcome the economic and
social situation, implementation of the new EU institutions, and in an atmosphere
of a certain saturation with the EU’s enlargement, the Balkans will be the focus
of EU efforts to enhance the relations in the region, settle disputes over the
borders and to pacify the relations between the states concerned to the
extent that is acceptable by the EU5.
The consequences of a possible delay of EU enlargement would be very
significant both for the Balkan countries and the EU. It is certain that the economic loss of the Union would be negligible, due to the fact that partial market
integration with the countries of the Western Balkans already exists, apart from
membership. The risks of the regional expansion delay would be high. The
small Balkan countries with limited markets and poorly organized economies,
low living standards, and modest or poor relations with neighbours – at this
moment in time do not provide sufficient assurance that they could maintain
stability, their own, or regional. All this is the reason for the EU to deeply consider if they can be admitted to the club as a group.
It is particularly important that the public, Balkan and Serbian societies in
the broadest sense get a far-reaching picture of the EU’s development and,

consequently, a picture of their own development. In this way they will be able to
visualize how the Balkans should look in the future and understand the importance
of that vision and their role in the realization of the vision in general, by carrying
out strategic goals jointly with state institutions. It is therefore necessary to
define and provide the analysis of key development priorities and long-term
goals of Balkans society in the future. This is not present enough in academic
discussions and scientific circles, and especially in the mass media intended
for the public at large.
Regarding the current situation and relations within the EU, it is more realistic
to view EU as a means to overcome the period of crisis, i.e. to pass through a
period of consolidation and reform of institutional arrangements. So far, the
institutional changes related to the effectiveness of the new Lisbon Treaty enabled
the election of the new (first) permanent President of the European Council, and
the High Representative and Commission Vice-President (in charge of Foreign
and Security Policy). The formation of the EU Foreign Service (European External
Action Service) is a new political and organizational challenge for the EU and its
member states, which means that the EU will need several years to overcome
the present psychology of an imperative of implementing national interests, and
become fully operational only through the coordination of the common foreign
policy of the EU on the international level.
However, a more important challenge – which is mostly covered by the
accompanying debate – is the need to prevent crisis and to institutionalize the
mechanism of crisis management in the Eurozone. In addition to the changes
mentioned above, the heads of European states and governments proposed a
package of measures to overcome the current problems in the EU and agreed
in general to replace the existing European Fund for Financial Stability (EFSF)
until 2013, by a new permanent mechanism of European stability (to stabilize
the euro area, as well as vulnerable members in the Eurozone and those that
might experience a financial crisis). This is, of course, a good and important
goal, even thought such a decision leaves an impression that the institutional
frame for the Eurozone stays incomplete, until the clear rules on how to manage financial crises are determined. Nevertheless, each of these achievements
is a step forward for Europe, no matter how “slow” or “fast” it is.

5 Recently, an idea started to circulate in Europe, or an intention expressed (in 2009) in the research study on
Southeastern Europe of the London School of Economics and Political Science, which is entitled “Yugoslavia is dead,
long live the Yugosphere” (now well known in the whole of the EU and to the Balkan audiences). It is elaborated by
journalist Tim Judah, who describes how the Yougosphere was created, and proposes an objective zone of the Balkan
states, as an alternative to the EU. The states in this zone would be in very close institutional relations with the EU,
but in the closest possible relations with one another.
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CHAPTER VI: EU ENLARGEMENT HOW FAR AND HOW LONG?
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“Europe has never existed, one has genuinely to create Europe”
Jean Monnet, 1950
Anastasiya Veleva is the winner of a student essay competition organized by the Economic Policy Institute. Thus, she was
granted special participation at the 12th edition of the Summer
Seminar for Young Public Servants form SEE and the Black Sea
Region “Efficient membership and Successful Preparation for
EU Accession”.
The European Union is the most successful form of regionalization and integration at various levels in different fields. This “sui generis” union is an open
project in several directions - an enlargement to the east and south, a different
speed of integration of economic and political areas, a diversity and dynamism
of its constituent cultures.
However, the openness causes one major problem – a lack of European
identity. Our “united in its diversity” Europe must not become a community
without identity.
THE PROBLEM: LACK OF IDENTITY
The key question here is what the EU is and what it is not? No one can answer
that question unambiguously, because the EU is a continuously changing format,
meeting new challenges and trying to adjust to fast-moving new realities. Where
does the EU begin and where does it end is a difficult question. Is Russia part of
Europe or Asia and can it be part of the EU? If Ukraine or Moldova can apply for a
membership why must not Georgia? Is Turkey part of Europe or of the Middle East
and can it be part of the EU? These all are questions with no definitive answer.
May be this is the reason why the EU criteria for membership are not geographically conditioned, but more value-based. This means, that in theory every
country that fulfils the Copenhagen criteria can apply for membership and
be admitted into the Union. Such was the case of Morocco and Tunisia which
became associated members in 1969.
But the EU must not enlarge indefinitely. Up until now it has undergone
several waves of enlargement. The first one was in 1973 when Britain, Ireland and
Denmark joined the six founding members Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands and West Germany. Greece Portugal and Spain entered the EU in
the 1980s and in the 1990s Austria, Finland, Sweden and East Germany as part of
a reunited Germany also were welcomed into the EU. After 1989 the members of
the former Eastern Bloc also wanted to become members. In 1998 13 countries
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applied for a membership and on 1 May 2004 ten new countries joined: Cyprus,
the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and
Slovenia. Bulgaria and Romania joined on 1 January 2007. The last accessions in
2004 and 2007 created 150 million new EU citizens, bringing the total population of
the EU to approximately 500 million. It increased the European Union’s membership
to 27 states and completed the fifth and largest enlargement of the EU, which has
moved from being a club of wealthy countries to a continental union.
Now the official candidates for EU membership are Croatia, Turkey, FYR
Macedonia and Iceland. Considered to be potential candidates are Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro and Kosovo. Kosovo, which unilaterally declared its independence on 17 February 2008, has been recognized
by 22 of the 27-nation EU. Only Greece, Spain, Cyprus, Romania and Slovakia
are opposed to it. This denial shows the fears of Greece and Cyprus related to
the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, those of Spain to the Basques, and those
of Romania and Slovakia to the Hungarian ethnic minority.
PROS AND CONS
Obviously the accession of Romania and Bulgaria was not greeted with the
same applause as the 2004 expansion. Moreover, the admission of Romania and
Bulgaria was accompanied by demands that they continue reform in criminal
justice and agriculture, because they were not really ready, but delaying accession was not the best way to encourage further reforms.
Now there are signs that the EU does not really think about a future enlargement, because the last one changed the whole functioning of the EU and was
a big political challenge.
Recent accession has proved to be a milestone in European integration as
it separated the EU members in two groups – supporters and opponents of
EU enlargement.
Among the arguments against enlargement, the most prominent are:
- The Migration from the poorer accession countries to the EU would take
jobs from citizens of the old EU;
- EU subsidies would flow to the joining countries;
- Businesses would re-locate in these countries because of the lower taxes
there;
- Some people believe that letting Muslim countries like Turkey and Bosnia
& Herzegovina into the EU could lead to a clash of cultures.
Thus some of the opponents of EU enlargement are trying to distract attention from the overall benefits.
The arguments in favour of enlargement are mainly in the political and
security sphere:
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- A wider EU will mean greater security;
- The enlargement would bind most of the European countries into a strong
political union of stable democracies and modern market economies;
- The accession process encourages countries to become more democratic
and respect the rule of law;
- Western Europe could profit from the cheap labour from the new member
states and fill gaps in the job market.
The case of Turkey
Turkey is an associate member of the European Economic Community (EEC)
since 1963. Since 3 October 2005 - the start of accession negotiations - EU-Turkey
relations entered a new phase.
Turkey has an area of 780580 square kilometres and a population around 78
million people, that tends to increase. The country has three parts – Western,
Middle and Eastern region, populated mostly by Kurds, a clan structure, which
is still largely tribal (clan tends to imply criminal rather than social organization)
and shows no signs of modernization. This means that if Turkey joins the EU
Europe must invest in its development resources far greater than those which
it has already invested in the other member states.
The ideological gap between the way in which joint decisions are made
in Western Europe and Turkey is huge. Western Europe has a post-national
identity. Turkey is at another stage of its development, it is at the zenith of its
national doctrine and alienation of sovereignty is a pressing issue for the Turkish
nationalism and the political class. It is true that Turkey is the most democratic
of Islamic countries for the moment, but there are many necessary steps than
need to be made to join the EU.
Theoretically, there could be a compromise between the EU and Turkish
legislation, but practically it is impossible, because to be a member means to
accept the EU legislation without exception.
However, Turkey has key resources. Actually, the economic opportunities in
Turkey are higher outside the EU than within the EU. Turkey seeks membership
to control the Eastern territories, it does not need European privileges, not on
a general basis for membership.
It is clear that the differences between Turkey and the EU are many. This
is the only official candidate with Islamic religion, and geography, which
extends for the most part, to another continent - Asia. These are major differences, but what is more important and have led to criticism of the country
is the foreign policy as well as the delay of a number of reforms, since some
of the current laws and policies of the country are highly undemocratic and
anti-European.
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• At a domestic level the most prominent negatives are:
- Lack of rights given to minorities living there;
- Prosecution of journalists and writers;
- The need for major reforms in the judiciary;
- Turkish policy towards social institutions in the country;
- Women’s Rights;
- Torture and ill-treatment of detainees;
- Economic plan to smooth the differences in the development of eastern, central and western parts;
- The total elimination of military control over political decisions;
- Elimination of state control over religious communities.
• Externally, the most unacceptable actions of the policy led by Turkey are:
- Lack of recognition of the Greek part of Cyprus, which is a member of
the EU;
- Prohibition on landing and passage of ships from Cyprus to Turkey;
- Kurdish issue, lack of indigenous autonomous status for Turkish
Kurds;
- Lack of recognition of Armenian genocide carried out by the Ottoman
Empire.
Ultimately the non-European internal and external policy and the differences
in religion and geography of the country are evidence that Turkey is not ready
to be an EU member.
The Western Balkans
The EU faces a challenge with the Western Balkans and the restoration of
the internal balance. Under the influence of liberal elites up to 1990 Yugoslavia
had real chances to join the EU, but the 93-94 War returned Yugoslav societies
to the past ages. Currently, the dilemmas that these countries face make the
EU integration impossible. Bulgaria and Romania were admitted because of
strategic interests, not because they were adequately prepared; but the Western Balkans are even more unprepared. The first problem is the conflict of
national identity projects. Western Balkans are countries whose institutions can
not produce a strategy for national transformation and adaptation to modern
society, to the modern European space. Mafia wars led to the criminalization
of traditionalist clans of political power and to profiting of organized crime.
Kosovo and Montenegro are totally criminalized, FYROM largely. In Bosnia and
Herzegovina, there are not only clans, but a complete blockade of institutions,
because of the conflict between the Muslim and the Serb communities. This
institutional blockade is caused by ethnic division.
Even the formal requirements can not be fulfilled. The Western Balkans are
few subjects with unregulated relations - internal and external, they do not
meet formal criteria for the EU, their institutions do not work.
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Besides the institutional blockade in the Western Balkans is also seen an
extreme dynamic of community life:
- Rapid population growth and nationalizing of the Albanian factor;
- Death of Serbian nationality;
- Intransigence of Bosnian and Serb communities.
These countries however, can not remain outside the EU because the
ghettoization of the Western Balkans is a dangerous condition liable to
produce further degeneration and a new type of challenges facing the EU
- waves of refugees, illegal immigration, new conflicts, criminal networks,
political instability, religious extremism, ethnic conflict, organized crime
and others.
THE PROPOSAL: MORE IMAGINATION
The institutional crisis, together with the financial and economic crisis
could bring the idea of a “Europe of different speeds”. Even today there is a
re-nationalization of a number of general policies that many member states
did not agree: for instance, the immigration policy in Austria, or the national
control over the financial system and budgetary relations with the euro area in
Scandinavia. Again, Germany leads a national energy policy in contravention
of the European Energy Charter.
In deepening institutional crisis national policies will be strengthened and
common institutions will block. However, that does not mean an end of the
EU, it means an EU with cores and peripheries. Bulgaria is interested in Europe
as a federal project and most of all as a successful federal project, because the
integration of Europe will smooth the shortcomings of the Bulgarian state
machine. It is difficult to say whether there will be integration and federalism in
Europe or prudence and self-restraint in the behavior of European countries.
The problem here is that EU fails to make countries outside the EU more
quickly to reform their state apparatus, as it did with the countries of eastern Europe. Perhaps the lack of an invitation to join the Union, discourages
countries neighbouring the EU and they do not take the difficult and painful
path of reforms. It is clear that the EU can not offer at this stage, membership
to all countries, but it must be able to offer more attractive benefits for those
countries that respect the implementation of deadlines for the reforms. Some
of these could be:
1. Separate areas and communities should receive bonuses, for example
for culture or education: they could have access to the Common Market
and all the privileges of membership for developing specific areas of capacity to the level of European standards. This is an opportunity for the
Balkans.
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2. The EU could provide its neighbours a partnership in the system of internal and external security (CFSP), which will be a great advantage for
countries with unstable politics. For example if Georgia and Ukraine fulfil
their commitments, the EU could provide them the opportunity to send
representatives to the European Parliament in Brussels. There they will
participate in discussions on issues that affect their own countries, and security in the Black Sea region, counter-terrorist measures and prevention of
illegal immigration. Partners could contribute to shaping a more effective
EU policy, but could not vote for her. Many Georgians and Ukrainians see
NATO and Euro-Atlantic values, as the only precondition for its economic
prosperity and guarantee of security. However, since membership of either
in the union seems in the remote future such opportunity seems entirely
satisfactory to both parties at this time.
3. These non-allied partners could gain many advantages. Their politicians
and managers could take part not only in the Parliament’s future work,
they could be “observers” in the other institutions working on different
problem issues. Thus they will learn to apply typical EU compromises and
moral considerations in domestic and foreign policy. It will strengthen
controls and procedures in the region.
Of course, similar ideas for boosting relations and security with neighbouring EU countries can only work with clear guarantees of future membership in
the Union. The non-allied partners will frown on any offer from the EU, which
do not guarantee future membership. When, however, they understand that
membership is not possible in the foreseeable future they are likely to start
working on what they are offered now.
Over time, the European Union can again feel strong and confident enough
to accept new countries and its neighbours will already have advances with
reforms, and possibly then we will witness the next expansion. Until then let’s
welcome Bulgaria and Romania and let’s wish success to those who want to
have their luck.
In all likelihood Croatia will be an EU member in 2013, Serbia will join some
time between 2016 and 2021. The problem is that the EU is not what it was
five or ten years ago, since the two enlargements and the euro crisis led to a
blockade of European institutions. There should be a long term strategy for
inclusion. Obviously the task is extremely complicated, because Europe has
become accustomed to certain realities, but the European Union needs more
imagination in order to win.
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The enlargement process of the European Union is a very important step in
the development of a United Europe. Every new Candidate State must meet
certain criteria to enter the Union. One of the most substantial questions facing the decision-makers is to what extent and for how long European Union
enlargement will continue. In this report, I will explain my opinion on this
question. I will analyze mainly “Enlargement Strategy and Main Challenges
2010-2011” and “Progress Reports 2010” of the Candidate and Potential Candidate Countries, but I will also examine the opinions of experts in this field
and comment on this issue.
Here is a picture of the situation: The adoption of the Lisbon Treaty and
its entry into force guarantee that the Union can continue to enlarge while
maintaining the momentum of European integration. The Western Balkan
countries are entirely surrounded by Member States. The example of Croatia
demonstrates that accession to the EU can become a reality after a fulfillment of
the necessary conditions. Proof of this lies in the final stage of the negotiation
process. In 2010, the European Commission voiced its opinions on applications
from Montenegro and Albania. Iceland began accession negotiations in July.
Serbia had applied for membership, as well. Meanwhile, the visa liberalization
process for the Western Balkans had progressed.
Turkey adjoins Europe by land and sea. Turkey has embarked on a thorough
revision of its constitution which moves it closer to European standards, which
was previously named as a precondition for opening new chapters in its negotiations. However, there are a number of challenges that persist. The momentum
for reform has slowed down in some potential enlargement countries.
All of these nations need to focus on good governance, the expedition of
economic reform, and improving their capacity to adopt and implement the
acquis, improving the rule of law. The primary concern in most countries is
upholding freedom of expression. Several complex problems remain to be
solved, including the question concerning the name of the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia and the governance of Bosnia-Herzegovina. In addition,
the differences over Kosovo’s status have been an obstacle to the progress of
regional cooperation.
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The EU’s enlargement process contributes to stability in Europe and to the
security and growth of its internal market and the well-being of its citizens. It
provides a unique incentive for political and economic reform in the potential
enlargement countries. It is in the mutual interest of the EU and potential
enlargement countries to begin to discuss difficult negotiation points early in
the process. The aim thereof is to bring the potential enlargement countries
up to European standards in all areas covered by EU treaties, thereby helping
the EU to attain its own objectives.
These objectives include dealing with the current economic crisis, the quality
of governance, restoring the growth of the job market through the 2020 reform
agenda, and making the EU a safer place. Accomplishing all of these will result
in the EU pulling its own weight on the world stage. For this reason, the Commission’s 2011 Work Programme has a number of initiatives with these goals in
mind. In my opinion, the EU can achieve these objectives by closer integration
through the enlargement process in many crucial areas which are key to sustainable development and economic recovery.
Both the EU and future Member States have benefited from the process
of enlargement. For example, accession programs create the opportunity
for the joining states to take loans from the European Investment Bank and
other international financial institutions and grants from the Instrument for
Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA). On the other hand, Iceland – the most recent
candidate to have begun accession negotiations – is a world leader in various
forms of renewable energy and it can potentially share its technology within
this sphere, not to mention other advanced fields, with the EU.
Let us shift our attention to the Candidate States - Croatia, Iceland, The
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, and Turkey. I will analyze a few key
points about their future membership with regard to the following:
 Political criteria;
 Democracy and the rule of law;
 Economic criteria;
 Ability to assume the obligations of membership.
Croatia continues to meet the political criteria set forth by the European
Commission. Progress has been made in many areas, including in the rule of
law. Its efforts must continue and intensify in the field of judicial and administrative reform, the fight against organized crime and corruption, respect for
and protection of minorities and refugee return.
We can observe that more needs to be done to strengthen democracy and
the rule of law. The parliament and the government have continued to function
effectively. However, the capacity of the parliament to scrutinize the legislative
process needs to be enhanced. Judicial reform has continued but significant
challenges remain – judicial efficiency, independence and accountability.
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As regards economic criteria, Croatia is a functioning market economy. The
country should be able to cope with competitive pressures and market forces
within the Union, provided that it implements its comprehensive reform program
with determination in order to reduce structural weaknesses.
Croatia has improved its ability to take on the obligations of membership.
Preparations for meeting EU requirements have continued to progress well
and there is a good degree of alignment with EU rules in most sectors. In most
areas there has been further progress including in those chapters with high
levels of alignment already. Additional efforts are needed in certain areas to
strengthen the administrative capacity necessary for proper implementation
of the acquis.
In my opinion Croatia is proceeding very well on the EU path and soon will
be a Member State that will contribute to the development of the Union.
Iceland is a functioning democracy with strong institutions and deeply
rooted traditions of representative democracy. Iceland meets the political criteria. The coalition government in the country has remained stable in recent
years despite the difficult economic background and diverging views among
the Icelandic political forces and population on the prospect of EU accession.
However, according to the polls, support for the accession process has increased, with a majority in favour of conducting accession negotiations.
The economy of Iceland has gone into a deep and long recession, and prospects for even a mild recovery remain uncertain. Unemployment has increased
and public finances have suffered a marked deterioration with higher fiscal
deficits and a significant rise in the already high public debt. But I think it is
important to stress that inflation has been gradually and steadily coming down.
As regards the economic criteria, the state can be considered a functioning
market economy. However, financial sector weaknesses and capital movement
restrictions still impede an efficient allocation of resources. Iceland could regain
the capacity to cope with competitive pressures and market forces within the
single market over the medium term, provided that it continues to address
current structural weaknesses through appropriate macroeconomic policies
and structural reforms.
In the first progress report, Iceland’s ability to assume the obligations of
membership was assessed in light of its participation in the European Economic
Area (EEA) and taking into account the exemptions granted under the EEA. I
think that the overall level of preparedness to meet EU acquis requirements
remains good, in particular due to Iceland’s participation in the European
Economic Area.
The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia continues to sufficiently fulfill
the political criteria. The country implemented substantial reforms beginning
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in 2009, although at an uneven pace. Now there is cooperation between political forces and the governing coalition is stable. However, the political dialogue
needs to be strengthened and further efforts are needed in most areas related
to the political criteria, in particular important ongoing concerns as regards
independence of the judiciary, reform of public administration and freedom
of expression in the media.
An essential element for democracy and rule of law in the country remains
the Ohrid Framework Agreement. We could observe some progress in implementing the law on languages, on decentralization and equitable representation. In my opinion continuous efforts, through dialogue, are needed to fulfill
the objectives of the Agreement and ensure its full implementation.
Structural reforms in the economy have continued. In my opinion the high
structural unemployment, in particular among young and poorly educated, remains a major cause of concern. Some minor improvements have been achieved
with respect to addressing institutional weaknesses, but deficiencies in the rule
of law continue to have a negative bearing on the business climate.
In regard to the economic criteria, the state continues to be well advanced. In
some areas, it has made further progress towards becoming a functioning market
economy, notably by reducing barriers to market entry and exit and improving the
capacity of the courts to handle economy-related cases. In my opinion, there was
further progress in the fulfillment of the priorities of the Accession Partnership.
I think that sustained efforts are needed to strengthen administrative capacity
for the implementation and enforcement of legislation.
Turkey continues to sufficiently fulfill the political criteria. The last constitutional reforms created the conditions for progress in a lot of areas, such as
the judiciary and fundamental rights. They must be implemented in line with
European standards. The democratic opening, aimed notably at addressing
the Kurdish issue, did not yet meet the expectations.
In regard to democracy and the rule of law in Turkey, the investigation of the
alleged criminal network Ergeneko continued. This investigation and the probe
into several other coup plans remains an opportunity for Turkey to strengthen
confidence in the proper functioning of its democratic institutions and the
rule of law. However, there are concerns in regard to judicial guarantees for
all suspects. Turkey still needs to align its legislation as regards procedure and
grounds for closures of political parties with European standards.
The global financial crisis hit the Turkish economy hard, but quickly recouped
its losses. It started growing across the board at robust rates since the second
quarter of 2009. In regard to the economic criteria, Turkey is a functioning
market economy. It should be able to cope with competitive pressure and
market forces within the Union in the medium term, provided that it continues
implementing its comprehensive structural reform programme.
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Turkey continues to improve its ability to take on the obligations of membership. Progress was made in most areas but at times uneven. Alignment
is advanced in certain areas: free movement of goods, intellectual property
rights, anti-trust policy, energy, enterprise and industrial policy, etc. The efforts
need to continue to pursue alignment in areas such as environment, company
law, public procurement and right of establishment and freedom to provide
services. As regards the Customs Union, it is essential that Turkey fully implements the Customs Union and removes a large number of obstacles affecting
EU products that are in free circulation.
The abovementioned Candidate Countries put a lot of effort into changing their
status to Member Countries and I think that in the next 20 years they will be.
In the second part of my analyses I attempt to describe the situation for the
Potential Candidates for European Union – Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Serbia and Kosovo. These countries are in the beginning of their EU path and
they must synchronize their domestic policies towards EU ones.
In line with the Treaty requirements, the current assessment is made in terms
of the conditions of eligibility laid down by the European Council. In Copenhagen in June 1993, the European Council concluded that: “Accession will take
place as soon as a country is able to assume the obligations of membership by
satisfying the economic and political conditions required. Membership requires:
that the candidate country has achieved stability of institutions guaranteeing
democracy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for and protection of
minorities; the existence of a functioning market economy, as well as the capacity to cope with competitive pressure and market forces within the Union;
the ability to take on the obligations of membership including adherence to
the aims of political, economic and monetary union”.
In December 2006, the European Council agreed that “enlargement strategy
based on consolidation, conditionality and communication, combined with
the EU’s capacity to integrate new members, forms the basis for a renewed
consensus on enlargement”.
Albania is a parliamentary democracy. The state is based on a constitutional
and legislative framework, which is largely in line with European principles and
standards. According to some analyses there is a general consensus on the goal
of EU membership. The effectiveness and stability of democratic institutions
is not sufficiently achieved at this moment. In addition, the parliamentary
institutions and procedures do not function properly. As a result, parliament
does not exercise effective oversight and control over the government and its
scrutiny of legislative development is weak. Political dialogue is confrontational
and unconstructive, not least because of the political stalemate since the June
2009 elections.
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In the recent years we can observe that the state is strengthening rule of law,
in particular by conducting legislative and institutional reforms of the judiciary
and in the areas of the fight against corruption and organized crime. Also, administrative capacity notably of law enforcement bodies has been strengthened.
However, reforms remain incomplete. The transparency, independence and
accountability of the judicial system and a solid track record of effective fight
against corruption and organized crime are missing.
In the last few years Albania achieved a degree of macroeconomic stability. It is sufficient enough to allow economic operators to make decisions in
a climate of predictability. The macro policy mix in the past years has been
appropriate, generating growth rates exceeding five percent and activity, although slower, remained positive in 2009 despite the crisis. The level of inflation
remains low. The free interplay of market forces has been developing through
privatization. Prices and trade have been mostly liberalized. Notable progress
has been achieved in facilitating market entry. The expansion of the banking
system is a result of privatization and the entry of foreign players. State aid has
been reduced and the share of trade and investment integration with the EU
remained high.
The ability of the state to the obligations of membership has been evaluated
according to the two indicators: the obligations written in the Stabilisation and
Association Agreement and the progress with adoption, implementation and
enforcement of the EU acquis.
Albania smoothly implemented the obligations under the Stabilisation
and Association Agreement. Special attention needs to be paid to respecting
the deadlines for its commitments. Also, we could observe some gaps in the
implementation of certain trade provisions.
The state starts a comprehensive and ambitious plan with adoption of the
National Strategy for Development and Integration (2007-2013) for the approximation of national legislation to the EU acquis. In the recent years there
were significant efforts taken in aligning its legislation with the EU acquis, but
Albania faces major challenges in implementing and enforcing legislation.
The state applied for the status and it was rejected mainly because of its
political crises and impossibility to fulfill and implement the criteria for European integration. Among them is the solution of the political situation which
has blocked the integration process. The elections of May 8 were a test for
Albania and it seemingly failed the test. Reestablishment of the visa regime
for the Albanian citizens is not excluded. According to BBC reports Albania
is not expected to join the EU until 2015 at the earliest. EU governments say
strengthening the rule of law and combating organized crime and corruption
remain “urgent challenges” for Albania.
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Serbia is another of the potential candidates for EU membership. On 29
April 2008, Serbia signed a Stabilisation and Association Agreement (SAA)
and an Interim Agreement on trade-related measures with the EU, which
entered into force on 1 February 2010. On 22 December 2009, the Serbian
President and Prime Minister submitted the country’s application for EU
membership.
Serbia has taken strong measures to fulfill the political criteria. Democracy
and the rule of law have been further strengthened in the state. Even though
the state enacted a new Law on the National Assembly, and new rules of procedure have been adopted, electoral legislation still needs to be brought fully
in line with European standards. The government fully supports the European
integration of the state. Judicial reform in Serbia has continued but there have
been serious shortcomings in the reappointment procedures of judges and
prosecutors. In combating corruption, the state has made strides with the establishment of its Anti-Corruption Agency. Nevertheless, corruption remains
rampant in many areas and continues to be a serious problem. In the absence
of a new law, control over funding of political parties and the financing of
election campaigns remains weak. The state has legislation concerning human
rights and the protection of minorities, but this legislation is not enforced in
practice. The most important issue in this sphere is discrimination against the
Roma, the LGBT community, and national minorities.
With regards to the economic criteria, the progress towards establishing a
functional market economy has been limited. The state needs to make more
efforts in restructuring its economy. The major issue remains coping with competitive pressures and market forces within the European Union. Serbia has
begun working against these but the process has only just begun. Its market
is not yet ready for the pressure of foreign investors. However, Serbia’s external
position has improved during the recession.
Serbia has also made progress towards aligning its legislation with European
Standards. The state has continued to implement the provisions of the Interim
Agreement and made further progress towards complying with the requirements of the Stabilisation and Association Agreement (SAA). Nevertheless,
further efforts are necessary to bring its legislation and policies in line with
the acquis. Implementation as well as enforcement of the adopted EU-related
legislation must also be ensured.
Serbia has made moderate advances toward meeting EU standards in the
areas of movement of persons, services, rights of establishment, and company
law. Preparations to meet European standards in the areas of employment and
social policy continue. Progress in the areas of justice, freedom, and security
has continued. However, little progress has been made in the area of asylum.
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Some progress has been achieved in preventing money laundering, but the
Prevention of Money Laundering administration lacks the capacity to systematically identify suspicious cases.
Bosnia and Herzegovina is another potential candidate country for accession to the EU. On 16 June 2008, the EU and Bosnia and Herzegovina signed
the SAA, which will enter into force once its ratification process has been completed. The state has made limited progress in meeting the political criteria set
out by the SAA. Overall, the implementation of reforms was insufficient and
the domestic political climate during the pre-electoral period was dominated
by nationalistic rhetoric.
Important reforms related to the EU have been blocked by the lack of a
shared vision among political leaders concerning the direction of the country.
Regarding democracy and the rule of law, experts have observed little progress
towards constitutional reform, as well as creating functional and effective
institutional structures. The functioning of government institutions at different levels has continued to be affected by disjointed, uncoordinated policymaking. Bosnia and Herzegovina has also made limited progress in improving
its judicial system. The complexity of its legal framework, the fragmentation of
its judicial system, and the continued absence of a unified budget continue to
delay progress toward an independent judiciary. The state has also achieved
only limited progress in tackling corruption, which remains a serious problem
and is rampant in many areas.
With regards to the economic criteria, Bosnia and Herzegovina has made
little progress towards a functional market economy. Significant further reform
efforts need to be pursued with the goal of enabling the country to cope over
the long term with competitive pressure and market forces within the Union.
The fiscal situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina remains difficult. Commitment
to the agreed-upon fiscal adjustments and structural reform measures, as well
as their implementation, has been uneven across the country. The quality of
public finances remains low with a high ratio of current expenditures to GDP.
In the areas of justice, freedom, and security, progress has been made, albeit
unevenly, across these areas. The fight against organized crime remains underpowered due to the lack of a coherent institutional framework. Organized
crime remains an issue of serious concern; worse, it also affects the business
environment and the rule of law. According to different analyses, the state has
achieved progress in the fight against trafficking in human beings with respect
to the identification of victims. Support of victims and witness protection are
two very important issues that the state has worked to improve. With the adoption of a comprehensive strategy, Bosnia and Herzegovina has also begun to
tackle the issue of terrorism.
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The EU reiterated in 2008 that Kosovo has a clear European perspective
in line with the European perspective of the Western Balkans region. The EU
has helped to ensure the stability of Kosovo through 3 measures: A special
representative in Kosovo, the EULEX (EU Rule of Law Mission) in Kosovo, and
the Kosovo international civilian office. Kosovo has made progress toward
meeting the political criteria. The establishment of the Ministry for European
Integration expresses the growing strength of Kosovo’s commitment to the
European agenda. The government of Kosovo promised to successfully enact
the provisions of the Stabilisation and Association Process (SAP) dialogue with
the European Commission.
The authorities of Kosovo must now increase the pace of reform. The judiciary
does not function effectively and the capacity of the public administration
remains weak. Rule of law remains a serious concern; however, compliance
with EULEX has improved. Kosovo’s authorities have launched a number
of anti-corruption operations with EULEX support. All of these efforts must
continue and must encompass organised crime, the drug trade, and money
laundering.
Regarding democracy and the rule of law, we can see that progress has been
made in strengthening executive and parliamentary structures, particularly as
concerns European integration. However, there is still significant progress to
be made towards rule of law, and it remains an issue of serious concern. The
state has made progress with reforms of its judicial system. These reforms
were launched with the adoption of four reform laws concerning the courts,
prosecution, the Kosovo Judicial Council, and the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council. There has also been some limited progress in preventing drug trafficking.
The legal framework concerning corruption has improved with the adoption
of laws regarding Kosovo’s anticorruption agency and with the declaration of
the origin of property and gifts to senior public officials.
Obviously, European integration has been an extremely difficult process for
both the EU and its future Member States. The onus of the process, however,
is on the future Member States, as they must meet the criteria for accession of
the EU before being admitted. Croatia will soon be fully integrated. The other
states, however, are not prepared to become members in the next 10 years.
Serbia, Albania and Kosovo, in light of the conflict over Kosovo’s border, may
not be able to change their status soon.
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CHAPTER VII: INTERACTIVE
WORKSHOPS
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FINANCIAL AND EXTRA-FINANCIAL REPORTING BY
LISTED COMPANIES IN SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE (SEE)
Geoffrey Mazullo is Principal of Emerging Markets ESG
(www.emergingmarketsesg.net), a consultancy specializing in
environmental, social and governance (ESG) reporting in emerging markets, and Adjunct Professor of the School of American
Law (SAL) in Gdansk and in Wroclaw, Poland. He is Chair of the
Baltic Market Awards Committee, an initiative of the Riga, Tallinn
and Vilnius NASDAQ OMX Stock Exchanges to promote excellence in investor relations. From 2001-2009 he directed the PFS
Program (www.pfsprogram.org), a regional financial sector development project
co-financed by USAID and East-West Management Institute. Previously he worked
as a corporate governance analyst with IRRC and ISS. Since the mid-1990s he has
been directly involved in a number of corporate governance initiatives across CEE.
Since 2001 he has increasingly focused on ESG reporting by listed companies in
emerging markets, postulating that rigorous analysis and detailed reporting on
ESG indicators bring internal benefits to the company and external benefits to its
shareholders and stakeholders.
On Thursday, June 23, 2011 Geoffrey Mazullo, Principal, Emerging Markets
ESG and Adjunct Professor, School of American Law (SAL) – Poland conducted
an interactive workshop entitled, “Financial and Extra-Financial Reporting by
Listed Companies in Southeastern Europe (SEE).”
This was the fifth consecutive year that Mr. Mazullo contributed to the Summer Seminar.
At the outset of the workshop, various terms were defined, including: compliance; corporate governance; Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR); disclosure;
environmental, social and governance (ESG) reporting; socially responsible
investment (SRI); and sustainability.
None of the workshop participants were familiar with the acronym ESG;
this led to an interactive discussion about the types of information disclosed
in ESG reporting.
Following a description of ESG indicators and their impact on corporate performance as well as corporate reputation, participants analyzed two mini-case
studies about ESG reporting in CEE, SEE and the Black Sea region. Statistics
about ESG reporting by the largest listed companies in CEE, SEE and the Black
Sea region were presented; comparisons with peers in other regions, including
other emerging markets, were made.
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Citing a variety of sources, the workshop aimed to demonstrate that CSR is
a phenomenon involving both internalities within and externalities surrounding a corporation. The careful analysis and effective management of these
internalities and externalities brings both internal and external benefits to
the corporation. Shareholders (investors) and stakeholders utilize ESG data
to analyze companies, not only corporate (investment) performance, but also
corporate products and services as well as corporate behavior and reputation.
SRI is a type of investment that utilizes ESG data to make informed investment
decisions.
At the end of the workshop, public policy choices and public policy implications of ESG reporting were discussed. For example, participants analyzed
and debated the strengths and weaknesses of various corporate governance
models and compared/contrasted the stakeholder model with the shareholder
model.
Three presentations were delivered during the interactive workshop:
Presentation – Financial and Non-Financial Reporting by Listed Companies
in SEE – EPI Summer Seminar – June 23, 2011;
Presentation – PFS Program Surveys – EPI Summer Seminar – June 23, 2011;
and
PFS Program – Investor Relations Online – Survey Brochure -March 2011.
The presentations are available on the Archive (06/2011), Bulgaria and Capital Markets pages of www.emergingmarketsesg.net. The publication date is
dated June 23, 2011.

The World café session focused on the Strategy “Europe 2020”. The participants had the task to “translate” the proposed by the European Commission
five measurable targets into national target in the five areas of improvement,
defined by the Commission:
 Employment
 Research and innovation
 Climate change and energy
 Education
 Combating poverty
On each of the five tables one of these issues was discussed in three rounds,
thus each of the participants had the opportunity to contribute in debating
three topics. The overarching question: What does the strategy Europe 2020
propose to be done for meeting the respective target? What should be done on
European and national level with specific focus on your respective countries?
Five hosts of the tables, who took the role of reporters, summarized the
results1 on each of the targets, as following:
Employment challenge
Reported by: Daniel Hinљt, Expert Assistant, Ministry of Economy, Labour
and Entrepreneurship, Croatia
The working group for employment discussed about solutions how the
EU should reach its main strategic goal by 2020 – 75% employment rate for
people aged 20-64.
This ambitious goal can be realistic. However, it requires the immediate and
serious implementation of free market policies, especially the labour market
liberalisation. The European Commission proposes flexicurity policies in order
to make the labour markets more flexible, while at the same time to keep the
security of workers. This new approach to labour security should not be seen
from the perspective of job security, but rather through active labour market
policies, directed towards government funded prequalification trainings, in
order to increase opportunities of the unemployed people to find new jobs
according to the labour market needs. Moreover, educational reforms in EU
Member States should emphasize the need for adapting the qualifications
and skills to the labour market. Finally, there should be no alternative to the
life-long learning approach.
Beside labour market rigidities, high tax burden on wages can also be seen
as one of the causes of high unemployment in many EU Member States.
Finally, in order to increase employment rate, Europeans should work harder
1
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There are no changes in the reports, they are published the way they have been submitted by the table hosts.
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and longer concerning the working time but also the retirement age which
should be increased.
It is the last minute time for Europe to wake up in order to increase its competitiveness in comparison with the United States of America, which is more
competitive due to higher labour market flexibility, especially longer working
hours.
Research and innovation
Reported by: Elif Kursunlu, Coordinator, Secretariat General for EU Affairs, Turkey
R&D spending in Europe is below 2% compared to 2.6% in the USA and 3.4%
in Japan, mainly as a result of lower levels of private investment. The EU currently has a target of investing 3% of GDP in R&D. The target has succeeded in
focusing attention on the need for both the public and private sector to invest
in R&D but it focuses on input rather than impact. Thus there is a clear need to
improve the conditions for private R&D in the EU and many of the measures
proposed in the strategy are for this purpose.
Flagship Initiative: “Innovation Union”
At EU level, the Commission will work:
• To complete the European Research Area, to develop a strategic research
agenda focused on challenges such as energy security, transport, climate
change and resource efficiency, health and ageing, environmentallyfriendly production methods and land management, and to enhance
joint programming with Member States and regions;
• To improve framework conditions for business to innovate (i.e. create the
single EU Patent and a specialised Patent Court, modernise the framework
of copyright and trademarks, improve access of SMEs to Intellectual Property Protection, speed up setting of interoperable standards; improve
access to capital and make full use of demand side policies, e.g. through
public procurement and smart regulation);
• To launch ‘European Innovation Partnerships’ between the EU and national
levels to speed up the development and deployment of the technologies
needed to meet certain challenges like ‘building the bio-economy by 2020’,
‘the key enabling technologies to shape Europe’s industrial future’ and
‘technologies to allow older people to live independently and be active
in society’;
• To strengthen and further develop the role of EU instruments to support
innovation (e.g. structural funds, rural development funds, R&D frame220

work programme, Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Program),
including through closer work with the European Investment Bank and
streamline administrative procedures to facilitate access to funding, particularly for SMEs and to bring in innovative incentive mechanisms linked
to the carbon market, namely for fast-movers;
• To promote knowledge partnerships and strengthen links between education, business, research and innovation, including through the European
Institute of Innovation and Technology and to promote entrepreneurship
by supporting Young Innovative Companies.
At national level, Member States will need:
• To reform national (and regional) R&D and innovation systems to foster
excellence and smart specialization, reinforce cooperation between
universities, research and business, implement joint programming and
enhance cross-border co-operation in areas with EU value added and
adjust national funding procedures accordingly, to ensure the diffusion
of technology across the EU territory;
• To ensure a sufficient supply of science, maths and engineering graduates
and to focus school curricula on creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship;
• To prioritize knowledge expenditure, including by using tax incentives
and other financial instruments to promote greater private R&D investments.
In the group work participants are from Romania, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Serbia, Georgia, Azerbaijan and Turkey. All participants believe that their country
has important potential in agriculture and need:
• Technology intensive production;
• Reform education system from high school to university.
• Special institutions on SMSs and R&D
• Community Programs, close cooperation between the universities and
private sector (METU Techno Park);
• Azerbaijan energy schools in some universities funded by the energy
companies;
• After independence brain movement;
• Incentives, tax preferences etc. for companies to invest in R&D.
However all these works are not institutionalized they are patchy.
		
Examples from Turkey:
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In the EU Turkey is the 5th country in terms of rate of increase in the present
allocation from GDP to R&D between 2002 and 2007. The share of business
expenditure in R&D expenditures also raised from 24% in 2003 to 44% in
2008. Turkey increased its researchers by 107% between 2002-2007 and with
this increase rate it is in first rank in Europe. More than 57 thematic research
centers are established. Participated to 5th Framework Program on a project
basis. Take part in the FP and now participating in FP7. Turkey paid 60 million
Euro as a national contribution for the first three years of FP7 and in return 70
million Euro is obtained.

 For non/member states: one recommendation is to change legislation
in order to comply with the international standards; for the EU MS and
other actors the recommendation would back the idea to improve the
standards and/or benchmarks
 Governments shall finance and promote, 3 times a year, the planting of
trees by public administration staff: this proposal, already applied in one
Western Balkans country (the same as the one mentioned above, this
time offering an illustrative example of good practices), would trigger – as
compensating measures - days off for the personnel during the periods
envisaged for such demarches
 Improve the rules for forests management: apply preventing measures,
stop abuses in cutting down the trees, elaborate a new European policy
 Promote a better ecological friendly transport policy
• e.g. establish distance/length criteria for allowing a certain type of transportation:
 less than 10 km - bicycle
 11 – 20 km - tramway
 more than 20 km: trains, planes, other aircrafts3

Climate change and energy
Reported by: Laurentiu-Liviu Flueraru, Second Secretary, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Romania
In the field of Climate Change & Energy, the Strategy “Europe 2020” proposes
three inter-connected objectives to be reached until year 2020:
1. Reduce greenhouse emissions by at least 20 %, that could be increased up
to 30 % if other global actors (such as US and China) will show willingness
to undertake similar cut downs in their emissions;
2. Increase the share of renewable energy in our final consumption to 20 %;
3. Achieve a 20 % increase in energy efficiency.
Comments and potential Solutions that could be taken into consideration
in order to accomplish these ambitious but attainable goals:

For objective no. 2:
 Give subsidies or other incentives to those people that are building eco
houses
 Promote investments in renewable energy field, including by encouraging
private-public partnerships
 one example: Middle East Technical University in Ankara uses mud for
producing energy
 Use solar panels, wind power, hydropower stations
 Encourage the use of new technology
 Invest in R & D: if properly done, this measure would increase productivity
while cutting down the costs for renewable energy devices.
For objective no. 3:
 Promote a more effective recycling process
 Produce and import/use energy saving instruments
 Encourage energy efficiency buildings and the use of new technology
 Raise public awareness, including through media and public campaigns;
to give only one example, in public places short and attractive information
could be so displayed
 Campaigns and public debates could cover different topics relevant for

For objective no. 1:
 Support a more ‘decarbonized’ transport sector, through:
• The promotion of a “zero tolerance policy” for the imports/use of cars,
planes, ships that are environmental unfriendly
 A counter example coming from a Western Balkans country: the persistence of a bad policy of the Government which encourages the importation
of old cheap cars from Member States using environmental unfriendly
technology
• Multiplication and diversification of the production of hybrid/electric cars,
planes and ships
• Encouragement of alternative transportation means (bikes, railways etc.):
e.g. use more train transportation in countries and between countries
 e.g. magnetic energy2 is fast, implies low maintenance costs and could
be cheaper than using planes
Observation: the use of magnetic energy is advisable only if the human health costs are not exceeding those specific
for the classic means of transportation
2
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3

The distances may be better defined after a comprehensive study done by the experts.
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the energy efficiency file; one of them could for instance tackle the following question: “Why should we turn off the light when being out of the
room?”
 Use taxes, fiscal policies to encourage business sector be more energy
efficient.
Education
Reported by: Oksana Diakun, Counsellor, DG for the EU, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ukraine
Targets:
• reducing share of early school leavers to 10% from the current 15%
• Increasing share of the population aged 30-34 having completed tertiary
education from 31% to at least 40% in 2020
 Achievement of these targets is closely related to other important objectives of E2020 strategy: employment, R&D, reducing poverty
Solutions:
• Ensure proper investment in education. Investment should be accompanied by comprehensive reforms
• To make easier access to the universities (more scholarships)
• To improve quality of education (educational outcomes, governance and
financing)
• Better connection between education and labour market needs (partnership with business)
• Better motivation to obtain tertiary education (differentiation in wages,
career possibilities)
• Improve academic mobility
• Promote exchange programs (Erasmus Mundus, Tempus, Marie Curie)
• Extension of exchange programs to the Eastern Partnership countries
Targeting the problem of early school leaving:
• investments/quality of education
• Integration of minorities in educational process
• Educational programs for deprived communities
• Tackle the problem of lack of teacher authority in schools which is related
to the problem of low prestige of this profession (wages, quality of teaching, incentives for young people to chose pedagogical careers)
• Counselling/assisting pupils to decide about their future profession (ori224

entation courses on the last years of secondary school)
• Practical approach to the educational process
Guidelines on education set by E2020 strategy:
At EU level, the Commission will work:
• To integrate and enhance the EU’s mobility, university and researchers’
programs (such as Erasmus, Erasmus Mundus, Tempus and Marie Curie)
and link them up with national programs and resources;
• To step up the modernization agenda of higher education (curricula,
governance and financing) including by benchmarking university performance and educational outcomes in a global context;
• To explore ways of promoting entrepreneurship through mobility programs for young professionals;
• To promote the recognition of non-formal and informal learning;
• To launch a Youth employment framework outlining policies aimed at
reducing youth unemployment rates: this should promote, with Member
States and social partners, young people’s entry into the labour market
through apprenticeships, stages or other work experience, including a
scheme (“Your first EURES job”) aimed at increasing job opportunities for
young people by favouring mobility across the EU.
At national level, Member States will need:
• To ensure efficient investment in education and training systems at all
levels (pre-school to tertiary);
• To improve educational outcomes, addressing each segment (pre-school,
primary, secondary, vocational and tertiary) within an integrated approach, encompassing key competences and aiming at reducing early
school leaving;
• To enhance the openness and relevance of education systems by building
national qualification frameworks and better gearing learning outcomes
towards labour market needs.
• To improve young people’s entry into the labour market through integrated action covering i.a guidance, counseling and apprenticeships.
Combating poverty
Reported by: Sava-Constantin Diamandi, Diplomat, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Romania
The strategy Europe 2020 indicates that 80 million people were at risk of
poverty. In particular unemployed people and children are exposed to poverty.
In this context we propose programs for training the unemployed and innova225

tive education facilities for people exposed to poverty. Equally important are
measures to provide housing and health services on equal bases. We came
to the conclusion that these social benefits should be granted under specific
obligations for the receivers. For instance the participation in education and
training programs should be compulsory for those who benefit from free health
care and housing. The obligation in taking part time jobs in the public sector
could be also an alternative. This approach would certainly serve the objective
of fighting poverty and social exclusion.
For the children that are exposed to poverty risk we propose to strengthen
the system of children’s rights protection. As tangible measures we support the
setting up of effective and additional vocational or technical high schools that
target children exposed to poverty. More efforts and active support are required
for investing in public programs aimed at rising awareness on the importance
of education as well as for education and social voluntaries organizations.

FEEDBACK FROM PARTICIPANTS
IN THE 12TH SUMMER SEMINAR
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Saša Ojdanić, Ph.D.
Serbia
“I would like once again to adress you congratulations for perfect organisation of
seminar. You paid attention of every details of our course, and all your staff did it
in the best way of diplomatic practice. The quality of your course is on the same
level of similar seminars, organised by some traditional and prestigious diplomacy
that I had a chance to follow in my carieer.
As I expressed in my evaluation list, beside excellent quality of work during the
classes, social gathering was of extremly importance for all of us. As we can all see,
all participants are still in touch and we look forward to keep up in that manner.”
Maxim Kozlov
Russia
“Thank you for an interesting week on the Bulgarian coast. The seminar was definitely a success!”
Irena Prelevic
Montenegro
“Everything is very well organized, topics were interesting and full of new information; organization is great and I would like to propose that this group should be
called for another seminar because we were active, positive and good participants
in the working groups as well as during lessons.”
Laurentiu-Liviu Flueraru
Romania
“I want to thank you for the excellent idea to organize a debate using the World
Caffe method. I think is a wonderful instrument to generate a pro-active involvement of the students, while making them think and come up with new solutions...
congratulations for the excellent work done by a beautiful and full of energy (efficiency) team.”
Dimitrina Prokopova
Bulgaria
“Thank you for organizing this seminar and giving opportunity to meet people
from different organizations and countries.
I find very useful the list of participants distributed before beginning of the seminar.”
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Burcu Akyol
Turkey
“It was an excellent seminar program and thank you for all your efforts. I would
like to thank everyone who were responsible for the organization of this seminar
for their kindness and their effort to make it better.”
Daniel Hinšt
Croatia
“The seminar was really very good organised and it was nice to participate and
share experiences with other participants. I’ve learned many new things which will
be useful for my job and professional career.”
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